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Chapter 1'. INTRODUCTION AND OVeiVIEW
Y

yH

There is a certain relief in change, even thOugh it

be from bad to worse; as I have foundOn travelling
in a stage-coach, that-it is often a:tomfort to .

shift one's position and be bruised in a pew place.

-
/

Washington Irving, Tales of -'a Traveller

This repoirt contains tpe'results of;an investigation of innovation

in the educational servicesectorg Two case studies of innovation in

education have been carriedi4 out which prbvide the central focus o1 our

work. The first case concerns the Children's Television Workshop (CTW)

.and its "Sesame Street" pre-sChool educational television program. he

second case focuses upon computer-assisted ins&uction (CAI) for ele-

mentary.educati4 developed at the Institute of Mathematical Studies in the

Social Sciences (IMSSS) at, Stanford University. Based upon,the-case stUais',

an ana sis is-then presented which seeks to provide inforthation and

insights which will, be us4ful toeducational policymakers and others who

are concerned with the pro ess Of innovation in education, and with educe-

tional improvementitn g eral.'

In its own h' y faceted w y,this report is a reflection of con-

temporary society with its expectation of change., Within recent years,

individuals have experienced changes of,extraordinery scope and increasing

acceleration. An important factor lcading to change is innovation, a

word connoting the. concept of change in league with the concept of novelty

or newness, be it a new procedure, technology, theoreticarconstruct,

ideology, or whatever,' It is understandable then that governments have

an interest in comprehending the prole q of innovation so that they are

bettenequippedto provide.seriices to their respective citizenry within

the environment in which they must operate.
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This investigation was,suppibrted by the National Institute of,

Education NIE1, which was crested to conduct research on issues affect-

ing American education in.order to aid in policy formulation and result

in educational improvement. 1th cafe-studies deal with innovations which

are to varying degrees technological, and theref also should be of

interest to those concerned with the application of technology to education.

\

NIE includes a Task Force on F ance and Produc tivity which is interested

in that issue, as shown by it tinvolvement with the "open" University of

Mid-America project and the cgion component of the first year of the

ATS-6 communication satellit demonstration. It is hoped that the case

studies and analysis present -d in our report will assist educational

policy akers in developing clearer understanding of the consequences

'of government policies used foster innovation in education.' It is

.4

also hoped that our work wil stimulate further investigation of mech-

eft

`anisms by which government ca tostructively influence the innovative

process,. and of criteria for eating which innovations to support.

Several considerations p ted our selection of the CTW-"Sesame Street"

and CAI-IMSSS innovations as c studies. First, It was felt that

sufficient information on each f these cases would be available so as

to provide useful insight into organizational, adoptive, and evalu-

ative phases of the innovative cess. Setond, both innovations had

been spawned sufficiently far in he past SQ that a somewhat complete

picture of what had transpired c d be obtained. As we progressed into

the work, it appeared to us that dissimilarities and differentes

between the cases were such that ,ther.refinement of the issues under

study could be obtained a compaMive analysis of the two cases. Such

an analysis is included in Chapter

S

q.
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Both innovations were initiated in the 1960's, a period during which

)

a dominant feature of the scene in the United States was social

concern and' tempts at social reform. "The Great Society" became the

--atct------1-pEr-a-se--for he spirit to improve the quality of American life

through a myriad of social programs. The edOcation sector was the subject

of much attention and the bendiciary of much funding and programmatic

effort, which is reflective of a phenomenon that is widely recognized as

the-American_belief in education and less often expressed as the American

belief in ducation's function as .4 change agent: This line of reasoning

holds that one important,means of effectuating a "Great Societ was to

improve education and to reach undefterved student bodies so th the

benefits accruingr fromi the educational process would be more eq 4tably

,distributed, .and more Americans would have access to a
better.

fe.

Although both innovations were viewed as having applicability.to,,children
VS 1,

of all socio-lconothic strata, their applicability to chirdren

tionally underserved by the existing educational system was quick-Is,

perceived. Therefore, the 1960's were supportive of educational innova-

tion and may be considered the environment in macrocosm which spawned

these innovations.'

"Asame Street" had the potential for initially reaching 70 ipercent

of its intended audience becatse it was distributed via open-circuit

television, &n omniOesent medium in AeYica. The prOgram could enter

private homes, nurseryschools, andday care centers, the logical places

to find its pre-school aged audience. Nartional distribution was over

the npn-commerGial television interconnection; although this was not .

\

as"well established either institutionally or technologic'ally as.the

commercial television networks, "Sesame Street" could be disseminated

,'\-

1-1-0

4,6
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rapidly on a nationwide scale with a minimum of disruption. The adopters

were the local public broadcasting stations, not the schOols.,ArThe IMSSS

curriculum was distributed initIITTY to student computer terminals

located at schools Oich were "tied" to the Stanford University computer L'

by telephone longlines. By contrast with the fast dissemination, of a

somewhat "familiar" television product in the "Sesame Street" case, CAI

represented a much newer, less familiar entity at a much earlier-stage

of development, with no large scale dissemination network available.

Adoption of the IMSSS computer-assisted. instruction meant the emplace-

ment of a new technology in,schoolrOOms and it 'meant decisions by indi-

vidual schools to use their own resources to some extent-.

One may already sense the challenges inherent in this study. How

is, new technology introduced into American schools? .Educafional estab-

lishments have not been the most receptive to the-elctrenic media,

although radi6 and television are. used'to some extent and small=scale

technologies such as films and audio tapes are also eMployede._How do

innovators use open-circpit televiSfon for educational purposes and

entice large numbers of viewers? American television has been dominated

by entertainment programming, apd national taste has been conditioned,

to non-instructional fare. fioW does a new development, computer -aided

instruction, which requires new, forms of student interaction attempt to

establish itself in schools? By using the framework of case studies in

innovation; these questions, among others, wfllibe probed.

Studies of innovation have been conducted within many disciplines

(1,2,3)*
and along interdisciplinary 'lines. Accordingly, 'the study of innovation

0

may be considered a hybridizatiOn of many fields, as communication theories,

psychological considerations, economic concepts, and sociological constructs

*References are numbered consecutively beg inning with number one within,

each chapter and are listed at the end ofi,each chapter.

11
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intermingle fbrm the broad conceptual outline.of the innovation process.

There is a s stantial body, of literature on this topic, much of which is

specific, to ed cation. Innovation researchers (4, 5) seem'to classify this

1?
.,.

literature falling into,one of two broad categories: 1) theoretical

construct of educational innovation, as characterized by the
,

writings f Havelock,() or 2) reports,of actual innovations, largely

narrative n character displaying a limited research orientation, and

much of which is described as in an "advocacy Diode" of reporting.
(4, 5)

Each type of literature has ceYtain'failings. TheoretiCal writings

attempt to develop intricately-structured typologies without sufficient

account of the institutional framework into which the innovation must

be integrated. Narrative reports,merely reconstruct rather than analyze

case htstories,,producing somewhat the opposite effect of over emphasis

on the particular setting and little data which might form the basis of

comparison with innovations cited elsewhere.(4'

As a guide for developing our case studies, we chose to use guidelines

pufforWIrd by the Secretariat Vr SCience and.Technology of the 0i4ani-
E...-

zation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).() These g ide-

lines were designed for use in an OECD multinational,Study of innova ion

in the public service sector. Among the elements considered in the OECD
ti

guidelines were:

1. Nature' of the Problem and History of the:Innovation

--c

2. The Subsector (the Eiwi'rorient)

3, The "Inventing' Cor Initiating) Unit
v,

,

4. The Innovation
{

k
' 4 ' , ',.

\''' ,ii.

5. Techniques of Change: Factors and Procedures ffecting
.4 Adoptionnse ...,

6. The Adopters
TA

tryti



7. The Users

8. Impact of the Innovation: Consequences and Evaluation

A model' of innovation which OECD used in establishing these guide-
44147

lines may be interpreted as follows. ;IndovtAjog in a service sector is

viewed aji a multi-step prOCess involving a nabgr of parties. A motivating

. ,

situation., be i,t an idea, need, milieu, or env` gnment ("the nature of

problem" and "the subsector (environment)") prompts,a change agent

("initiating or innovating unitTto produce an innovation which then

must be, brought into more general acceptance through procedures designed

to effectuate its adoption ("techniques of change"). The innovation

process'wiI'l unfold in one or twphases,, depending upon the immediacy

of the intended audience for the innovation ( "the users") to the change

agent. The U be reached and prevailed upon .directly by.the

,innbvators, or t e users must be reachld through an intermediary or .

adgpting unit ("t e adopters"). Once the cycle has been completed, the

6.s-. is upon how well theinnovition fared (based upon selected criteria)

Q

and what consequences followed ("consequences and evaluation"). It

should be pointed out that we have used the guidelines gleaned'from this

model as a tool to facilitate discussion. Detailed examination of the.

suitability of this model or other models to characterize the general

process of innovation in education is beyond the scope of this.investigation.

The first case study presented will be that of "Sesame Street", and

..it will comprise the entirety of.Chapter 11.-' The examination begins
.

by developing an understanding of why4tIrgi,,s program-is viewed as innovative.

,A brief description of the innovation follows and the forces motivating

its creation are probed against the backdrop of the predominant programming

practices in American televiton during he late 1960's. Attention is

13

6.
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then centered on the innovation process with reference to the principal

actors, the innovation itself, and the adoptive Strategies employed.

The initiating unit in this case is the Children's Television Workshop,

an innovation in the organizational sense, which created and produced

"Sesame Street," the teleVision program designed tb-mix entertainment

and pre-primary eucation. The techniques,aildstrategies used to induce
4 -

adoption of "Sesame Street" and the response of potential funding sources
) ,

are then probed, 'followed brsktudies of the adopters and users -- the non-

commercial broadcasting establishment, and pre - schoolers and their

immediate families, respectiyely. Consideration is then given to

evaluating the impacts and consequences of.the innovation. Chapter II

ends with a summary analysis.

C1 pter III follows essentially the sable format with respect to

computer- sisted instruction,(CAO for elementary education as developed.

at IMSSS. Th developmental history of the innovation'and the initiating

unit (the SSS) are outlined against the.milieu of American education

during the 1960's, with special reference to those forces favorable to

change. Once again the.innovation, principal actors, and adoptive

strategies are detailed. MY expanded look at computer- assisted instruc-

tion as developed at the IMSSS is followedy an examination of the

techniques employed to encourage its adoption. The adopters (school

systems and their personnel) and the users (elementary school students)

are studied in turn. After an evalUation of the innovation's impact,

the chapter is concluded with a summary analysis.

The final section, Chapter! IV of this report, seeks to analyze the

process of innovation in education in general and the role of government.

in particular, based upon the two previous case studies. 'A comparative
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analysis of the two cases is presented, which highlights similarities

and differences, Issues raised and policy implications are considered,

along with recommendations for further research.
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Chapter 2: "SESAME STREET" AND THE

OILDREN'S-TELE9SION WORKSHOP

INfRODUCTION,06JECIWES, AND OVER6EW OF THE

INVESTIGATION .

This is, the first two citse studies detailing innovations in the

educational service sector. "Sesame Street" was chosenjor study within

this context since it repesented a programmatic, technology -based 4

innovation which was adop ed on 6 wide scale and which affected not

only American early childh od education but primary education as well.

Further) it was founded upon an organization, -The Children's Television

Workshop which was innovati e in itself, thus providing elements of
c

procedural innovation whic contributed to the ultimate success of

the product.

The instance of innovation. is clear cut'.. On Monday, November'10,

)1969, thepreMiere"Sesame S reet" production of the Children's Television

Workshop aired over nearly 200 television stations acrossthe United

States, most of them non-corm ercial; public television outlets.

. . ,

Preceded by an extensive publicity campaign, "Sesame Street" did
,

not prove. to be a disappointment, and rapidly earned widespreid kUdosT
.

.

for its producers and distributors (public 'television). Designeg to

!

, 6:, .

.

/ impart learning readiress skills to youngsters between the ageS of
,

3 and 5, particularly those from lower socio-economic and.minority'..4.

groups, the program rapidly attracted an audience which remained
, y c ,

loyal and increased as t broadcast season wore on. Youngsters from

all socio-economic strata watched, but it was particularly gratifying for

the producers to know that.children from lOwer income and minority groups,

or those least'6(ely to encounter nursery educatiai,were among the steady

_viewers. The five-day-a-week, one hour broadcastt were hailed as being in

1

.16
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sharp contrast to the programming offered for children on the dominant

commercial networks. At the.end of the first broadcast-season, "Sesame

Street' was evaluated for cognitive effectiveness by a team df outside

evaluators from the Educational Testing Service, considered a leader in

the field of educational measurement within the United States. According

to ETS results, "Sesame Street" was found to be cognitively effective for

all viewers, irrespective of !individual background. The crucial variables

were found to be regularity of viewing, and reinforcement of curriculum in

a non-didactic fashion by the viewer's parent. Thus, stamped a critical,

cognitive, and public success,* "Sesame Street" has continued to date and

is preparing to embark upon its seventh broadcast season in fall, 1975.

This case study opens in, Section II with a brief.description of the
o

"Sesame Street" innovation and discussion of the forces which motivated

its creation. Plans for a television program of this natureere not drawn

up in response to a widely-recognized need. Undoubtedly, dissatisfaction with

existing.childreW5 programming did exist in many quarters. Different amiroiches
. .

tended, however, to dilute any concerted action,,b4ineing the,situation

as one of seemingly endless frustration for disgruntled:adillt viewers.

.

With the advent of the mid-1960's, the general'climate began to change.
.

Attention was focussed on social issues, sQch as Providing equal educa-
,

tional opportunities; mbre widely available early childhood education was
,

considered an important component Of this goal. Federal money was spent

to initiate programs intendedtto.rectify inequities and improve matters.

, .

Many changes, were structured to take place through community organizations,

and a new grassroot sentimentTermeated theland.

*Criticisms have, of course, been leveled at the show. For.example; one

is that ,"Sesame Street" perpetuates the cognition gap between "advantaged"

and disadvantaged" youngsters since it is distributed via the public

medium of television which cannot restrict viewership.

117
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t
Interestingly, a national sense of groping replaced one of confidence,

manifest in the willingness of many to "take a chance" and examine alter,

eitiVes 0Ut of this apparently incompatible mixture came a climate of

receptivity and financial backing foe a programmatic innovation on the

scale of "Sesame Street."

Yet another perspective on the innovation is given in Section III,

which examines the environment that spawned change. In this case, the

milieu of American broadcasting, referred to as a "commercial colossus",

is pro*. Special. attention is given to programming designed for,children,

and the weakness of the non-commercial, e.g., educational, broadcasting

system in relation to the dominant commercial, system.

Section IV investigates the "Inventing" Unit behind the innovation.

"Sesame Street" was created by the Children's Television Workshop, itself

a new entity formed in response to the mindless quality of much existing

children's television. CTW organizers wanted to educate the very young,

whose minds were agile, without abdicating entertainment value -- a formi-

.dable task, and one that took three years to refine, fund, and iinPlement..

The entrepreneui-ial factor cannot be overlooked, and the qualities, resources,

and goals of both the organizers and the organization are detailed.

Section V analyses the innovation itself. Factors and procedures

used to induce sampling and steady viewing of "Sesame Street" are outlined

in the following Section VI. Important steps were taken by the Children's

Television Workshop, to develop an audience. Pre-broadcast promotion was

virtually unknown for programs aired over non - commercial television.

"SesameStreet," with sufficient f4ding to ensure a modest publicity

budget, disregarded that precedent by retaining experienced public

information personnel who functioned within CTW from the onset. Although the

progrtmiwas given muCtpublicity because of its'novelty, special efforts.

fr-
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were made to attract the "disadvantaged" target audience, who were not the

most likely to be public television viewers. Another important measure

was a follow-up component, appropriately enough added during the second, or

follow-up,season. Relying on trained staffers around the country to guide

workers largely drawn frOm the volunteer ranks, CTW personnel constructed

activities, to reinforce the curricular material of the show. These were to be

administered by volunteer tutors to children attending "Sesame Street" viewing'

groups. .The technique was community outreach to insure meaningful participation.

The L-commercial,e.g. public broadcasting sistem, became the

adopter of the innovation, as discussed.in Section VII,. "Sesame Street's"

primary broadcast outlets were public television stations. This sytbiosis

between "Sesame Street" and Public Television had important beneficial

impacts upon public television. Long considered the stepchild'of American

broadcasting,\the public system was plagued by anemic budgets, limited

national coverage (its first interconnection was in 1967), transmission

and reception problems, and a splintered sense of mission that confused

attempts to cultivate either teasureable or loyal audiences. "Sesame

Street" not only catapulted, the non-commercial system into a favorable

t/
public light, but also went far towards illelding,the distribution system

'together.

Section VIII examines the intended users of the innovation, pre=

schoolerS, their parents, and siblings. Section IX concludes with a dua3

analysis of the innovation. Ipitially, evaluations conducted of "sesame

Street" are detailed. Evaluations were made of the show's cognitive impact

and audience,attractiveness. Each type was conducted by outside agencies,

cognitive studies being made by the Educational Testing Service with audience

measurement conducted by A. C. Nielsen and Daniel.Yankelovich and Associates

(the latter to assess penetration of urban target audiences). Major
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evaluations, of either type, were favorable to the innovation. After one

broadcast season, ETS found that "Sesame Street" produced learning gains

in viewers, particularly in those'instructional'areas given most emphasis

on the program. Nielsen founa-k large and expanding audience for the

program, and Yankelovich reported respectable viewing patterns for the

show among core,city residents.

The consequences which flowed from "Sesame Street" are dot as-easy to

quantify, but are explored nonetheless. They may be brie/fly described as

impacts on the adopting system with particular reference to public accept-

ante, prograinming initiatives, and the coalescence of tfielviuual system

components, the last a prerequisite for programming moupted on a nationaL
. ;

scale. Of more tangential consequence is the effect of "Segame Street" 'on

subsequent_Children's programming.shown,by both public television and

the commercial teleOsion1networks. 0

,

Finally Section X provides a limited summary analyts of policy

considerations related to the respectivenles'of government, the public

.'sector, and individuals'vis-a-Vis the innO ation.

Preparation of this case study benefited Viability of

written materials dealing" with "Sesame Street". Of particular utility,

were works by Bretz (3) Land, (14) Lesser, (1) Polsky, (18) and. Yin (21).

hi

(.1
4A..1

elk
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II. THE INNOVATIQN AND THE MOTIVATION BEHIND IT'

Unlike most other nations, the dominant television System in

the United States is commercial, or profit-making, rather 'than government__

Supported. "Sesame Street", the,,initial production of the Children's

Television Workshop aired over non-comMerci television throughout the

U. S. since the fall of 1969, stands out aS -a watershed within this con-
.

text. An hour long, 5-day-a-week program for pre - schoolers designed to, 1

I .

.
deve10 cognitive skills primarily with some attention givpn,to social

skills, "Sesame Street" was innovative in a number df respects: Program-

matically it turned out to be a "hit" both critically and in terms of

''public acceptance it envisioned its ultim'ate classroom to,be the'home,

rather than the school, anckin so doing rekindled the-idea of instruction

in. an out-of-school setting: Additionally, it represented both an organi-

zational and technological innovation ... organizationally innovative in

r
undertatIng an ;extenslye pre- broadcast promotional campaign, devising

)

research strategies .which were, incorporated into program. production, and

organizing utilization techniques and personnel to insure meaningful

participation by the target audience, and technologically innovative in its

reliance uponttelevision and the maximum coverage that medium afforded.

"Sesame Street" was not devised in response to a widely-held, publicly-

recogniz need.or problem. Instead, a set of issues, perceived bydifferent

parti gave rise to both the actual innovation and a climate b.freceptivity.,;,

Growing dissatisfaction with the children's,programming commonly seervon

commercial television provided much of the impetus. Available data indicated

that preschoolers were watching between 30 and 50 hours of television each

week, and these findings proveeto be the "single most important impetus" to

the innovators, according to CTW Secretary Robert Davidsoh.'(23) The "mindless"

quality of many shows, the routiniption of violence, and the frequency
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of cOmm rciaI messages for the child viewer, disturbed many adults who had

occasio to watch children's television. Parental and Congressional ire was

nothing new to commercial broadcasters; yet trends in children's programming'

/ .

seemed more vulnerable to economic conditions within the broadcast industry

and what programmers assumed to be children's own tastes than to public outcry.

Nonetheless, from the late 1960's grassroots sentiment against children's
---...

programming practices began to organize, This time other social forces were

working in conjunction; new interest in education in. general and early chf0-

hood education and its social implications in particular; as demonstrated by

Project Headstart, continuing concern for providing equality 'of educational

.'opportunity avmanifest by civil rights activity and legislation during thi$

period, gnawing criticism of established institutions ... including commercial

broadcasting, and a general sense of malaise replacing euphoria, produded

what might be termed a greater willingness on the part of many to "take a

chance" and examine alternatives:

One way in which this willingness was reflected wa'' ill the renewed

interest shown on.the part of legislators; foundations, and A few members of

the\generdl public for an alternative to the commercial television system.

This was to be an uphill. battle, for non-commercial, e.g., educational,

television was used to a fAancially-precarious, and ignored existence. Serious

efforts to upgrade the non-commercial system included landmark legislation

providing a base of federal financial support and an organizational rubric to

encourage the overlay of national networking upon the existing and strongly

autonomous local stations., The Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 created

the Corporation for Public Broadcasting
%>

(CPB), and in 1970 a d4s-tri-

bution service, the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS)was formed. .(6,13)

The intent was not to crush the bedrock .of localism within non - commercial

broadcasting, but to create the suprastructpre enabling stations' to

take advantage of the technology for interconnection so that networking
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could be arranged,if desired. Addjtionaliy, measures were devised to aid

program production, to develop prc4ram supply on a wider than local level.

Changes in children's' programming were coming from another front,

0
representing a different perspective. An unusual working combination of

broadcast and pedagogic professionals sparked the formation of a production

house sufficiently, hybrid to accomodate the efforts of both camps in the

de4lopmeni and eventual production of a daiA ly television program, to prepare

children aged 3 to 5 for school entrance. NOW widelyAnown as the Children's

Television Workshop (CTW) and recognized as 0: leading supplier of instruc-

tional yet entertaining programs for youngsteils,HCTW's early histo6, was

inauspicious although motivated by concern th4 contemporary television

was failing to use the capacity of young childtpn to learn from the medium

even when the material was entertaining Or ommercial in nature. Working
,

from a New York City base, the Workshop's ai.4 w to reach those youngsters

least likely to encounter pre-school, program , Terally taken to mean the

urban and rural "disadvantaged" population he vily weighted with minority-

groupchildren. The'entire concept was a public medium to

reach a particular constituency, merging instruction with entertainment

in the commercial television mold, all foretold df ipnovation backed by

big budgets. CTW was able to attract funding, fi4t,grants for exploratory

\:\

research graduating into millions for production an dIstribution, initially

because of informal ties between Workshop and privet iOundation officials.

As the scopeiff the project grew, and its potential or innovative impact

A.

on areas of-educational priority became clearer, funding from a variety of

agencies within the federal government, but principally the W. S. Office

of Education, was made available.

23
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III. THE SUBSECTOR (4HE ENVIRONMENT).: THE AMERICAN TELEVISION SCENE

Video Americana may be described as a two-tier commercial colossus;*

or, more literally, a confederation of local television stations and 'nat-

ional networks predominately commercial in operation. The relationships

between the local utlet and the national network has always been delicate,

much of American broadcasting philosophy resting on the theory of strong

local stations. In practice, most American television fare is-provided by

the networks to affiliated stations around the country. This is an accept-

able arrangement for both arties; the network is able to sell 'time to

sponsors by providing national coverage while the stations, are able to

attractviewers with programming that would be too costly to furnish in

any other fAihion. The magnitude and attractiveness of. the network pro-
,

gramming service becomes apparent when one considers that the three

commercial networks had a $130 million budget for sports coverage in 1971,

and that two' of the networks had an $82 million budget for news during

that year while maintaining the largest news.staffs save thdse for the

New York and Los Angeles Times. (13)

Interestingly, United States communication law places the responsiibility

for what is broadcast upon.the local licensee or, station operator; thus the

networks, prime programming agencies, are unregulated. The constraints

upon them operate through affiliate pressure to conform to the dicta of

.broadcast ethics,and public taste or outright refusal to.air a prograM;

government generally'does not mandate content or program type. Thus,

there is ample room for latitude, localism, and change within the system.

However, one industry practice with universal applicability is "the ratings,"

often considered the lifeblood of commercial television. Several

*The descriptive term "commercial colossus" for American broadcasting is
used by Timothy Green in his book The Universal.E.O.

24
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rating services use different techniques to determine the' viewing
/

t
, _,,,, . . ,.'

ts.' .4',,

habits of a random sample of Americans. StatisticaNlihodology is then,
.

.._. .

employed to project those results to figures of national stale. A program'S

rating (percent of potent &l audience) and share,(percent'of:actoal
. - ,

audience) are projected froM these samplings andVery often become the
,...

measure of its viability.

Programming for children is one part of this milieu. 'It has served

as an "empire builder" in the hands of astute programmers intent.upon

.

'expanding networNcoverage by catering to specifi6 audiences. Not usually

construed as instructional; programs for the youngSters have ranged from

those intended to be expansionary for a particular agetgrouo to the solely

entertaining, with family-oriented general interest shows overlaying the

available choices. With4 the past decade, child-oriented. programming

has tended to be concentrated on week-end mornings or during the "fringe

time" hours spanning the return from school anethe dinner hour.(17) The

economics children's programming is currentlya hotly contested Issue

among parenta watchdog groups such as Action for_Children's Television

(ACT), the'comm rcial networks, and staff,perSonnel of the Federal Commu-,

nications Commiss on, as all parties work toward-a solution-of the imbroglio

regarding the revenue-generating capacity of these shows with their

impressionable audiences vis a vis the costs to the'.networksof providing

O

them. Calculations of a 1972 FCC study by RearCe, as quoted by Melody in

his-ACT-commissioned study, (17) are that ones -half of animated programming

... commonly seen on week-end mornings ... 'on the average'costs between .

$10 and $11,000,* while a prime-time (between 8-11 P.M. Eastern'Time)
- I

children's show might cost $250,000 1)er-hour. Underlyingjassumptions

f

*Reported by Mayer (1972) as-$50,000 pel- first one-half hour sh6wing;

generally confirmed by figures quoted in Polsky::(18)
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partially explain the differential. The average'cast cited for animated

fare is based upon an assumed six showings over a two year`period; indeed,

one characteristic of Children's programming is its repeatability or paten-

tial for network, reruns and eventual off-network syndication, a quality '

:

% not excluslve'of:"kidvid,"jbut reflected to a greater degree by that programm1/3g

subsector. The higher cost of prime-time, firattrun fare may be reflective
/

# [

of the higher cost and greater revenue potential Of prime-time programming

in Jgeneral.

A logical alternatiye to commercial "kidvjd" is the.programing of the

4
non-commercial system.. Historically.; this has not ,been realized due largely

.toAhe difficulties of the non-commercial system itself. Number of station

outlets, poor area 4nd nation-wide coverage, and anemic budgetS have gone far

, (
wards restricting the viability of channels and programming. Although new*

. 4

stations have come an the air within the past 15 'years,*expanding to 248 by.

early 1975,(23) growth has not always been an accurate reflection of

k

:-

competitiveness. ,For one, 138 of the non-commercial television stations are
:.

.

in the UHF band, implying passible reception problems*for area viewers. (5)

Sufficient money for production and promotion has been lacking, according to

system officials; the Chairman of the PBS Board of Governors waPrecently =

quoted by The Wall Street Journal as contrastimj his system's $40 million

programming budget for 19; with the estimated $1 billion of the three

commercial networks. (8).

Other problems have traditionally plagUed non-commercial broadcasting.

"Image", for one. An ephemeral concept at best, it's plausib)e that during

the 25 years following World War II non - commercial television reached it's'

highest level's of public consciousness via Poor quality transmissions,:

didac,ti programming; and public appeals fpr funds:. The perennial dfcho-
,

.

tom b tween outright instruction and more general- interest cultural
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programming may degenerate into one approach versus the other clouding a

station's sense of mission and ability to successfully court its desired 4 pch

a udience. This100tusion is reflected in the licensees of non-commercial

channels around the country: -in some localities the licensee maybe an

education, institution or consortium; in other areas, the non-commercial

channel may be licensed to the community. Merging these oft-diverse

interest-groups inte a national system cohesive enough for interconnection,

however occasional, was regarded by friends and skeptics alike as a hercu-

lean task.

There are at leash three other key elements to the broader environment

surrounding the,emergenc of "Sesame Street". One is the political-educa-

tional milieu in the U. S. at that time', particularly the interest in

programs and innovato yhich might improve educational opportunities

0 ' and performance for members of minority groups. This setting is analyzed

in.more detail in Chapter 3. Another important environmental

ele ment is that of non - comercial or pducati 1 television.which we have

chosen to treat in Section. VII. Also, private foundations often provide

"seed" money for innovative projects.considpred within their sphere of

interest. In this case, the Carnegie Corporation with its long-established

,interest in education was the original donor to "Sesame Street," funding

the period of gestation that preceeded pre-production planning. The Ford

Foundation, with its long- sanding tradition of generosity to noncommercial

broadcasting, and the United,States Office of Education became principal

donors to the following planning, production,.and'elraluation phases.

27
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IV. THE "INVENTING" (OR INITIATING) UNIT: THE CHILDREN'S

TELEVISION WORKSHOP.

The Children' levision Workshop underwent metamorphosis from a

collection of in ividual into an organization. Its beginning is cloaked

in anecdote. An after-dinner conversation produced the consensus that existing

U. S. television was fai,ljng to take advantage of the native abilities

s.

of young children to learn from the medium. The opinion proved to have a

life of its own ..\ propelling the'discussants into action to change what

was considered the sorry state of affairs. The participants would already

have been considered more well placed than most to at least air their

opinions; Mrs. Joan Ginz Cooney was then a producer for non=commercial

WNDT-TVin New York City, and Lloyd Morrisett was an executive of the

Carnegie Corporation. (13) Still, neither one squarely rebresented any

constituency that might be considered to have an 'interest in their

opinion; to wit, n4.ther the education nor broadcast establishments.

Although both might be considered figures of the educational periphery,

e.g., involved in providing services and concepts relating to education,

eachand each had either taught in a classroom or studied pedagogy, neither

has spent the bulk of'his or her professional life within the educational

,
-

egtablishment. Similarly, a large part of Mrs. Gooney's broadcast experience

had'been on the public relations, promotional, journalistic side, and her

then-position as a producer .of public affairs programming with a non-commercial

station hardly equipped her to be part of the broadcasting establishment.

What had happened, inieffect, was that two motivated individuals representing

a collage of tangentially-related experience but with real ties to seed

money from private foundations arrived at a mutual opinion. Throilgh

professional contacts spanning the media and academic worlds, research

of both a library and intri.,Iew nature ... could be undertaken finaniled

Ct3A1
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initially by a private foundatioh (the Carnegie Corporation).

The transition from paper to action evolved through research proposing

production and .subsequent efforts to effectuate the proposal, involving

consultations with_outside experts and the ultimate staffing and funding

of new entity to implement. plans. Funding escalated along with the magni-

tude of the efforts, going from a Carnegie grant of unreported amount to

WNDT so that Mrs. Cooney could take three months and mount a "feasibility

study"-... to the $8 million 1968 budget for the Workshop (which by then

had taken organizational shape) to produce 26 weeks of hour-long weekday

television shgws (130 episodi$) to "teach" cognitive skills to children
*

between the ages of 3 and 5. Monies were funneled through National

Educational Television (NET), the grantee of record, which would, In turn,

establish the Workshop. NET was the New York City based production hou.se

and distribution center, for mud' of; the programming seen on non-commercial

stations around the country. It's relationship to the system's evolving

organizational structure has changed over time., kit it has always existed

in conjunction with it. As the budget escalated, funding sources proliferated'

... of necessity. Reportedly, $4 million was raised from the Carnegie and-

Ford Foundations alone, the remaining 50% coming from the federal governMent's

Office of Education (OE). OE was the prime government funding agency,

providing the lion's share of the federal monies. What OE did, not provide

was taken care of by top level agency officials who personally sought

additional funds from a variety of federal adencies operating,Within the

social and health spheres. By-all accounts, the prOgram in preparation was

initially rejected by the commercial networks. This prompted yet another .

working relationship arrangement between the Workshop and non-commercial

television entities, e.g., NET, for it looked as though'it would have to
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be the non- conmercial,,tations to carry the program if it were to get

any television exposure.*

The entity created to implement programming plans was the Childrenrs

Television Workshop (CTW), established as a private norofit organization

to produce teletision shows which would use the educative potentia3 of the

medium while entertaining its audience. Program design was carried out

by CTW professional personnel. For that a staff of educationalists and

broadcast production professionals was assembled. lqualified individuals

who would operate in a spirit of collaboration were required. To that end

a critical feedback loop was built into the organization. Indeed, a-sense

of working collaboration between the two camps, i.e., educators and broadcast

producn professiorials, and Ongoing feedback might be considered the

guiding and distinctiVe principles of CTW. Mrs. Cooney, apparently, bore

most of the recruitment burden. She was aided immeasurably by Morrisett's

contacts throughout academia, her own recollections of production personnel,.

and the good will exhibited by some ranking televisipn executives who

directed her to experienced individuals currently uninvolved with commercial

television productions.

.The term educationalists for the peOagogic staff members is used

advisedly. The individuals recruited were specialists, e.g., educational

psychologists and researchers adept at thinking in terms ofprinciple and

methodology. They possessed the additional qualification of a willingness

'to work through the medium of televisiOh.

While the.broadcast staffers were indiViduals experiepqed in commercial

*It is not to be inferred that the Commercial networks Are inimical
towards the Workshop or its goals, but rather that the concept was novel,

' the producers collectively untried, and the funding requirements substan-
tial. In fact, mention has been made of the good will of the commercial
networks as shown by the provision of promotional time and gifts of
television receivers to equip neighborhood viewing centers. (9)

_0
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"kidvid" production, they were not culled from the animation companies-that sup-

plied cartoon fare. Instead, they came from the ranks of daily children's

programs, reflecting the organizers' convinction that the mechanics of volume produC

tion must be understood and mastered before anything else could be attempted. (23)

A different kind of staffer was needed for post-production work. Copcep-

,

tualized as the utilization component, posproduction efforts centered around

maximiting'participation by the "disadvantaged"Judience, and designing strategies

to enhance the benefits of viewing. Perhhps iwai more than coincidental that

, -
at the beginning utilization would require its own organizers within target

communities, and a utilization staff was assembled by 19/0 for the Second

broadcast season.
9

The generous budget of $8 millibn giyen CTW by its backers was,allo7

cated among departments in a fashion that hds held constant over the years.
.

Primacy was given production so that the Finished product would look good,

reflecting production values,competitive with those of the commercial

'networks. Therefore, 70% of the funds were spent on production, with

the resulting rule-of-thumb cost of $40,000 per hour of programming. The

remaining 30%.of the budget was spent unequally; 10% on distribution,

and 20% on research and administration. (20a)

During the planning and production'ohases the Workshop functioned as

it was meant to; the critical feedback loop was intact and well used.

Operationilly, the educationalists conducted research on children's

viewing habits and preferences, as demonstrated by their attention to

television programs. Cognitive goals and priorities were decided upon,

much of the groundwork having beep laid during a series of summer seminars

attended by noted invitees from the worlds of academia and media. Production

personnel fhen;implemepted the educational design'through scripting and

other production procedureit Compiled segmhts were tested on sample

31.
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audiences with particular reference to kttention-holding, educa-

tiOnalists orted back to, broadcasters on tht success oi'va.rious techniques

and vignettes so t broadcasters could modify accordingly.

The cognitive aspeC as not ignored. From the onset attention was

.givento how much, if any, lea g was taking place; CTW was, after all,

dedicated first and foremost to the e ative potential of the television

n of.program segments thatmedium. This concern had two 1) crea

held the audience's attention while instructing, .nd 2) measurement of

learning gains. The firit area of concern was worked out in the collabo-

rative production process and subsequent audience testing. The second

warea,of concern prompted the Workshop to call upon the services of the

Educational Testing Service (ETS) of Princeton, New Jersey, to construct
sok

a research design and measurement instrument to be administered after one

,to

full season of broadcasting.* ETS personnel were involved. with Workshop prepara-

tions even during the pre-production planning phase. (13, 15, 18) Nonetheless,

tt was an early decision to validate the cognitive intent"of the program.

This probably stemmed from CTW's 'vowed mission to combine educational

planning with television capabilities, and input from fuflders so that

their participation could hopefullybe justified.

*CTW's own researchers conducted "spot checks" during the course of the
first broadcastvear tomake sure "Sesame Street" was on target. These

were not as extensive As the ETS studies. (15)

41')1
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V. THE INNOVATION: "SESAME STREET"

Monday, November 10, 1969: "Sesame Street," the premiere production

of the Children's j'elevision Workshop, debuts over approximately 200 tele-

vision station ,across the UnitedStates. The arrival was widely-trumpeted,

unusual for a maiden effort of an untried production house. But then

"Sesame Street" represented a programmatic ihntt.ovation of Wide application

because of it's technological base. ./'

"Sesame Street" was'programmatically innovative in both conception

."

and implementation. ConceptuaTly'designed to impart learning readiness

skills to pre-school-aged children through production techniques commonly

employed in television programming and commercial presentations (e.g.,

-sponsorship,messages), in implementation "Sesame Street" represented the

mergerof-ehtertaiiiment and educative principles much as CTW represented
.

the merger of broadcast and pedagogic personnel in drganizatiorial terms.

Additionally, the show had an affective dimension. Without pedantry,

"Sesame Street" portrayed an inner-city residential setting inhabited by

people and puppets of assorted ethnic backgrounds; by implication, they

could get along.' The characters and setting were intended to appeal to

,children in general, and also to provide some basis of identification for the

subset target audience of predominately urban, "disadvantaged" youngsters:

.Production techniques employed ranged from interactions among the "rive".

residents of "Sesame Street" to filmed and 'animated inserts. A repertory

company of "muppets," or hand puppets, portrayed an array of imaginative

characters from a garbage-can dweller ("Oscar") to an' insatiable "Cookie'

Monster "., The street is also grace4 by a seven-foot canary ("Big Bird")..

The production is clearly geared'to children's tastes;

33
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"Sesame Street" was either going to sink or swam ona by'oad scale;

initial exposure was national in scope.* Of the approximately 200 stations that

premiered the show, all but one were non-commercial outlets. Essentially

CTW planners wanted the broadest possible coverage for their product --

given the limitations of the non-commercial system. To that end, CTW

'sought to use the interconnection only' recently established for occasional

use by non-commercial television so that "Sesame Street" could be simulcast

nationally during the morning hours. To achieve this, Mrs. Cooney and

Robert Davidson as representatives of CTW, personally toured the top 25

broadcast markets** speaking'to educators and station operators to encourage.

clearances. Securing the agreement of educatorS was considered crucial.

Some localities may have had a station committed to in-school instruction at

9:00 A.M., the time CTW was trying to have cleared, for the show; scheduling

turned out to- be the biggest problem. (23) Of. the 180 non-commercial stations

in 1969, about 48% ... representing most of the larger markets ... cleared

the show in the morning. (14) Subsequently, after the show had established

its audience attractiveness, CTW allowed supplemental Commercial distribution.

In that case, local broadcast rights went for whatever the market would bear,
4

. which usually was minimal. (23) Land reports that 60% of the potential

audience was blanketed"for-"Sesame Street" coverage in this way. Cooperating

stations knew they would receive 26 weeks of programming. This was built

into the T968 funding arrangement, which budgeted $8 million (see p. 22) for

start-up. and *majan_costs plus sixIonths worth of production. .Had

"Sesame Street" gone the route of the commercial networks, it May be

. .
a.,' '''6

*Although there were 5 isolated."sneak previews" dur if 'summer, 1969; a

'UHF station in Philadelphia sent the program into ."; seleoted homes,"
and in New York4Fity some day care center attendees,' so received the feeds.(15)

**At least. Davidson later, estiMated 40 market visits were made altogether,
the additions resulting from requests of stations in smaller areas. By
visiting a minimum of the top 25 markets when seeking'clearancesf most of

the target audience would be reached. (14) i

if

34
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surmised that the show would not have been guaranteed a year's outing;

commercial time is simply too valuable tonreinvest in a program

property that failed to initially draw or eventually woo a goodly

share of its desired audience. By going non-commercial, a system

unaccustomed to measurable ratings, CTW planners could initially,

Idisclaim any desire or need to become overly concerned with gross

audience measurement.

The attractiveness of "Sesame.Street" to cooperating stations may

have been grounded in factors other-than the purely broadcast economic.

Non-commercial outlets, in particular, may have seen it as a chance to

perform a public service ... and win much needed friendsin'the bargain.

The need for nursery, or pre-School, educatiort had enjoyed an upsurge of

friendly publit interest. Projects such as "Head Start," designed for

many of the same reasons as "Sesame Street" but on an in-school basis,

'not only concentrated attention on nursery education, its availability,

and client0e, but also held it accountable in.both cost and cognitive

terms. While '"Sesame Street" did not claim to be a comprehensive nursery

program, it's reliance upon television could result in substantially lower

cost-per-client figures than any other.early education option. Data

Aptled by the Education Commission of the States reflecting 1970 costs

revealsper-pupil costs of approximately $1500 for in-school proglams

versus aprox"imately $1.00 for televised instruction (based'on "Sesame

Street" cost). Both figures represent annual per-student costs and either

extrem of the cost continuum. A middle-range example would be the Pre-
,

school program constructed by the Appafachian Educational Laboratory which

combined televised instruction for pre-schoolers with home visitation

and a mobile. classroom for reinforcement. The annual costver-child for

the AEL program was cited as $242.15. "Sesame Street" cost data ddes
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reflect the add.---on expenses of the community education., or utilization,

component; (23) in mounting an outreach effort CTW h s been careful

91to make heavy use of volunteers or occasionallyw kers paid by another

source, as in the case of the Neighborhood Youth Corps experiment._(20a, 23)

In a sense, it is ironic that non-commercial television should become

the prime outlet for "Sesame Street." Traditionally, it has attracted an

audi7ce skewed in favor of the
,.

Middle and upper socio-economic classes, hardly

the s bset target audience for CTW's show., The fact that "Sesame Street"

was successful, and attracted substantial ratings in both middle-class and
.

inner-ci ,neibhborhoods, attests,to resourceful intervention to induce

the desired change in viewing habits and promote exposure to the innovation.

To

0
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VI. TECHNIQUES OF CHANGE: FACTORS AND PROCEDURES AFFECTING ADOPTION/USE.

SKILLFULLY MARHSALLING PUBLIC CONSCIOUSNESS BEHIND THE INNOVATION

In large part, "Sesame S
ireet" succeeded because it was an idea whose

time had come. Capitalizing up n the effect of "Great Society:' programs

and legislation, the former oft reliant upon community organization and

the latter instrumental in raising public consciousness vis a vis many

social issues, the Children's Television Workshop mixed the glamour of

television with the concern for early cognitive intervention anJ cloaked

. the bundle, in palatable dosaget of publicity interspersed with cost-

effectived creepingratios. This was coupled with a creeping sense of national
1,

anomie which contributed by promoting a, public search for alternatives,

whether for alternate educational or broadcasting systems. Altogether a
,

heady brew, but one thatdapparently worked.

Policies formulated by the Children's Television Workshop itself to

promote acceptance of its product included the establishment of a Promotion

and Utilization Department and a Research and Evaluation Department. Both

were divisions with double names and double missions. Promotion and Utili-

zation was to acquaint the pub is and target audience with the show ... a

crucially important task at t 'eginning ... and 'to act as an out-reach

'arm into target-audience commun' ies once the show was aired. This depart-

ment has since been divided aloft k lines. Research and Evaluation was

..

to engage in formativelpre-broadcast) earch and t act
..

upon the findings

ak
cl

of summative (follow -up; post-broadcast) research; the tter was

contracted to the Educational Testing Service. lishment of this

department internalized a research function within the organization. The

arrangement may have helped to legitimize research int- ally; externally,

ties were eventually formed with Harvard University to estabfirsh the Center

for Research in Children's Television ... a move to'legitimize this kind

a'
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of activity on a wider scale thru continued study of youngster's ability

to learn from visual media. (15) Always, research findings were made available

for dissemination, in keeping with the experimental nature of the Workshop

as perceived by its originatori.

In practical terms, this meant a crucial role for the Promotion and

Utilization Department in particular. Its job was to_reorient the target

population's viewing habits s6 that the show would be sampled, at least,

and then to encourage continued meaningful participation. The Department

head was an experienced 1public information man who had held a similar posi-

tion with the Peace Corps: CTW hired him, arranged an association with a

New York public relations firm, and stationed 'him within CTW t6 give full-
.

time attention to promotional matters. (23) Promotional techniques employed

included sound trucks, mailings enclosed in utility bills, and free plugs in

a,yariey of media; indeed, the prombtional budget was not large, $600,000,

and benefitted by the free plugs given the project because of its novelty.

) Usually, these were in media attracting the white middle -class audiente.

While.attempts were made to reach parents of all pre-schoolers, methods for

reaching the urban subset audience in particular were concentrated upon.

Publicity for the premiere season was carried out by grants'to stations in 10

cities, and through contacts with an array of national organizations, repre-

sentinp a defined "constituency,'' e.g., The National Council of Negro Women, The

Boy Scouts. Realizing the importance of local contacts, the mechanics of

community promotion were essentially left to local discretion. The

more successful strategies were those employing Media"of the subset audience

itself, e.g., black radio stations, and extensive person7to-person contacts

with community members. Mixed results produced realization of the

need for some general guidelines andispecially-trained CTW Staffers

operating from various lopalities they were representative 'Of. (14)

I
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To that end, the Utilization component 'expanded in 1970 by hiring

local representatives,,eventually called field coordinators, for Out-reach

activities in 12 cities. The experienced community workers setected assembled

in October of that year for the first such training w orkshop conducted by

CTW. Entrusted with many tasks, the main chargeswere to establish as many

viewing outlets as possible ... whether in day care centers; nursery schools,

or groups formed for that express purpose --- and to acquaint as many

adults as possible with helpful ways of reinforcing the televised matTial.

That summer (1970), the Utilization Department had established_another

prece d ent by its use of Neighborhood Youth Corps participants as teachers

,
of area clITTdren "enrolled" in "Sesame Street" viewing groups. Both pro-

.

grams have since. expanded. (9, 14, 20a)

There were a variety of other factors which appear to be crucial to

the success of the innovation. Some of these emerge from Polsky' informa-

tive analysis (18). Factors include:

1. Successful blending of, broadcasters and educators with sufficient
o

funds to produce, television programs that could compete with commercial

fare for audiences. Unlike, some other countries where the educational

program may be the only thing on television during the school hours,

-"Sesame Street" had lip compete with ad'assortment of soap operas, quiz'

0

shows, old.moviesi and cartoons. It did so because its budget-was ofthe

order of magnitude of,commercial TV (or $40,000 per hour) abd because it

did not fall back on the conventional ETV Pattern,of small budgets and

talking faCes.

2. Going around the schools'instead of attacking them head on'.

Innovation in*educatiion is a difficult proportion. By reaching children
. .

.

in their homes and not directly conflicting with prerogativea. and routines

r

-..,.

of teachers, the innovation was able to begin to take hold in Schools.

..

,

k

,

1 )
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OP

The follow-on show, the Electric Company which, in contrast,to "Sesame

Streetflo was geared towards school-age, viewers,. was viewed in 1971-72 in

23% of the schools in the U. S.*

3. Th0 essentially ''conservative" nature of the innovation as identi-

fied biStolsky -- conservative in the sense that readily measured'cognitive
,

44.

goals were emphasized and less readily measured affective objectives were

downplayed.

4. The existence of a large scale distribution system, namely public

television, which enabled the program.to be rapidly distributed "throughout

the U. S. This was in marked contrast to previous educational Pt program-

ming d4ssemination.

5. the 4rshalling of sufficient funds fora sufficient period of

time to get the innovation off the ground. Bath foundations and the federal

government played important roles.' The roles of Harold Howe and Louis

Hausman of the Office of Education in assembling the government contribu-

tions, as dcicumented by Polsky, are worth Toting.

*CommuniCatibn with CTW Secretor)) Robert Davidson indicates that their

corporate thinking was not dedicated to avoiding either contact or confron-

tation with the schools. CTW's position was that they had a product for

pre-school education, a pedagogic specialty usually not handled by operating

school systems. "Electric Company" marked no deviation, intended'as it

was for.supplementaj at home reading instruction. While acknowledging CTW's

thinking on this matter, the authors respectfully point out that regardless,

of motivation, the end result was that distribution and "marketing"-of the

innovation was hardly dependent upon prior approval,of teachers and did in

fact become utilized in iChools. (23) Davidson also notes that the high

in-school penetration rate for the program.was a surprise to the pro-

ducers. (23) it should he pointed out, however, that in-school time

was cleared over the.noncoMmercial interconnection for airing the

show, and the ETS evaluation was designed to include the variable of

at-home or an'in-school viewing pattern. The instructive capabilities

of the programini.either setting have been investigated by follow-up

research. (2c) 4

4
1



VII. THE ADOPTERS: THE NON-COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING ESTABLISHMENT

The quasi-public non-commercial broadcasting establishment, local

ations and entities of nationel scope, became the adopters of CTW's

innovative television presentation since "Sesame Street's" primary broad-

,

cast outlets were non-commercial stations. This occurrence was not so much

the result of a single, over-riding decision as. it was the product of a

continuing process of related decisions affecting the structure of American

non-commercial broadcasting in general.

. ...,

11%17/P

-Known.synonomously to,the ge ral p blic as instructional TV (ITV),

educational TV (ETV), or public TV .( V), each phrase roughly parallels a

development in theirevolving saga ofnon-commercial broadcasting in the

United States. A capsulized history shows the non -commercial system

.developedconsistently more slowly than the commercial broadcasting structure.

Some of the pioneer radio stations were licensed to universities and other
.

educational institutions, for even then the instructional tapabilitiesqf

the medium were recognized, but they were often edged out in the scramble

for spectrum space that ensued. In spite of, repeated attempts to legislate'

reserved spectrum space for *ational stations, definite action of that'

sort was not taken until 1952:when the "freeze" on television chAnnel4

allocations was lifted by the FCC and.224 channels,* in both frequetcy

bandS,_yere reserVed for non - commercial, educational, licensees.

Me television broadcast boom, that followed, was tangential tg non-commercial

-broadcasting. Educational channels took-to the eir slowly,-often to a

less-desirable UHF-berth, and reception and financial' problems inevitably

followed.
4

i

*T6g precise number of reserved allocations varies with the source.

Nonetheless, the.FCC has since expanded the channel allocation fpr

edUcational,use.
.

-!'



By the mid-1960's about one hundred ETV stations wer in operation

airing local programming generally for in-scho61 instr ctional use (ITV).
Ar

To secure non-local programming thd Ford Foundation had established the

precursor to National Educational Television (NET) in 1954. Originally,

NET acted as a duplicating organization for programs produced by the various

non - commercial stations and also acted as distributor; eventually, NET

"ft.
branched into program production. Still there teas no network, or simul-

taneous interconnection, the long-line costs being. prohibitive for the

impecunious system.

1967 marked the turning point for educational television, as demon-
,

strat d by a.Carnegie Contnfision suggestion to ,rechristen it public

televi on .(PTV). During that year both the Ford Foundation and the

Cardegie Commission on EduCational Television made public statements

that were 40 prove germinal; the Ford Foundation, a longtime..benefactor,'

.

also funded the first Teal-time interconnection. Late 1967 also marked

the passage of the-Public Broadcasting Act, 'laying the,ioundwork for

federal monies,to partially support a non-commercial system. ;The Ford -

Foundation had responded to an FCC solicitation regarding domestic sliite

communications. The FAlpdation suggested a dedicated television satellite

with the interconnection cost savings realized by the commercial networks

used idl'underwrifree interconnection fdr.the non-commercial stations.,(16)

The Carnegie Commistion addregted itself to the issue of appealing utili-
c.7)

zation of prime evening broadcast time on educational channels, add came

to the conclusion that meaningful, general-interest programming devoid of

adyertising would provide viewer enticement. (13). The iii-oxiniity of the propOsals,

and eventually the legiglation, jolted those inside and outside non-,cOmme cial

broadcasting into thinking of it as ... at least a dark hor4e' tender

e-

for.competitive status.

2
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Much restructuring needed to be done. Local stations remained the

bedrock of the system, but a national superstructure was needed. This was

partially accomplished by the 1967 Act which established the Corporation

for Public Broadcasting (CPB) to channel funds to different entities Serving

as production centers. Local stations were free to compete for funds with

programming proposals, and encouraged to continue locally-originated go--

9,

gramming, but to ensure a built-in measure of decentralization (seen as

being in sharp contrast to the commercial system) seven entities were

designated as production centers. The majority'were stations with strong

track records for serving their localities, but some.nonstatiOn-aligned

centers were included. During the late 1960's, NET was one of the latter

centers.,, By allowing. the new CTW,to come under its rubric, NET provided

administrative savings and expertise ... particularly legal ... to the new

entity. (6,13,18) As of this writing (1974-1975), NET has been incorpo-

rated into.the New York City non-commercial chanpel, and CTW remains a

non-station-aligned. production house for thenon-CoMmercial *stem.

By 1970, ihe dis'tributibn function of NET was switched to a new

creation, the.Public Broadcasting Service (PBS), charged with maintaining

and servicing the interconnection among public stations. BS, the fall of

.1976, CPB/PBS.was ready with a prime-time evening programming feed to all

participating stations which'could then offer an alternative to commercial

programming during the prime viewing hours. A year earlier, CTW had paved

.'tpe-glrduring the daytime hours by arranging a sufficient number of station

clearances for "Sesame Street," a task considered most diffifult since'

local educators were being-asked to relinquish in-school instructional

time for non-enrolled students to Participate in a curriculum over which

there was no local input. Yet CTW planners had been able to accomplish.

this plus clearances for an afternoon, after-school daily playback.

:I 3

9
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This accomplishment lies at the heart of the impact of the innovation

on the non-commercial broadcasting adopters, for there existed a symbiotic

relationship between "Sesame Street" and the Corporation. for Public Broad-

casting. The Cooney- Davidson tour of broadcasting markets to arrange

clearances for a morning.feed of "Sesame Street" helped to weld the national

superstructure and individual stations together prior to the routinization

of interconnection. The ultimate success of the program, commonly

regarded as public broadcasting's first "hit," bestowed status and

public recognition on the long-ignored non-commercial system. Top

management 'at CPB, and eventually PBS, was' new in its position'; heading a

/ loosely-knit organilation that looked as though it were "going places"

surely must have helped them ease into their new positions. Although the

system-wicle and public acceptance and success of "Sesame Street" may hot

have been directly related to their managerial tenure, the cooperation

exhibited by John White, President of NET, bears mention. 9olsky's account(18)

seems toindicate that Mr. White entered into an agreement with the'newly-

formed CTW that was remarkable for its latitude; CTW was allowed to function

as a semi-autonoirs entity and provtsions were made for - separation, should

that become desired (they were enacted the following year). BY allowing

CTW under its umbrella, NET provided true help by"making/fts legal, and

station relations departments available without smothering the independence

of, de new organization.

Finally, the-popular and intra-system success of "SeSame Street"

seems clearly instrumental in paving the way for acceptance of the next

CTW production, "Electric. Company." Designed for,the slow reader in the

. ;

primary grades, "Electric Company" debuted in the fall of 1971 and won

,kudos while achieving a high penetration for instructional use during

school hours. Like its Oedecessor,."Electric Company" is played back

44
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during after-school hobrs for at'-home reinforcement of curriculum. Land (14)

comments extensively on the relative ease of placing this kind of program on

the interconnection; at the base of his thinking is the contention that itis

easier to clear time for overtly instructional programming, schoOls instinc-

0

tively'responding to educational materials. However, this consideration

may be. debated. Once again, individual stations and local educators were

asked to relinquish time for a program targeted for.enrolled students which

lacked local curriculum input. Although the show was viewed aS supplementary

to methods used by individual school districts, surely the scheduling

placement and high in-school use of "Electric Company" flowed from the recent

success and high public praise and awareness earned by qesameStreet.".

Getting cooperatio \of that magnitude with relative easeiusua*y implies a

congenial precedent.

Yet another spin-off of the "Sesame:Street" experience was the search

for other audiences to which thesame format could be applied. The public

broadcasting system wasp -d squarely in the public:eye as the innovative

broadcasting,-system; iticould te ch.effectively and entertain. The quest

to build upon this newfound public image was uncorked. Analysis'of the
4

"Sesame Streer'fdrmat indacated the.following: -1) a well understood

target audience due teextensive pre - broadcast research, 2) use of apprO-

priate entertainment and cu'rrlcu1 echniques to reach the desired

audience, and 3) community outreach activities to reinforce curricular .

gains and ensure continued paciPation. Although Other factors Contri,'

buted, such as the careful attention to promotion which marked another

first for non-commercial broadcasting, post "Sesame.StrOet": thinking field

that this procedure could be replicated for other audiences with different

instructional problems. The aborti=ve Project STRIVE of ALPS is an example.

The Adult Learning Program Service (ALPS) of'the Ch was created and

intended to premiere with Project STRIVE, a nation-wide evening program

43
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to equip viewers lacking a high school diploma with the requisite skills

to effectively cope with daily existence in a highly-industrialized society.

STRIVE did not intend to prepare its audience for the hig' school equilavency

examination; rather, the emphasis was to be upon basic computation and

language arts skills so that the individual could figure his bank balance'

Or write a letter to his banker with ease. STRIVE planners hoped that

viewers would find participation so pleasurable that they would be inspired

to seek out local programs preparing them for the high schodl equivalency

test. 1972 budgetary exigencies of the Corporation for Public- Broadcasting

forced postponement and eventual cancellation of this program.(20b) Current

activities within the non-commercial system seem to indicate renewed

interest in programming for this audience and in education in

general. (19, 24)'.



VIII. THE USER:. PRE-SCHOOLERS AND THEIR FAMILIES

The-users of the cognitive programming provided by the Children's

Television Norkshop were primarily viewers between the ages of 3 and 5,

and secondarily their mothers and siblings. A subset of this target audience

would be the "disadvantaged" pre-school population, or those urban and

rural youngsters largely unreached by nursery education programs. These

children would be asked to compete upon school entrance with other youngsters

who had already acquired a more substantial cognitive preparation for

reading and other academic. tasks.. Promotional tasks were based, upon

viewer research which indicated that young children were a particularly

captive audience during the day while at home with their mothers, and that

' this patterncontinuej'into the late afternoon when older children returned

from schatrl..Nowever, the youngest children had the least control over

csthetelevision dial, so extensive efforts were made to acquaint. both mothers

and older children with "Sesame Street"'so that ,pre-school viewers could

be catered to.

Literature about CTW.is replete with' the figure of 12 million pre-

schoolers for the prospective audience. Data from the United Stites Office

of Education for 1970 indicated iAt 'approximately one-third,oi Americant
.

between ages. of 3 and 5 were attending some kind of formal.nursery educa-

tiop :program; 4.1 million youngsters, from a population base of almost 11

million. Additionally, children living in metropolitan settings had a

better chance of being served than those living in rural areas, with most'

minority group children residing in urban areas. Enrollment in pre-prfmary

aeducation programs had been incrementally rising since 1964 when the government

begatlicompiling such statistics; inclUded in the expansion were younger

children, 3, and 4 years old, and minority group.youngsters benefitting
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from programs to increase publioly-supported early education programs. (20a)

Whatever the data source, one thing is clear: not all eligible childrerl

have access to in-school ea rly education programs, but better than 95% of

American households have television sets. (15). The audience is there,, probably'

positioned before thetset.

A former FCC Commlssioner has widely exhorted American viewers to

'talk back to their teldUsibn sets,"* yet. open - circuit television is
1 0,

generally regarded as a public, and passive medium. Therelianceaof CTW

on a public medium for distribution of its product meant that it was neither

possible nor desirable to restrict viewership, and there was no way of

discouraging the better prepared-child, from watching. Extensive efforts

were made to make sure the subset' target. audience was viewing (see Section

Despite these attempts, CTW has been criticised -for. perpetuating the

cognitiiie preparatory differential among pre-schoolers by using a public

distribution mediuM that failed to distingUish among th6se receiving the

prodUct. .

Although CTW is carefully structured to allow for and encourage feedback

,
between the two professional camps includd within it, with some allowance for

audience,. input ... both features are new twists that are somewhat out of keeping

with the passivity supposedly built into over,- the'-air broadcasting. Theoretic-,

-1( f
ally, broadcasting functions as' does a democracy4eeause the public determines

the survival of prOgrams by either watching in sufficient numbers or failing

to view. Undoubtedly, ratings are one. clpar indication of sentiment and

a form of feedback. Viewers may write td performers, producers, 1411i.

1 it

or networks; whether this is systemmatic or scientific sampling, owif it

provides any substantive input, remains open to debate.. It is perhaps

safe to say that direc viewer impact on production decisions remains

'

*Nicholas Johnson, Ho, to Talk Back to Y0.04 Television'Set. Boston:

Little Brown and Co. 1970' t'
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elusive. CTW field coordinators and relations with local stations are

perhaps the closest approximations to parental feedba# given the'structure

of the distribution system in general. Formative research activities, or

those engaged in to test material on an audience prior to general viewing,

4

are held by Davidson to be an important audience feedback mechanism. (23)

3

41,

3,
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IX. IMPACT OF THE INNOVATION: CONSEQUENCES AND EVALUATION

EVALUATION: MEASURES OF VIEWERSHIP AND COGNITIVE GAINS

"Sesame Street's" effectiveness could be measured in'two ways:
A

1) by designing an insiruMent to test for cognitive gains by the viewers,

and 2) by using measurement techniques to gauge audience size and target

audience tune-in. Both approaches required Some refinement since

.

a

. ,

project of this nature with this target audience had not,/ been tried,

previously.. The first measure was designed by the Educdtionai Testing

4 /
.

Service LETS) of Princeton, New Jersey, the recognized leader in the field

of educational testing in the Uni( ted States. ETS pers nnel worked with
o

the CTW organization almost from its tffddption so that each party would

have a clear understanding of what the other was trying to accomplish;

this facilitated curricular planning and the construction of relevant

measurement devices. The second measure was carried out by a number of

agencies. The marketing resea.mh firm of A. C. Nielsen produces the
.

audience measurements, ratings, that are the standard for Amer. broad-
.

casting. ARB ratings are also employed. However, because of the lower
s'

socio-economic strata of "Sesame Street's" subset target audience, there

was concern among CTW planners that the Nielsen ratings would not be

appropriately weighted to accurately reflect the show's penetration of

these viewing groups. The legacy during the late 1960's of miniscule

audiences attracted,by non-commercialiroadcasting was also felt to mandate

,

specially commissioned studies and to free CTW executives from the burden

of playing the "rating game," although audience size remains a, cost determinant

whether the program is distributed commercially or non-commercial * The

ultimate success of the show produced a change in thinking, and Nielsen numbers

ar# now used by CTW.as a determinant of viewership.

*That is because the cost-per-viewer will decrease as audience size increases;
thus a total. cosi- figure can filore easily be justified when prorated over a

larger audience.
I.
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. THE ETS STUDIES

r

r,
4 e

Essentially, the ETS study conducted after a first broadcast year

of "Sesame Street" set out to determine if h6howdid what it was designed

to do. This amounted to concentratio on cognitive progress in some

instructional areas, with litt attention if,any, paid to affective or

emotional growth of the viewerS..... Admittedly, the lgtter qualities are

5$
.

the more difficult, if not impossible, to measure. Lesser (15) notes that .

ETS personnel did attempt to determine what, if any, unintended effects

might have resulted from "Sesame Street"; an example would be i positive

attitude towards learning. Structure'of the study was for pre-testing

rior to broadcast followed by post-testing after the entire season.

Population samples included children in the 3 to 5 age range living in

y

urban, suburban, and rural tommunities representing lower andiddle

socio-economic groups and caucasian and minority (both racial and language

group) youngsters. The originialAesign call&I for division of thOample. .

into experimental, e.g., viewing,'and control, e,g., non-viewing, groups,

Testing was administered by spec4ally- trained ETS personnel recruited from'

. the different populatipn elements withip the sample; this approach was
i.) ,

retrospectively considered very valuable when dealing with urban minority

communities. '(15)

ffindings of a more general' nature were that regular iewers gained

I

more than irregularviewers, irrespective of pre-test scores, socio-

economic status,.group membership, or residence. Should the chiles

mothenhave habitually viewed with him and spoken witf*him about the pro-
e

gramhafter it went off the air, learning was helped. Learning -would take

place whether the child viewed at home or in an organizational setting;

neither environment was substantially more bdrieficial. Specifically,

cognitive areas given mdre emphasis on the program w 'tihose in which
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viewers registered the greatest gains. Interestingly, progress in language ,-

(e,g., letter) skills was faster than with number skills of corresponding

complexity. Results of the 1970 ETS study, (2a) and those done in subsequent

years,°have been publicly disseminated. Subsequent ETS studies have shown/

that viewers are able terretain their knowledge, build upon it ... as

reflected by the updated' televised curricu, and do not "turn off" with

formal educational programs ... either when enters g kindergarten or Head

Start programs.

Although the findings as related here are highly capsulized, data

froioall ETS,studies would seem to indicate that "Sesame Street" accom

pliseed most of what it set out to do. Polsky (18) attributes this, in part,

vA

to the "conservative" nature of the show; goals were consistently honed

to manageable proportions representing realistic estimates of what could

be hoped to be accomplished. CTW.planners have related that there were

some surprises. Children younger than 3 became avid viewers and learners,

not to mention the general audience appeal the program tirned out to have.

,In the.ensuing years, "Sesame_Street" foreign-language verSi.Qns have

iieen produced to Mexico, Brazil, and Germany. 'Follow -up studies of foreign

audiences have corroborated the general findings of ETS regarding cognitive

. . .

impact. Specifically, Israeli researcher.Gavriel Salomon"found that children

from Tower, sociS-economiC groups could learn "Abstract"-skills from the sr

media (e.g., the ability digplayed by Israeli children to pick out the

crucial elements in a situation to enable problem solving), especially

when their mothers watched with them. (15)
A ti

Hosannas were sprinkled with brickbats. Lesser details those university-
,

based researchers who faulted the production for perpetuating the cognitive

gap between "advantaged" and "disadvantaged" viewers. Lesser, himself

intimately connected with the Children's Television Workshop, counters by
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N

!claiming,that.such studie-s begin with the assumption that nursery edbca-

tion for "disadvantaged" viewer must have a compensatory, or deficit-reduCing,

basis; this, he stoutly maintains, is contray to the initial and working

premise of CTWA . (15) Other. Critiques have tomefrom those who question the

.1(efficacy of an $8 million budget totea h young children to ftectte the

alphabet. -(16) Undoubtedly, proponents would reply that the'/program aimed
. ,

somewhat higher. .Attention was given to Asic skills considered requisite,'
. ',..,

for more demanding intellectual tasks, e.g., relational and causal concepts.

Analysis of first-year program dbntent would §41;to indicate that most

-..

stress was placed on teaching m re'elemental abilities:*
N, ----

t,

Fall, 1974, marked' the beg.' ning of "Sesames -Street's" sixth season.

curriculum has been amended to build on the viewer and summatiye data

that has been assembled sincethe show first aired. Debate over the

\relative Nprits and demerits of the pram continues ... sometimes h

other times desultorily. To date, the backgrs, the planners,-the public,

and th6,viewers seem basically happy with the innovation.
s.

tr4 .

AUDIENCE titA7EMENT STUDIES

All audience'audiencOleasurement studies agreed that "Sesame Street" initiall

pulled a sizeable audience; furthermore, the program was drawing well with

its target audience. Samplings conducted during the Cours' of the 1969-'70

broadcast season indicated that audience size increased as the year progre.ssed.

.

This has been a trend during ensuinv-seasons; the number of stations carrying
4

the program, total number of vw , and viewers ang tg-iget addiynce
7

have-all continued to increase. .41

*This is by no means the complete gamut of criticisms leveled-it-the%show;

the range is from the philosophical (abridgementof children's rights by

adults determining curriculum) to the utilitarian (vjy prepare for school

entrance?), (15) "0
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"Sesame Street" planners may perhaps retrospectively be considered

_conservative in their pre- broadcast guesstimates naudience:size. Lesser

relates that in 1969 CTW assumed that its reliance on the non-commercial

"1 system would maximally enable it to reach 60% of American households. Thi

assumption was based on the UHF frequency of many public stations, and on

the relatively limited geographic di'stribution of non-commercial stations ...

being comparatively scarce in rural areas and small towns. Keeping

in mindthd CTW total audience assTption of 12 million'prelfhoolers,

it was further assumed that with the constricted nature of the

non -commercial distribution system 1he maximdm potential audience would

be 13 million.

Two weeks after esame Street's" debut, the routine Nielsen survey

,

-
indicated an audience of 1,580,000 hOuseholds. To translate this figue

. .

int6 the number of viewers, it was predicated that 90% of the households

included children of pre-school age, and that there would be .a 25% chance

of more than.one yodngster viewing per set. Therefore, this, was taken to

mean that "Sesame Street" had attracted between 3.5 to 4 million viewer's.

`As the season progressed; tuned-in households were to climb ''t slightly

better than 3 million. It was felt that 50% of inner-city youngsters in

day care, centers or other'nursery settings Were also watching. (15)

Special audience surveys consigned to the research firm of Daniel Yankelovich

and Associates were intended to, measure subset audience size, specifically core

city youngsters. Sampling the cities of New York, Washington D.C., Philadelphia,

and Chicago, representing varying dosages pre-broadcast promotion and'a

.' mix of.UHF/OOF outlets, reportedYankelovich reted a range from 54 to 91% of

.

,those interviewed as being regular viewers. TOtal penetration percentages
.

were not as high; here therange was from 32,to 88% of families polled

having wat4ed "Sesame Street" (inCluding odcasional viewer's). Subsequent'
,

J4
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cited by Lesser reveA continued high penetration rates

areas. (excluding Philadelphia).
(
2
5)

In addition to the measurement devices used to determine and evaluate

viewership and learning gains, other ... more indirect ... consequences

have been attributed to the"Sesathe Street" innovation. Most have been,

alluded to previously, but bear elaboration at this point. Spin-offi include

the new stature accorded non -commercial broadcasting by theeneral public,

the quest to replicate the innovations of "Seiame StNett the relative

ease of placing CTW's next presentation an the interconnection during

*;
school hours, and changes in children's programming distributed by the

lommercial networks. these consequences are less susceptible to the

measurement techniques used. to gauge audiepte levels and cognition gains;

yet 'they are real and thus deserve mention.

The first consequences Cited may be summarized by referring to the

upsurge of interest in public.television, "same Street". alone wash not

totally respontible. Prograilming imported from the BBC during the 1969-70

broadcast year, the welloreceived serialization of "The Forsythe Saga;''

helped to win noteworthy audiences for the non - commercial system. Other
. f

factors impinged; the Public BroulcaSting Act of 1967 and thgAncreasing

,willingness of Athericans to look for alternatives that was manifest in

many diverse ways, alsotglayed a part. Yet the success of "Sesame Street"

/
reinforced the notion of using television for educatiw purposes, a point

'not to be overlooked when trying to merge the often-diverse interests 'of

funders,.station managers, educators, and general,public. Additionally,
v St

"Sesame Street" could. be analysed and'broken dowliOnto component parts,

J

giving hope that contributingelements would succumb to transferability

.

and the programming-process could be replicated for other audiences. The

4.1
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attempt at a project. e scope of Project STRIVE of ALPS (see Settion VII),

although abortive, ha not been abandoned. In 1974, the Advisory Conimittee

of National Organizations (ACNO) Of the Corparation of"Public Broadcasting

undertook a study to help determine the Corporation's future role in

education. ACNO task-forces concentrated on four areas; formal post-

secondary education, early childhood education, elementary-secondary

education and adult education. Their report was issued in 1975. (24)

In 1974-1975, a bill was pendihg before Congress to provide long-term

(5 year) funding for public broadcasting at levels appreciably higher

than in the past. Although this would seem to indicate that prospects

for future funding of educational television are goodothe extent to

which the overall financial'climate for new innovative public sector

activity will remain favorable throughout the 1970's remains to be .

seen. Furthermore, the question of sustaining on a long-term basis

something that was heavily supported during its experimental stage,
. .

such as "Sesame Street" must be, addressed. 'Right now, Sesae Street

ranks .high on the list of public television shows chosen for support
A

by the newest mechanism for public televisimprogram selection, the

4
Station Program Cooperatiye.

CTW's follow-up presentation "The Electric Company" first aired'in
. *

..the fall of 1971 over the-public broadcasting interconnection during
4 ,: . 4

"'school hours with replays setOuTed for out-of-schoolhours.* By this time

the.pro cers Mad established a suce7 essful track record, and clearances

must not have teen too diffidult o.attain. Once again, local ,educators

were being asked to relinquish time for curriculum over which they bad no

*See Footnote on page 33."'

t-
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control. ETS was called in to mount an evaluation after the first year .

. 'of broadcasting, and reported that "The Electric:.Company" possessed,

.

instructional properties for slow and beginning readers.
(2c)

,

*
. . .

The symbiotic .relationship between °Sesame Street" and public broad-

casting has previously been detailed (see Section VII). The relationship

between "Sesame Street" and commercial broadcasting has yet to be explored.

,The educative properties of "Sesame Street° were publicly lauded in sharp

contrast to the mindless children's programming aired by)le commercial

networks. By the turn of the decade, grassroots interest groups such as

Action for Children's Television (ACT) were gaining expos their,

views of child exploitation by the commercial networks. Both factors

produced some changes within the commercial establishment. Vice presidencies

in charge of children's programming were created at the networks for the

purpose of upgrading the product. New programs began to appear intermingled

among the cartoon fare and series repeats scattered throughout the weekend

morningsand.aftei.-school hours. Designed to be expansionary rather than

pedantic, the new shows were targeted for specific age groups and did not

exhibit signs of constricted production budgets. Also, minutes of Won,

mative programming began to appear in place of some commercials.

1' Skeptics.have considered thecchanges cosmetic, pointing out that

in a system where time is money all new programming Ultimately competes

atcordinsi,to the standards of ratings,
profitability, or at least margin-

ality. SObstantive changes, 'such as a reduction or outright abandonment of

commercial messages, cannot be expected in such an atmosphere. The debate

continues, highlighted by occasional hearings before the FCC.* Advertising

on-children's programs tends tobe'concentrated in a few companies; '.

*In the fall'of 1974, the FCC issued guidelines for brgadcasters regarding

children's programming. Chief among them is the reduction in allowable time

for'.commercials. The guidelines have provoked dissatisfied responses,

making the controversy far from over.('
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V"
modification of their 'adverti-sirig approach is being tried, a current, avenue

being pressure on the Federal Trade Commission to investigate spuriOus

or misleading commercial claims. Wbether notable change will result is

6ncertain. however, it seems safe to say that since the propitious

confluence of factors in the late 1960's, the "nroblem" of,American

children's television has been undergoing a steady scrutiny that shows

no signs of atatpment.

.11

.
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X. 'SUMMARY'ANALYSIS
0

The example of cognitive skill instruction :for children aged 3 to 5

offered by the United States television program "Sesame Street" is a

curious admixture of strategies and processes which may be understood

within the framework of innovation in education. Emanating from a central

'-planning and development center (the Children's Television Workshop)

and partially reliant on federal political-administrative strategies

including the reallocation of funds for the recently-prioritized,early

childhood education subsector, "Sesame Street" was adopted on a national

scale, and ... curiously ... circumvented the usual adopters of educa,

tional innovation, the teachers, in favor of the students themselves.

This process was possible because broadcast over non-commercial public

television sent the program directly into thjhomes of its pre-school

aged audience. Innovation planners aug nted these policies by involving

individual station operators and,parents in an effort to obtain clearances

and .target audience participation, respectively. By doing so, they

were striving for grass roots acceptance so that the innovation would not

be thwarted brthe indifference of either its intended audience or

potential adopters (the non-commercial stations asked to carry the product).

CTW executives employed the empirical-rational approach with individual

station operators and local educational administrators during their pre-

...-

broadcast tour of the most populous broadcast markets to assure telecast

during the desired morning time period. By mounting an extensive outreach

campaign into subset target audience communities, a normative-re-educ,OaL...,_

strategy was used to enlist the help of community adults in reinforcing.

the televised-material.

J9
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The nucleus of this grand design was those individuals who conceived

of and developed the innovative television program. Indeed, the "Sesame

Street" experience reveals the cruciality of the entrepreneurial elements

in fostering change, 'as exemplified bythe roles played by Joan /

Ganz Cooney and Lloyd Morrisett. No other variable had as much influence

2on the development of the innovation; neither gov'ernment Qr. private

foUndation funders, the, limitations of the technology r the adopteks,

nor the users were given an opportunity to guide or misguide the program

dur'ing-its gestation period. That statement is made with appropriate

qualifications; there was input from funders, both government and'

private, during the developmental period., In fact, in this instance, a',

considerable amount of initiative and entrepreneurship was demonstrated

by a private foundation official who seems to have, because of'his strong

interest and belief in the project, gone well -iBove and beyond the

P

normal role of benefitent "grantor': However, those who originally ,

conceptualized the idea that was to take form as "Sesame .Street" did not

relinquish control; rather they learned to distinguish among advice,

separating the good froM the mediocre and bad, and proceded to'meld the

entirety into a workable configuration. Thisjnte'rpretation is not without

proponents, notably Lesser (15) and to a certain extent, Polsky. (18)/.

With finalltial support coming from a number of federal agenties

channeled. through one grantor of convenience, a number of private founda-

tions

.

with the Ford Foundation and Carengie Corporation preeminent, and the

creation of a new organization to implement programmatic design but existing

within. the complex infriitructure of the non - commercial broadcasting system,

the entrepreneurs took many steps to insure that the transition froidea ta
.

product would not be diluted by the many °external factors which could be

GO
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brought to bear upon it. However, the innovators were undoubtedly aided

by "luck," or the fortuitous combination of individuals and circumstances.

In this :case, luck was with Cooney and Morrisett because of the

national outlook during tie 1960's, and they success in approaching

individuals in a.position to take helpful action.

A good example is offered by their experience in obtaining the

financial and moral support of the federal government. It was during the

latter 1960's that the innovators approached the federal Office-of

Education (OE) for funds for a television program to teach, school readi-

ness skills. This was a time replete with public. reaffirmation of the

goals of a "Great Sodiery" in which social problems, including educa-

tional inequities, would be eliminated. Public declaratiorishad.been

backed by legislation, e.g., the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

of.1965, Funding to implement the stated goals of the law was usually

distributed through agencies operating oR state or regional 161els. In

approaching federal officials, Cooney and Morrisett pointed out that

.by using television for distribution,-children all over the country

previously unreached by nursery education could be affected. The subset tar-

get clientele was considered. to be core city and rural ungsterg heavily

drawn from lower socio- economic strata, and racia and language minority

. groups. This approach appealed to OE officials, who determined that legal'

means existed for central funding. Acting upon this, they proceded to

solicit monies from various agencies ,that could be construedas having

an interest in this kind of programs Decisive action of,this sort,

.permittifig funding from a central source, spared the entrepreneurs the

difficulty of negotiations with 50 state.departments .of education and

myriad intermediate regional and local school districts.

61
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Otherwise,. the role played la government was indirect in nature,

essentially one of nurturing a climate which proved receptive to the

innovation. In addition to the favorable climate regarding help to

education, there existed ongoing 'federal efforts to expand and upgrade'

the non-commercial, or public, television system. In 1962, Congress had

taken an interest .in the growth of the public.system by appropriating

funds for.the construction of new stations or for improvement of existing

ones. New stations took to.the air expanding the nation-wide coverage

ofthe non-commercial system. By 1967 came the passAge of-the Public

Broadcasting Act, which made federal funds available.for partial support

of the non-commercial system while creating a new national superstructure

for it. These developments were to intersect with the formative period

of the innovation, since the existence of a public system proyided the

necessary distribution outlets for the program. Limitations of this

coverage,, such as the lack of routine interconnection among stations'for

simulcasting, were alSo'to affect.the implementation strategies used by

the innovators.

Finally, entrepreneurial enterprise is.also apparent in the organi-

i'zation created to implement program design. Key individuals

took care to shield-staffers from pressures which might have been exerted

by backers, and to create the Children's Television Workshop as a private,

non-profit organization in an atmosphere of institutional latitude which.

would allow for future growth. When soliciting funds, the organizers

made every effort to secure as many backers as possible so that no one

outside voice would have over-riding authority. Although most of the

funding came from a few sources, the top level of CTW officials retained

responsibility for communications with contributors in an effort.to free

other staffers so they could concentrate exclusively on their professional

*(ca
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roles considered so vital, to the success of the program. Organizationally,

CTW was originated as a semi-autonomous body within the public broadcast-
,

ing infrastructure. Lines of authority between Workshop officials and

executives of other system entities were carefully drawn without creating

a parent organization, Room was left for rearrangement as future needs

might dictate. In that way it was hipped that the new organization could'

draw upon the conveniences of establighed structures without, being smoth-

ered by executive layers, or constricted if continued development mandated

other arrangements.

.What,are the lessons concerning innovation in education to be learned

from "Sesame Street"? Essentially, that the congenial combination of

circumstances will do much towards propelling and aiding individual initia-

tive. With a couple of exceptions, the role played by government was .

passive and consisted, of creating the proper climate for a project of this

nature to develop. The exceptions center within the top ranks of the

Office of Education, where some crucial decisions were made and acted upon.

Onelwas the ability to secure funding at the federal level and channel

it through a central source. The second was the suggestion to give more

money than originally asked for, so that the program would be competitive

in(terms of production values with the entertainment shows, for children

seen on the dominant commercial networksOn that way it was hoped that

the new show would be able to attract and hold an audience.

Although government funders were the ones who required outside

advisors, e.g., consultants from the impacting worlds of academia and

media, there are relatively few examples of substantive' input from "outside"

during any phase of the project. .Even less can be said regarding input

from either the adopters or the users. Public television station managers,

63
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collectively taken to represent a major element within the adopting

agency, were not contacted until the year before the program's'premier.e.

Even then contact was initiated to insure a desired place on the morning

,schedule rather than to solicit production help. Local educational

administrators were reached simultaneously with local station managers;

very often the administrators were asked to relinquish time they had

contracted for to be used f r in-school instruction. The users were

never formally consulted. The ultimate users, preschoolers, and'secon-
.

darily their parents and'siblings, were a diverse group. Research on

children's viewing habits was conducted by the CTW research staff. As

o0
production progressed, program segments and finally entire shows were

viewed by groups of young children watching in different settings, e.g.,

home or day care centers. Of necessity, research and pre-testing were

conducted on small groups. This procedure is considered an important'

allowance fOr user input by CTW.

Thus, a programming innovation to be disseminated on a national

basis was developed within a closely-drawn circle of contributing

professionals. Therein lies another lesson to 'be learned, one that per-
.

tains to the crucial entrepreneurial element. There is no reason to

believe that given the proper circumstances anv self-appointed innovator

will succeed. A quality that distinguished these innovators from otheri

was their ability to keep control over their project, to keep a close-

reign on it, and this circumtance was complemented by their ability

remain open to the advice of others without losing direction in the pro-

cess. In other words, the entrepreneurs learned to distinguish between

capsules of advice and to separate the good and the workable'from the bad

and the inappropriate. Literature on the "Sesame Street" experience is

replete with recollections of individuals hesitant to Articipate for
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fear that he merits of the project, would be advised into meaninglessness..

.The series of five seminars conducted during the summer Ofl968 reveal that,
. .

from whatever motivation, outside advice was sought without the planners

succumbing to the resulting inundation. Yet When relevant advice vas

offered, such as the OE suggest ion to upgrade, production values froe'those

originally prOoosed, the innovators respondeeto the merits of the suggest

tion. Anothercmanifestation of this quality recurs in Polsky's analysis;

the originator honed down the objectives of the project to.manageable

proportions in an attempt to demonstrably succeed in even a few areas

-

deemed important, when assessing the worth of the Undertaking.' Labeled

"conservative" by Polsky, ne might ask if this was nbt merely exercising

commoh sense or re ponsib a management techniques. The planners were then:

able to say to fund rs and public'alike that it was well worth taking a

chance on them.

At this point, t e relevant lessons of "Sesame Street" for this

audience become.abstract. A recepttve 'climate, the ability to make or:;

respond to critical decisions, and the caliber Df.the entreprendtvial

factor all interface to determine. the ultimate success of an innovation.

Although all of these things Were going for "Sesame Street," there were,

other factors which couid.well have mitigated aainst.ft. The limitations

of the adopting agency and the lack of Consultation with adopters and

t.

users could all have spelled disaster. Was.this-alueky innovation?
T. I

That is, of course, one possible interpretation... Placin9 it in.-another

context, one might Orite of the intangible human factor ... the hunch ...

or the willingness of those in a position to heip.to "take a chance" on

individuals who approach them with a good idea." All other thing

equal, a decision to back particular entrepreneurs will partially be

based upon a favorable assessment of the innovators ability to get the

63
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job done. And decisions of this nature cannot be tamed into a common- '

place procedure.

(7:
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Chapter'3: COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION: IMSSS -CAI

by Lane GuOlTson
4

I. INTRODUCTION AND..OVERVIEW

This is the second case 'study of a specific Innovation In the education

sector. It.examinel the development' of computer-assisted instruction (CAI)

for use in elementary education by the Institu te for Mathematical Studies

in\he Social Sciences (IMSSS) at Stanford University

1 Following this introduction, Section II details the history of the

-,, initiating unity and the innovation itself. The Institute for Mathematical

t,

.
,

Studies in the Social Sciences, throUgh the Iqitiatives of Patrick Suppes
.

,

and Richard Atkinson, made
.

operate a complex learning

in the fall of%1962 to develop and
. :1', .

laboratory.utilizinig 'computer-based instruc--

: It was from'this laboraibry, the Stanford-Brentwood Computer-

Assisted, Instruction Laboratory, that their considerable contributions

to the deyelopment of computer-4ssisted instruction originated.

4ction I1I outlines the subeectOr; :orenvironmdnt,. towards
4.

which computer-assisted instruction'was direCted and in0which it

sought to emerge, namely thbtAmericarreducalionai scene.' It is wotsth.
,

noting that there

the United States

were Significent factors operating in educat ion in

at the ,time which were favorable to th'e introduction

-.. ''''

of cep ter-assIsAed instruction. Chief among
:

these factors2w0e

c
critici ms of 'ha effectiveness ofedOtation' to 'provide schoiastio

-.. . i.

,excelence and4n the eyes of some observers, to.provide adequate
.

.n._ p___ __
._ ___ _

skill development, *the failure of theeducationai syStalto,teach
,

.,
- .

40tr 4
.

mchtld from "disadvantaged" br minoi-ItY backgroOnds is'particularly
,4. -,

riOik i?. ::.-).

'i
L: ..,-- ,

, .
,

.

:
.-

:

,,
Computer-asNsted instruction is defined and explained in

.;

section Il?.' The; Institute for Mathematical Studies-In-the Social .

-

,
ti

gob
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Sciences developed computer-assisted instructional programs designed to

offer supplemeagry arrill-and-Practice in mathematics and language arts.

The programmatic models used in this drill-and-practice are discussed. 4,

Mott Of the effort in thit investigation is focussed on mathematics

r er than'the languagiarp, Miterials on the mathematics activity

appear to be more readily available.

Section V discusses factors that played important roles in

determiniegthe extent of acceptance and utilization of Stanford's

computer-assisted instruction' program.t In skeletal form, they' includes

(1) attitudes about CAI and5iraditional instruction, and (2) funding.

Particular emphasis is placed on the attitudes of both initiators and

adopters toward computerLassisted'inttruction and towards traditional

instruction.
4

"The participation and.attitudes of the adopters (school systems)-

are examined in Section VI. After defining the adopters, this section

. explores the particular situation 'encountered by the Eastern Kentuck t

Educatidnal Development Cen (EKEDC) in its adoption of CAI in

1967. Economic and tical fact9rs in Eastern Kentucky are given'

the largest contid ration. ! .
. :.

.
..

4. Section VII parallels Section VI, excep t it defilps and

.
,

explores the us,rs of computer-asisted instruction: 1

____

ntary

de -:ti"
students. In .order-fo-adetfilately- deal-with the users; canticle ti

is given to compensatoryreducatian.and its role in contemporary

education,' From this background, the section discusses the particular

usefulness of CAI for disadOntaged children. Another focus in Section

VII is on the reactions of users to computer-assisted instruction

particularly the Eastern Kentucky children.

7k)
4
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Section VIII evaluates the innovation and makes recommendations

for further studies aimed at MUimizing'computer.assisted instruction's

. .potential in education. The *act of the inndvationis evaluated in

terms of t6eeducational-system in general and in' terms of students

in particular. In addition,.consideration is given to the extent of'

utilization and acceptance of CAI.

Section IX, the concluding chapter, summarizes the findings of

this study iR order to provide a concise fouMation for developing

poll formats useful in the evaluation of other innovations. This

investigat n was heavily dependent on the prolific studies writte

.through the Inst to for Mathematical Studies in'the Social Sciences

at Stanford University d 'upon a personal interview in November, 1974

with Dr. Patrick Suppes, dire, or of the Institute. Information

available from other sources is gen- llrfragmentary and incomplete.

a

fa.

u.
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II. THE HISTORY OF THE INITIATING UNIT AND THE

INNOVATION

Introduction

'Education in the United States has developed in several stages.

Alvin Toffler, in his book Future Shock, has described current

educational conditions n the following way:
4

Today chilIren who enter school quickly find themselves

part of a standard and basically unOarying organizational

structure: a teacher-led class. One adult and a certain

number of subordinate young people, usually seated in fixed

rows facing front, is the standardized'basic unit of the

industrial-era school. As they move, grade by grade, to the

higher levels, they 'remain in this same fixed organizational

frame.1
';

A recent innovation in eleme ary education, which began in

the early-1960's, offers an opportunity, in the eyes of,sOme,people4

to create an educational renaissance by usidg computers to individualize

instruction for-students.
2

As reported in Jamison, Suppes and Wells,

"... this technology provides the richest a d most highly individualized

interaction between student and curriculum any of the methods of

instruction eveloped."
3

The Institute for Mathe tical Studies'

in the Social cienc

The Institut= for Mathematical Studies, in the Social Sciences

a research and dev: opment laboratory at.Stanford University which

specializes in i vestigations of learning theory, has been a major
/
'

72
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cOntrItor to the development,and use of computer-assisted instruction

in education. Patrick Suppes, currently director of the Institute, is

in large measure responsible for guiding the Institute's development

of CAI and establishing CAI as a factor in American education.

Dr. Suppes, whose Ph.D. is in philosophy, came to Stanford

University in 1950 to do research at the Applied Mathematics and

Statistics Laboratory, a research institute that began at Stanford in

the 1940's. Curriculum research on elementary ,education began within

that framework in 1956. The Institute, as it now exists, began in

s' 1959 as a, spin -off fromAte laboratory, with a broad orientation

towards research on mathematical psychology; mathematical economics,

and quantitatively oriented work in education.4

Educational research at the Institute was initially funded by

-the Carnegie Corporation of New York and later by the National Science

Foundation and U.S. Office of Education. Although the Carnegie

Corporation contributed one million dollars towards the Institute's

research, 95% of the subsequent funding (approximately fifteen million
e

lc

dollars) has been obtained frOm the Federal government, presumably

over a period beginning approximately in 196

i
and continuing throu0

the early 1970's.*

Computer-Assisted Instruction

.According tosSuppes, the real thrust towards investigation of

Computer-assisted instruction came in the fall of 1962, when Dr. Suppes

and Dr. Richard. Atkinson,. a psychologistW:1th particular interest in

.
readingAevelopment, proposed a_ Laboratory for the,s:tudy. of' complex

-

*This and. subsequent inforniation about the development of IMSSS-CAI is
taken from statements by-Patrick Suppes in a personal interview,

November, 1974. "73
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learning.* In an effort to achieve complete control of the presentation

material, Suppes and Atkinson proposed a computer-based laboratory. In

their estimation, computers offered an opportunity for interaction that

could not be achieved via any other medium, particulay in skill areas,

such as reading and mathematical functions, which are the primary areas

of emphasis in elementary eduCation.

Commercial electronic digital computers had/een introduced in

the United StateS in 1951, and therefore, by the time the Institute

began its involvement in this project, computers were in their second

generation of commerciaj usage. A.significant factor in the

Institute's development of CAI was that at the same time they began

developing the complex learning laboratory, computer time-sharing

had been perfected. For a more detaijpd description of the development

of computers, including a definition of time-sharinr,'

One of 'the co-deveiopers of time-sharing, Dr.

seeSection IV.

John McCarthy,

was also doing, research at Stanford University, and the Institute was

able to share the first computer tpey used, a PDP-1, with.him. At

that time very few time-sharing systems existed in the world and the.

PDP-1 represented one of the most advanced in this country. This

.access to' the best computer.technologx available was a definite

asset to the research undertaken by Suppes and Atkinson. As Dr. SupAs

himself puts it "... we we e right on the edges of the computer

*In lay, term this laboratory was intended to study materials of more
complexi than tIlose previously examined in traditional psychological

,

invest'ations Of learning:

74 :
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technology, and by and large that's been true; we've pushed throughout

our work to the edges always of computer technology resources."

(
CAI Goes to School

By December, 1963, the laboratory for complex learning

investigations at the Institute,had begun operations, and through June

of 1964 demonstrations of CAI were held at Stanford involving 'a total

of appro*imately thirty-seven children in kindergarten, fifth and sixth

grades. The staff at the Institute used the summer of 1964 to

continue development of CAI programs, particularly for the first grade

and fourth grade in mathematics and mathematical logic. Also in the

summer of 1964, the Office of Education granted a contract to the

Institute to establish a computer-based laboratory in a public

elementary school to investigate CAI over an extended period of time..

The school chosen for this laboratory was the Brentwood Elementary

School in East Palo Alto, California. While the Institute utilized

data from the computer-assisted instruction programs for investigations

of complex learning, CAI in itself became an area of investigation
444

'S and research.

.

By the following September; prelienarY CAI programs were-

ready fOr testing and by the end of the school year they had been

.revised and retested on eighty-seven.childrep, twenty-eight of whom

were extremely bright. It was during this period that the first

remote control (teletype) operations began. In the school year 1965-66,

three local schools tested the Stanford CAL drill and practice

programs with approximately 225 students.
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Lt was in September of 1966 that the Stanford-Brentwood

Computer-Assisted Instruction Laboratory, housethin a special facility

at the Brentwood. Elementary School.and supported by the previously

mentioned 1964 Office of Education grant, opened, serving one hundred

children.
5

In their report on this phase of the project, Computer-
.

Assisted Instruction: Stanford's 1965-66 Arithmetic Program, Suppes

et al state that "the important difference between this project and

previous work at Stanford and elsewhere is that the terminals were

taken to an ordinary elementary school, with the goal of having

computer-based terminals operational on a daily basis throughout the

school year."6

The school years 1966-67 and 1967-68 were marked by considerable

expansion of activity by the Institute. More than 1500 elementary

school students in California were having regular interactions with

computer-assisted instruction by June of 1967, and in September of

the sane year, projects were running in California, Mississippi

(primarily McComb), Iowa, and Kentucky, connected to the central

computer at the InstitUte Wtelephone lines (longlines), and serving

4,736 students. In 1968-69, the number of students increased to

6,352, but there was marked decrease the following year, 19.69-70,

to 3,217 students; Table I summarizes the number aria7'in some cases,

location of these students.

I

Computer Curriculum Corporation

In 1967, a private company known as CoMputer Curriculum

Corporation was formed as spin-off from the Institute of Mathematical

Studies in the Soc'l Sciences with Patrick Suppes as its president.

7
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-Table I

,4

Numbersof Students Utilizing Stanford Programs

in Computer-Assisted Instruction?

School

Program 66-67 67-68

Years

68-69 69-70

Drill-and-practice mathematics

grades 1-8 (block structure)

California 1,500 1,441 2,475" 122

Iowa 640 -

Kentucky 1,632 1,060 -

Mississippi 640 2,113 -

Ohio 101

Washington

college level

92 139

Tennessee (algebra) 206 183

TutoHal primary-grade mathematics 53 , 73 -

Tutorial reading, grade 1 50 88 -

Drill- and - practice in initial reading

grades 1-3, remedial 4-6

California 442 642

Language arts 30

Drill-and-practice mathematics

grades 1-6 (strands structure)

California - - - 1:713

Ohio - 165

Washingtdb, D.C. - - 39

Tutorial computer programming
. _

. 115 177

Tutorial-1°4c and algebra, grades 4-8 195. 49 459

Tutorial problem-solving, grades 5,6 011. 27 20 18

First and second-year Russian 10 30 52 77

72
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CCC produces software (educational programs) and leases them, along

.with some hardware (small,.self-contained computer systems), to indivi-
.

dual school,systems on a decentralized basis./ Whereas the Iatitute

is research.oriented, CCC is basically entrepreneurial in nature,

organized to deliver operating services. In Dr. Suppes' view, A

entrepreneurial development "is a sort of final level of:technological

innovation."

During the initial years of existence of CCC, and especially

during the,1970-71 school year, a trend developed in funding of

computenwelated educational activities. Whereas the original drive

in'government funding, through the U.S. Office of Education and the

National ScienCe 'Foundation,had been towards developmentaiendeavors like

the'Institute's,,the U.S. Dffice orEducation fundifig.begn.to drY up and,

on a nationwide aevel, CAIresearcOell off aCco4gly. (See Table II.)

4

Table II
,

'Number of Computer Projects Funded by the U.S,
Office of Education (by years)9

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

72 86 137 60 17 ', 3;

.

Although.the Institute itself co /times its 'research in -C-A-1-i* It-ne-lenger
..

- i-
.

4 .! ...........
.

t.

*During the early 1970's, the Institute has active in the field of
..,CAI utilization for deaf students: Although the Institute's funding

for, CAT research and development for elementary education has fallen
off, two ,CAI systems .currently receiving support fi-omthe National ,

Science Foundation are PLATO-IV-at the University of Illinois
(Urbana), and TICCIT, develOped by the MITRE Corporation. These...

systems are toivarying,degre'es larger than the CCC system and seek
to achieve edthomies of scale in education. Current experiments
are focussed on the community college level.

4

O

1
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operates projects in the public schools to the extent it did during

the years 1966-1970.

Although research grants have fallen off, funding of commercial

CAI usage, through discretionary funding in individual school systems

via the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, began to pick up.

or.

According to Dr. Suppes,,Computer Curriculum Corporation leases a

substantial amount of the commercial CAI software and hardware in

operation.- In Dr. Suppes' woi-ds, "most of the *Curriculum running in

schools as regular computer-assisted instruction.is Computer Curriculum

Corporation's Product. Since these progNms run on a-decentralized

basis, and are not part

--'"specific information is

of a larger, research-oriented project,-

difficult to find.. Dr. Suppes estimates, in

what he:considers to be an understated figure, the.number of students.

using CAI materials from CCC to be 25,000, located in 25-30 states.

.73
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III. THE SUBSECTOR (ENVIRONMENT): THE AMERICAN

EDUCATIONAL SCENE

alder. EducationalTraditions .

Education in the United States has undergone several transitions,

Originally, American education followed traditional European-guidelines.

It was the concern of'the socially ,nd economically elite members of

society, with emphasis on the classical language's and erudite subjects.
6

Most education was geared toward producing clergyman, lawyers, and

statesmen; individuals with strong cominunity leadership roles. By

and large, ordinary citizens received only a cursory education in

readings and arithmetic, if any.

As the Industrial Revolution blossoMed in theNUnited States,

educational leaders such as Rorace Mann began to See the need for free,
o

universal educatiodt and the public school system developed to mei

this need. At about the same time, massive immi ration of Europeans

to America began, and a new, far-reaching philosophyof.education

took root:

The concern of social reformers at the turn of the Twentieth

Century with the AmerfCanilatiOn of-,-nfirlfgrants and the Corresponding

concern of manufacturers-and businessmen with continued economic

productivity and growth came together in John Dewey's theories of

progressive edudation. School began to be regarded as a tool for

facilitating life adjustments and proOding socialization. Progressive

education differed from the earlier, classical education in:that it

9j
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//I

was present oriented, not past (witted. This philosophy has been the
_

dOminint educational theory InNthe United States during the-Twentieth

Century.
11

Contemporary Criticisms

In recent decades, however, American education has received

more and more criticism from educators, legislators, parents, and

students. Much of that criticism arose because many people felt that

the public school system,had failed to maintain tntellectual excellence.

among students. One example of this was an apparent failure of the

school system to teach reading andlother basic skills successfully,

particularly to minority and/or poor children.

According to Charles Silberman, in Crisis in Black and White,

a book contemporary to the period during which CAI began to emerge,

this dissatisfaction corresponded with, but was not caused by, the

Soviet space achievement in 1957 when'Sputnik was launched.. The

technological adVance that Sputnik represented "added force'to criti-

cisms and changes that had .been' underway for some years before."12
t.

Americans liecame increasingly more interested in promoting mathematical
, -

and language arts skills in- schools in order to insure scholastic and

scientific competition with the 'Soviet Union.

Another corresponding social condition wasthe increasing drive

. to upgrade the position of minority members of American society, marked
4

by a vocgl and growing civil rights, movement among blacks and liberal

whites. The Civil Rights movement had gained impetus during. the.

of Lyndon Johnson's Great Society progOams, which made an effort to

extend the benefits of American prosperity to all citizens. In the

.
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field of education, one of the largest legislative efforts was the

Elementary and Secondary Education. Act of 1965 (ESEA)-.

.

El4mentary and Secondatte Education

Act of 1965

The ESEA outlined in its seven categories, c4lled titles a .

broad range of educational needs which would be met by federal fu

The section most germane to the present dis.cussiodis Title I, whi

offers "financial assistance to local educatiOnal agencies for the

education of children of .low- income families and'extension of Public

"Law 874, 81st Congress.,
,13 In more specific terms, the Division of

Compensatory Education in Washington, D.C. defines an eligible'child

Lnder Title I as:
-

one who'needs'special educational assistance to .perform

at the grade level for his age. The term also includes

children with -special eddcational needs resulting from

poverty, neglea, delinquency, handicaps, or cultural,

. economic, or liilquistic isolation from the general community.
14'

N
The othersix ESEA Titles, which occasionally provik sources of

money useful in CAI applications in schools, are as follows:

II., School library resources, textbooks, and other instruc-

tional materials. .

.
III: upplementry educational centers.

*IV. Eddcational research and training.

V. Grants to strengthen state departmenti of education.

VI. EducatiOn,pf,handicapped children.
,

VII. General provisions.'
411P,

Charles L. Schultze, in his book The Politics and Economics of

Public encling, has a, interesting and pertinent analysis of.the.ESEA.

According to him, the ESEA, which opened up large; new aria of'federal

aid for edUcation, won-support in, Congress because it was essentially

8

O
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it

.
ik,

Jr . .
non -specific enough to, have garnered support from three divergent

-
*

, . .

,groups: (1) those desiring more federal aiii-to educatiOts; 4(2) parochial
. -. ....,
school interests; and (13) those interested in combatting poverty.

15

.. . .,
other facet of the,ESEA is that it provides m'ultiple' cZitei's

.I. -, .
, .

of contr8j for educational decision-making,. The state and local

educatibnal agencies retaintd control of the Title I funds, which Were' t

'

allotted on a formula basis depending.on the number of low-income

students in aP school, whi e Title III funds,were 'direct' fetieral project

grants allocated fo:. part cular innovative educational programs, andJ
-., under.federal control.. It should be noted that 110967; Congress

. . - i .
passed the Green, Amendment, which substantially limited 'federal control

, I .., - .- .
it *.

. *of Title III funds. and shifted thit control. to state boards of
ft \

4ducation.'
1

.. . ...,

!..,..

....

General. Organizational- Strufitures

4

C.:

, The-organization of school systAins is complex and varies from
.

- ,

itate to state. However, :there acre some baSic similarities-in each
4

k 4.

.. SYS First of ,,all , respocosibility for running school systems rests.
.. .

,:.

on ate governnients. Therefore, laws concerning days, of yearly
. l.

Wbatt7dange , insfrational ,materi al ,. and minimum 'qualifications for, sc171. t. 1 ,.. .
IP

'11;4: 2 ... personnel, among other r''equirements, are dictated by the s "te. ,i
. i

.. ,: . A 1-' C

Above and beyond basic state requiremeA how er, local

tit

-
boards of education usua

.
example, 'froin the 1.

. -
may select any Wks the

'0
loC$1- boards .may impose

V.

.!'employment. And while th

; . .

,# 6
11.

1.

y have final say in saloof affairs. For
41!

f

.state approved textbooks4.Ocal officials

des4e. After meeting minimum requirements,

heir own additional qualifications for

y must firoide at least-the basic course 1

AIM
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requirements of the state, they may add their own requirements for

promotion or graduation. In.addition, although some monies for

education are provided by the state, much of school revenue is'the,

responsibility of thelocal community.,

Although the state governments have responsibility for

governing the schools, they must also meet federal requirements in

areas involving the pr

.

n education for minorii t or ethnic group members. The federal

tg4vernment exerts addi iobel influence in that much,of its financial

support (like ESEA grants.) are depeAdent on schools meeting federal

,

. stipulations. It is Oparent,therefore, that local autonomy is

urtailed to some extent by ldw and financial necessity.

V
..

In mosareas of education, but especially as related to

ion of constitutional rights such as equality

funding, procedur4's and tasks.are formally and rigidly specified. -for

example, complex and detailed records must be kept of daily attendance,

.
and Title I funds are distributed based upon the number of students

who actually were present at school on a given day,, and excluding any

absentee students. Local schools must conform to the requiiements of

local boards of education and state departments of 46t19.,

.turn must conii to specifiCations of federal legislation in some

.
,

:

Discretionary. FundsvVr...Research

. -'Grants
. .

(

A distinihipo must be drawn here between direct grants to

i. oP.

4 research institutions such as those.administered by the united States

Office.of Education; the National Institute of Equcation;and the Nation-
.

al Science Fouhati,on;.and the decentralized, user'grant administered
111

4

84'
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under ESEA. ESEA funds are grant9d to individual school systems for

discretionary use in particular schools or for particular populations

of children whq meet eligibility requireinenti..

To individual schools, this distinction is crucial. When a
K

school participates in a research project, the expenses are generally

met 5y the organization doing the research and entails little or no

financial expenditures on the school's part. Di tionary fun s like

ESEA, however, belong to the school and may be spent itsadmi istra-
-

tors in the way deemed most benefiCial to its l'udents, therefore

involves decisions about which educational needs take priority. As

Dr. Suppes puts it, "It's a completely different world to take something .

out ilnd say, 'We want to bring it in and try it at no cost to you,% and
I .

to say, 'Okay, do you want to spend your disdltionary dollars?' That'.S

/the important transition period."16

United States Office hf Edu/tion
and CAI

The U.S. Office of Education has demonstrated a marked interest- .

in CA4 over the years, beginning around 1966. However, they have not
.

supported a central plan or polity of development of CAI uses, but

rather have supported particular projects because of their relationship

to particular,eduCational problems.17 ForixAmple, thgre is some

feeling that.the CAI project,in Mctomb, Misstssippii a joint venture

/
%.,ith the Institute at Stanford, was of particular interest because it

offered an oppintunity, during a period of national outs about

racial discrimination, especially in the,South, to provide a

educational innovation ava+p to both black and white children
4

without discrimination.
18

A
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There is evidence, as seen in llble II, that since 1968 there

has been 'a reduction of U.S. Office'of Education support for computer-

assisted instruction/. Molnar and Sherman assert in their article,

"U.S. Office of Education Support of Computer Activities," that there

is .a trend away from development of small,tcomponent-oriented projects

towards larger, systems - oriented projects."19, In light of this, the

reduction of the number of,p/rojects supported may not be so significaht,

especially when laOrrdeyebiects(Yike PLATO IV are considered; hoWever,

.
it is difficult to ,e satisfactory conclusions without information

regarding the amount of federal aid-to CAI projects. To this author's

knowledge, a comprehensiVe study'of this kind has not been published.

40,

8
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IV. THE INNOVATION: COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

Computers ih Educition20
0 /

In August, 1944, Professor: Howard Aiken of Harvard University

perfected the first machine which can loosely be defined as a computer,
94, ittot,

41P, the Mark I. By 1950, there were twelve computers operating in the

United States. In'1960, there were approximately 6,000 coMputefi, and

by.1970, approximately 80,000 computers were operating in the, United

States. /

Ow the last thirty years, computers have undergone many-

transformations, which have produced succeedingly more sophistiCated

and less expensive models. The first generation of computers was

characterized by slow operation, high,electrical consumption, and heavy

air- conditioning requirements. The technology upon which operation

4

was based was the vacuum tube, In. the second generation, of computers,
.

the vacuum tube was replaced by' transistors, an improvement largely

responsible for their tremendous growth in utilization. These

computers were more reliable, smaller in size, and required reduced

electrical consumption and air - conditioning compared with their

p'edecessors.

The third. tion computers utilize integrated circuits

insteadtof transistors These computers e much smaller, faster,

more reliable, and' cheaper than the secon' generation. For example,

82



in 1955 it cost about ten dol,lars.to.perform one million additions on

a computer; by 1970 that cost had been reduced to less than one cent.

Originally, computer operators' utilized off-line batch

processing (still the most prevalent mode of computer use), in which

the program was presented to the computer system on tapes or punched

cards which are "batched," or combined, with the programs of other

users. Ordinarily, batch-processing could take up to several hours

for completion. A recent, much more efficient method of utilizing:*

computer resources is time-sharing, in which the computer performs

partial operations for several users almost simultaneously by doing

those operations cyclically, a process called interleaving. /The

computer is able to do this because it has a response-time of 5

millfseconds (1/200 of a second), while humans are able, at best, to
9

depress a.key on the teletype terminal only once eVery 50 milliseconds

(,1/20 of a second). The additional time that the computer has betWeen

key depressions is used7respond to other users.. Theextreme

speed of the computer Wes "each user the illusion that.the computer

is devoted tohim exclusivdly."

The development of time-sharing was/a key factor in the
#

applicability of computer systems to instructional purposes. CAI 1/4
s

relies on immediate feedback to the studtlit insits teaching role, and

the slowness andexpeniiveness of offLline batch procesSing would

render it virtually unusable'in learning situations. As Levien puts

it.

The prqblem of permitting multiple users to be on-line
with a computer in an efficient manner has been solved
rather well through the use ofjpecial hardware terminals
in a time-sharing environment."

/

Jo
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Definition of CAI

Computer-assisted instruction is a man-machine relationship

utilizing two-way communication to foster human learning and retention.

In.this relationship, the human is a student, and the yechine is a

computer-system. The role of the computer-system is not,to act as a

tool for problem-sOlving or information retrieval, but rather to

instruct the student. During the instruction, students are the linly

humans.interacting.Oth the computer-system.22

$

Tutorial CAI,. .

During the twelve year period since the Institute for

Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences began its research on

.

computer-assisted instruction, it has 'utilized three major types'of

CAI. The first, and a relatively small portion in the long run, was

tutorial instruction. In this mode of instruction, the computer.,

teaches all, or most, of the subject in question. To da this, it

provides lessons consisting of simple and direct explanations ornew.

concepts, followed up by)wactice problems.

It w tutor 1 CAI that the Institute utilized when it. opened

.

the Stanford-Brentwood Computer - Assisted Instruction Laboratory
.

966. The Institute was totallyresponsiblefOr the mathematic

/instruction of the children in the tutorial program, and it should be

noted here that they did not rely on the computer system (an 11311 15D0)

to provide all of the instruction. In addition, they retain a.

-mathematics teacher from the Institute who provided additional

mathematics lessons in a small group format to childrenpartici.pating

23
in the Stanford- Brentwood,Labo atory program.

,

a
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Besides teaching mathematics, the computer system acted as a

data gathering device. The computer*was aiae to collect records do

more than sevtnty items, including the identification number of the

student making the response, the identification numbers of the:proble
-.-

lesson, and program, and the classification of the student responsd

to name a few. Learning to accurately measure student learning and

tievement in order to'draw conclusions about' he Way children learn

has been a prime objective of the Institute's research. The data y.

collecting abilities of the computer are very important in this light..

According to Suppes and Morningstar:

Data of superb detail and quality carLbe collected. These

data can be analyzed in a- fashion as theoretically and
experimentally rigorous as is customary in highly controlled

experiments in.psycholegy. Not only can detailed conclusions

about individual parts of the curriculum flowing from, detailed

descriptive data be made, tut also models of learning that
deal with the subject matter itself can be attempted. In our

'judgement this should ultimately prove one of the most

important benefits ofcomputer-assisted instruction.

Perhaps the-most serious drawback of tutorial CAI is its cost.

,

As Dr.: Suppes remarked,
*
"We have had a lainexperience

.

with tutorial

efforts in elementary schools. and I thinky4u can do quite a bit with

it butfralikly,'it's too expensive."25

Singh and-Morgan, in 197.1 cited- casts of computerrassisted...

.°- 4 .

.
instruCtion.based uppn 1970 ifferaturt as' being in therange of,42".60.

. , . . .

-....-:-,

.4,.--
...

^ ,s, .to $16%,00 per student contact tfour....:TraditiOnal 'elementary
. .

.*' n instruction tteacheradministered), was estimated in 'the same tUdi ''

i .

1 ',..: .; b . ,,... .: . .
. . , . ? ' * " ;. .. .

:to,cost about. $0;60 per s.tudenfcontact 'GAL* sigriVioantlk
7.

%more,.qpenstv:e:in'till's comparisonv,a#,W#Oal CAT..Ou'rebe exP4ct0

- "o--
be tho're exp'ensl,ve,tiTan,' drlir .taf. - 0 ,

o . *4. * 4...

,

.
,

* 44 r
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Block Drill-and-Practice CAI

The second type of CAI that the Institute

drill-and-practice. Rather than teaching the con

CAI does, this type of CAI leaves the responsibili

.ed was-

pts as tutorial

_

.,,for the ,presents=

tion Of new materials and concepts on the classroom teacher. The

computer system provides supplementary practice in-using yorfew skills

by providins drills of appropntOte materials, hence the naiii

grill-and-practice. Dr, Suppes has stated; "prObably the-primary p em

,,in the schools 'is to provide for systematic,, regular, well-defined

maintenance of thOse skills Imattlematics, reading, language] The

probi:640(hettihg is more severe than the-problem:a learning,"27

The fbIllowing example will:illustrate the-computert,a_Oue

drill- and - practice. An - ordinary mathematics textbook fbr. lower

elementary grades contains from,2,500 to 4,000 exercises. 'Beciii^sr.i;

the time-consuming nature of the ordinary penci:1-and7p4pe-,method'a

Problem solving, and the demands of helping-titany4lidren, no 'teacher

normally covers all the exercises.in.a:Aekt600k. However, using a

compUter terminal five to fifIeenl4taittes per day for an average bf

, ..;`A".0"
one.hUndrea-M'Tdays.out.of a one hundred-eighty day school year, qp

accordigg,t0-SuOWL and Morningstar, a student can cover approximately
4"1

3,000 drill-and-practice_ exercises; thus(equalling or surpassing the

average amount of mathematics practice available to students in

,traditibnally administered instruction.28

Stanford's drill- and - practice program was organized into. units,

of concepts ca led rocks, arranged sequentially to correspond
N a

#

apprqiimately to the order of concepts in the textbook Sets and Numbers;

written by Dr. Suppes.29 Each block had five/ evels of competency,

I

91
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with level three, being average, level one remedial, and level five .

accelerated.: All_students began new blocks at level three and were

moved up to more difficult work, down to less difficult work, or kept

on a plateau- bythe computer; depending _on _their mastery of the

problems as reflected in the percentage of correct responses.'

Mastery of level five problems was necessary for advancement

to the next block, and each block took from three4o twelve days to

complete if one lesson, was taken each.day'at the computer. Teachers

were basically free to select whichever block was most appropriate to

their daily lesson. Approximately three to five days were allotted

to presentation of new material before drill-and-practice on the new

concept began.

Strands Drill-and-Practice CAI

Later, the original block method of presentation shifted to

the strand technique.' Thei-e were several differences between the two,

1

although the basic theory of.drill-and-practice presentation continued.

The strand program is based on an analysis of three major mathematics

series and is not tied to Sets and Numbers, as the block program was."

Accorpg to Dr. Suppes, all of the fifteen, major elementary mathematics

series share enormous agreement on the basic development of mathematical

topics, and strands mathematics is aimed atithecore material that

most schools_ will be teaching. CAI strand programs have been used With

jet least ten different mathematicsries.

A seeOnd major difference is.that the-strands presentation is

not ed to the concepts being taught in the classroom. Each individual

-mathgMatics function (addition, subtraction, multiOitation, and 1;
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division) is separated and stored on an individual strand inthe-'.

,computer's memory. These strands are continuous from t first grade

level to the seventh grade leirel. Each student can theoret ally

continue to progress as ltziA as he/she is able-to adequa perform

the required work. In a grade three class, far example, grade place-

Ment on a. particular mathematics strand may range from 1.5 to 4.9,

according to Dr. Suppes. An additional benefit of the strands

continual placement format is that it has proven to be a fairly

accurate predictor of student test scores and grade placement.

Another feature of the stAnds'program is that unlike older

computer-assisted instruction programs, it does not store a finite

number of 41ready prepared problems for the student. In systems where

that was true, a student who encountered di ulty with'a concept

would inevitably be presented with repetitions of past work, and groups

of students working on the same concept would have nearly identical

.

interactiont with the computer, increasing the probability_of copyipg

or of memorizing rather. than learning.

With strands, the problems are generated fi-om the computer

itself, requiring much more sophisticated initial programming, although

in the long run prbviding a more efficient program. Singh and

Morgan have.explained the same operation in the following, way: "Today

the computer is usually programmed to calculate unique responses to

varying student itiNirfes by making use of the algorithms stored in

,30
its memory.

This methdd!virtually eliminates the,possibility. of studenjs

snaring answers or of an individual student reencountering the same
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problem twice tr fact, Dr. Suppes asserts that a student never repeats

a problem, butrather sees different problems at the same level

funftion.

Computers in the Schools

Originally, many of the remote conti)ol (teletype) terminals'

were in the indivj'dual elassrobms and were tied by longline (telephone)
.

tral computer. This presented several problems. Longline
N.--

hookups proved to be very expulsive, and often constituted a major share

of the cost of a CAI program. They were also susceptible to considerable

maidtenance problems, .often closidg down t4 computer system for periods

of tithe., A more recent approach, Orticularly utilized by Computer'

Curi\iculum Corporation, is to use small, self-contained computei

systems which do not rely on. extensive Tongline facilities. Another

benefit of these smell systems, according to.Dr. Suppes,.is that /the

*

technologp. of small .computef systems has improved enormously and is'

much cheaper, than it was five years` ago.

A third problem with. classroom- contained terminals:Was that

they proved di-Sruptive of ordinary activities due to terminal noise

(typewriters) andthe constant movement of children around the clast-'

room, and they required specially constructed enclosures (often

renovated cjosets). In addition, teachers were often sable to.handle

even minor terminal/breakdowns, despite their prettenarY training

sessions .regarding CAI. The normal procedure now is to collect all

the terminals in a-school into one place, accommodating several child

at a time, and under the management of a paraprofessionat proctor

trained t4 manage the children, assist them with difficulties; and
,

4.4 \LI

s,
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. handle mind terminal problems. Extensive terminal.maintenance is

.generally-handled-under standard maintenance-contracts.

'. Technical Personnel

Computer - assisted ,instruction, as it appears to the studerit,\

the end product of painstaking technical work. In their account of

the 1565-66 ari thmetic program, for example, Suppes et al outline six

major areas of supporting personnel. These are: curriculum writers

and editors; computer programmers; coders; program supervisors in__

the school; electronic technicians; and resekrch psychologists.31

The curriculum writers and editors were occupied with the

construction of the actual problems and drills,, particularly with the

-development of, parallel sets of drills at the same Especially

in the early years, when appropriate computer, languagisand software

had not been developed, the computer programmers were required to

expend substantial energy on producing sophisticated programming. The

coders assisted this effort by actually inputing the drills into the

overall system.

Program supervisors, strictly speaking., were not in-house

personnel,.but worked in the schools, overseeing all aspects of the

operation and providi4 training and evaluation sessions for the school

staff. The electronics technicians worked with technical maintenance
101

.
both at the school and at the computer laboratory on the Stanford

campus. In addition, ?search psychologists were used to interpret and

devip the data resultingjrom operations in the school.
p

Figure I, which follows, is this author's interpretation, in

flow-chart form, of the interactions described in Suppei et al.
32

.4,

,1 2
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Each of the technical staff is identified *relationship to each other

and to the adopters and users, with the computer itself the center of

the configuration..

q I

1'

Li

,2
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. V. TECHNIQUES OF CHANGE: FACTORS AFFECTING TH

ADOPTION AND USE OF THE INNOVATION

Introduction

The development and utilization pf any n w theOr oP technology.

rface of many r lated f ctors. In the

as dipveloped

is dependent on the positive int

innovation under discussion, computer-assisted i structio

at Stanford Universiity, at least two major factor

that had major influences on its adoption and use

boundaries between these factors are frequently b

In brief they are:

1. Attitudes about CAI and traditional in

2. Funding

This chapter will attempt to delineate and

these factors..

Attitudes About CAI and Traditional Instruction

As one can expect, computer ssisted instruc lion at Stanford

University was developed by indiv als with positive about

can be\identified

althou definitive.

urPed an overlapping.

truct,o

nterPret-each of

CAI as a tool in education. In the introduction to their book,

14- Comapter-Assisted Instruction at Stanford University, 8: Data,

Models, and Evaluation bf the Arithmetic Programs, uppes and

"Morningstat state:

93
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Just as books freed students from the tyranny
of overly simple methods'oforal recitation, so
computers can free students from the drudgery of
doing exactly similar tasks unadjusted and untailored
to their individual needs. As is the case of other
parts of our society, our new and wondrous tec nology
is there.for beneficial use. It is our"proble to

learn how to uSp it well.33

This pro-CAI bias on the part Of the initiating'unit; the

Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences, was based,

in part, on implied and direct criticism of traditional instructional

methods. In a separate article, Suppes and Morningstar conclude that

drill-and-practice to achieve the same end result could be adMiniStered .

by teachers instead of by computers, but that computers add a dimension

of quality control.

What seems evident already is that the use of
terminals to bring a drill-and-practice prograM to
schools can bring a kind of quality control difficult
to achi6e in large gimbersof schbols with large
numbers of teachers.J4

Jamison, SUppes, and Wells suppqrted this view in their,

report, "Tite Effectiveness of Alternative Instructional.Media: A

Survey." As quoted in Section LI, they found CAI to offer the greatest

potential benefit to students of any method of instruction existing.

This assessment of CAI is notcWithout caveats, however. In evaluating

the statistics on student performance ill several. CAI programs, Jamison,

Suppes and Wells also conCludld that "no statistical difference"

between students using CAI and thoseusing traditional instruction

. -

were the dominant_ findings in) research literature on CAI.
35

In addition to conflif ting opinions about the efficacy of CAI

as an instrument of learning, Anastasio and J. Morgan have identified i

six factors which inhibit ladopA2on and use of CAI. Briefly stated,

they are:.

ti
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,o

-(l) An inadequate sys m for software produCtion

and distribution

(2) Lack of demonstrations of CAI and efforts to

convince people that CAI is cost/effective

(3) An absence of ,dequate theories of instruction
on which to ba e, CAI systems, a

(4) The need to c ange the traditional roles of 0
teachers so Is to take advantage of CAI

(5) High costs f CAI

(6) A need for techqological research and development
36

Of these-sii fact rs, perhaps the need to change traditional

teacher roles is the mos controversial. There is an undercurrent in

CAI which is succinctly statedby Patrick Suppes in "Technology in

Education."

Perhaps thre4most important" economic problem,

however, is to be toughminded about how technology
can actually substitute for labor-intensive efforts

by teachers... The economics of education will demand

that 'technology be used as a substitute rather than c

a supplement to teachers.37
_ .

In the same vein, Suppes and Morningstar state:
if

We,would claim that the wise use of technology
and science, particularly in education, presents a

'4 major opportunity. and challenge [to inteTTectually

wean children from the necessity for.a'teacher].38

However, more recen4 publications from the Institute have

softened this view considerably, and with good reason. Any innovation

which threatened the continuing role of classroom teachers as part of

elementary education Would surely be met with strong resistance. The

Institute now makes a point of emphasizing its compatibility with

.traditional teaching and classroom operation. They are careful to

promote CAI as an addition to regular instruction which, besides not

jeopardizing the teacher's role, would actually allow the teacher more -;

e.

100
1
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time and opportunity to provide more tndividualized instruction

to the'students. To elaborate on this theme, Suppes et.'al have

said:

In this area are many of the important'and useful'`
things that can be done to relieve the teacher of.
routine and burdensome tasks so that the teacher may
deVote time to giving more individualized attention
'to students.39

Funding

, "1- -The role of funding in the adoption and use of CAI has been

examined-4o some extent in Chapter III of this report, particularly

as it applies to decisions tti2at adopters must make about the dispersal

of discretionary funds for computer- assisted instruction if they are

to shift. from experimental participation in CAI to regular curriculum

usage of CAI. It is important enough, however, to reiterate the fact

that, in Dr. Suppes' estimation, the biggest obstacle to utilization

of CAI in an ordinary school c.economisystem\is

In an analysis oethe reasons for termination of some of the i/

experimental programs that the Institute sponsored, Dr. Suppes

stated:

Almost all programs that have terminated have
been because of a shortage of, funds; they didn't
have the funds really to continue on their own.
In most cases, we have had a very good record
educationally and the decisions [to terminate] have-
been mainly'financi,41... The schools that Computer

Curriculum Corporatioliaorkswith have got [their
CAI programs] pretty well built into the Title 1
budgets and, they are pretty gable. Most of them
are in place, and a lot of them have been running
three and four and five years.40

As implied in Dr. Suppes' reference to Title I budgets, the

source of funding to implement computer- assisted instruction, by and

large, has been federal, particularly ESEA. Julian Prince, in his
. -
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report on the McComb,- Mississippi CAI project, which is no longer

operating, 'states that

We have independently (and exhaustively) investigated all

large commercial computer configurations technically capable

of delivering CAI. We.can state without equivocation that we

could not afford to operate any of the systems'that we investi-

gated without federal support.41

An interesting and
notewOrthyionsequence of this reliance on

federal funds for CAI, particularly due to the eligibility requirements

of the ESEA (See Chapter III), is that the majority of children exposed

to computer-assisted instruction are from poor urban a71 rural environ-

ments, and much less frequently from middle class suburban areas. As Dro;

Suppes puts.it, The only kids that really get first class service or

technology are poor kids;:it's a nice thing really." These sentiments

reflect the attitudes of-many people who supported passage of the

"Elementary and Secohdary:EaucationtAct of 1965 because, they wished to

improve the educational/environment for poor students.

PPolitical cdhslijderations also affect the financiil environment

surroUnding CAI, and therefore constitute a,factor in its adoption-and use.

Just as there was a_4eling that zoncern over the discriminatory racial'

atmosphere of the South intrecent decades had a positive effect on the

-.-

funding of the CAI project in McComb, Misstssippi (See Section III), it ma

be that such projetts,are sometimes developed by agency officials in 41

diq

efforts to.demonstrate 'their potential to-key local congressman as well as

to respond to realeducational needs. It is interesting to note that Carl

0//' gt

PefkinS was (and is) chairman of the United States House of Repregenta-.

Lives Committee one Education and Labor at the time that the U.S. Office Of'

Education decided to fund a computer-assisted instruction project in

Eastern Kentucky, which'is Mr. Perkin's home.

iota



In order ully comprehend the economic constraints to

_utilization of computer-assisted instruction, it would be valuable.
-. , ...

te-;
to look briefly,at the cost of CAI. One difficulty in this examination

is that literature-on cost/effeetiveness of CAI is difficult to locate.

.,Another problem is that information and analysis do not easily allow

'comparison frowne article to another. For these reasons, the

- following comments will, of necessity, be somewhat simplified More

-detailed analysis `is clearly indicated.

Jamison, Fletcher, Suppes, and Atkinson, in their report "Cost

and Performance of Computer-Assisted Instruction for Compensatory

Educat°cln (19f1),H estimate the per student per year cost of running a

computer-system, similar to those utilized by the Institute, 'at $75

and perhaps as high as $125 if overhead costs were included. These

figures are based on a rural educational setting where the initial costs

of thicomputer system is $3,260,000 and the annual cost of system

operation and maintenance is $380,000. At this rate the estimate

annual cost would be $1,845 per teletype terminal, or, since *each

terminal typically handles twenty-five students per day, $75 per student

42
per year.

As reported in the same article, Jamison, Suppes, and Butler,

(1970), estimate the cost of CAI utilizing small component systems, such

as one in *operation in San Diego, at $50 per student per year over

normalAeaching costs assuming that there is no reduction in other

43
outlays per qtudent. The quoted figure is for urban environments and

would be slightly higher for rural settings.
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.Easiwood and Ballard, in. an investigatiorice riko IV, the

-971(

e

' large -scale computer systeth being developed at ;the Un4ersity of

,

\is,
,

stimate that even with optimum condition$, use of a PLATO

terminal would cost t0.44 per student contact '30

costs pf the hardware (computer system), software

communications (looglines, etc.)-would significantly increase this

cost. Estimating traditional instruction at $0.27 per student contact

hour,'''as Eastwocid and Ballard do, the cost of CAI is prohibitively
pi.,

, 44 4

hi0. Even usilSingh and Morgan's estimate of $0.60 per student
.

,
,

contact hour, CAI is not competitive at this time under the best

hour,. Adding the

(courseware), and ,

conditions. 4

It should be pointed out that Jamison, Fletcher, Suppes, and

. .

Atkinson compare their costs to the cost of compensatory education,

which they set at $200. - i300 per student per year. In this light,

CAI is competitive.
45
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. THE DOPTERS: SCHOOL SYSTEMS AND THEIR
RE

Introduction

In the co text of this report the adopters of the computer;

assisted instruction for elementary mathematics developed by the

institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences may ire

considered a collection of individual'schools and support agencies

spanning many levels of the'hierarchial, though decentralized, landscape

of American education.. For discussion purposes, this broad range of

adopters may be placed in one of two categoriO. The first group would,

include the individual elementary school with its pyramid orpersonnel

encompassing teachers and administrators. Subsumed'within this

category arjthose elementary schools with a large "disadvantaged"

clientele, such as the rural or urban poor, which makes them eligible

for ESEA monies. The second category includes those educational

entities which operite on broader levels than does an ind4vidual,school.k

This framework would embrace. agencies frgm local school boards to

federal agencies such as the Office of Education, National Institute of

Education, or ,National Science Foundation, with state deIartments of

education nestled in between4.- Schools eligible for federal grants are

particularly represented because, with the budget constraints in

contemporary educatiOn, the ESEA. monies are powerful incentives to

\ .
AA)a
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, ,adopt aminnova

affluent communiti

be noted, however,

: -99=

Without these\ onies, most schools, even in

es, annot afford com pter technology. It should

t at in times of economic stress, innovative

educational techno/ogy, because it is seen as uperfluous to

traditionally administered'instruction, may ofte

to go.

first thing

Table III, which lists t y five schools utilizing the

Institute's drill-eadlractjce program during the 1966767 and

1967-68 scho(ol years'oives so Idication of the vari ty of

urban and rural settings CAI func Toned in at -i time. In order

to examine the adopter more lose, the following section will

consider in detail the util* tion of CAI in one particular setting:

t'Eastern Kentucky.

fr".

.The- Eastern Kentucky Experience*

An area ofAastern Kentuc designatea as 'Region 7,'was t
.

site of computeraslisted instructional activity during the s ool

Years 1967-68 and.168-69, ytiltiing the CA programs in mathematics

developed by Stanford Uni/versiiyts Institute for Mathematical Studies

in the Social Scienoeg. Although Region 7, because'of its unique

geographical and economic ma up, cannot be viewed as a typical CAI

setting, some genera usions.can be drawn from the experiences .

there.-
/e

Region 7 iptludes that part of Kentucky referred to as

Appalachia). The Region is approximately 10,000 square miles in area, and

can be charact ized as rural, economically deprived and relatively

*Much of the material in this section and the next based bizon studies

by Smith and Pohland.46

\



Table III. List of Participating Satols in
Drill-and-Practice Program47

1966-67 School Year '

California
Grant Elementary School
RavensWood High School
Walter Hays Elementary School
Oak Knoll School
Clifford School

1967-68 School Year-

California
Grant Elementary School
Garden Oaks Junior High SChool
Peter Burnett Junipr High School
Walter Hays Elementary School
Oak Knoll School
Clifford School

Fremont Hills Elementary School

Mississippi

Eva, Gordon Attendance Center
Alpha Center
Kennedy Elementary School
Universal Sdhool

'Westbrook Elementary School
Taggart School
Netterville School
Otken School
Htighes School

Summit Elementary School
Lillie Mae Bryand Attendance Center',
Franklin Attendance Center

Iowa

Job Corps Center

Kentucky N,
Breckinridge School
'Elliotville School

Morchead'Grade School--
Paldtsville Grade School
W. R. Castle Memorial School
Pikeville City School
Flat Gap School
Louisa Elementary School
Sandy Hook ElementarySchoo
Upper Tygart School

.0"

Los Altos -.

East Palo Alto
Palo Alto
Menlo Park
Redwood City

Los Alkos
East Palo Alto
San Jose

Menlp Park
Redwood City
Los Altos Hill

Magnolia ,

McComb?
McComb
McComb

McComb, .

McComb
McComb'

McComb
McComb
McCdMb
-Meadville

Meadville

- \

0

Sor'

1 i nton

ehead

Morehead
Paintsville
Wittensville
Rjkeville
Flat-Gap
Louisa

&a* Hook

e
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isolated. The in is hilly, and transp6rtatiom'systems are

generally poor. From the 'ewpoint of Smith andPohland, the population'

of. the atea i marked by cultural 4(ilatiplland/or localism. In their

words: "The eneral tendency is. to restrict one's view of the world

-0'

to a relati ely small geographic area.
,48

In ..dition to isolatio they noted a generally st lo
,

'attitude to d life h+ch, with the. added factor of g-i-neral pov'erty,

tended to,minirltize activity-orientatjon and set a tone of resignation

,
and lack of concern for deadlines or Tuture time consideratio s.

0 Jr

' Educationally, Region 7 consists of thirty-five'indep ndent

school districts tied together by a plann)g agency known as the

Eastern Kentucky Educational Development Genter. An example of

EKEDC's consolidation of the individual 'school districts is the

existence in its. structure of-a superintendents' organization f& the

'superjntendents of Region 7's many school disrictS. One broad function

of EKEDC can be identified generally asswidening the rentively

restricted outlook of the.area into} more regional perspective.

Specifically, in
.

terms of the CAI projeo EKEDC wrote the proposal
,

for government funding, made decisions about the dispersal of resources,

c and attempted to coordinate CAI activity for the region.

The Economics 'and Politics fCAIin--Region 7
MOO

In 1967-68, as seen in Table III, ten schools participated.. in

the CAI project, with t irty teletype terminals' distributed among them..

In 196-69, the same 'number of terminals were spread out over the entire

dfstrict, with no more than one terminal per school.

. . /

,

. ,

". 4'1969770, the, CAI project was no longer perable in Region 1. .%

3 i '
The reasons for this failure to .sustain"CAI operation can be traced to

0,
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ieconomics, both in system

human considerations subs

The EKED6's propo

the operation

cost anfundirig- ankto.a broad rangeof

med under the headiof politics.

al for ;1967 -b8 requested $417051A-nr

of its existing thirty terminals and the

expans n of therproject tb include-16TAy additional terminals.

Howver, funding for the p oject was cut to $258,000,,insufficient

d ty program, andto

port personnel at th

in fact, causing cutbacks particularlys

Institute at Stanf . The additional

blem th5t the requestedIfundin was not-certain until late fall

7 # *-
ion of preliminary preparations, such

and consequently-delay-ed fp

Mber to October 7. .

/Of 1967 delayed the impleiif

as arranging fop longline qo

tart of the program from +rly

g to Smith and Pohland, onNfactor in the reduced

funding anCritS delay in be ng assured was the pas e in Congress of

the Green Amendment to the SEA:49 This legislation shifted dispersal
1.

of Title III fuhds from the [federal government to the State Departments

. ,

of Education. A general lea ing towards an 'equity policy' (more
. .

- Alidespread distiqbution of finds) on the p pf state authorities
,

tended, in the opinion df- Smth and Pohland, to preaVailable

ds, generate competition or funds,'and consume the scarce time

resources of the

The fo ed cutback "i'

political consequences,.howe

Lt strengthe

. superintendents
deciiIon-making
consoli ate the

the orga 'nation
. destiny of aste

danistrators:of the CAI project."
50

expansionary plans-did have positive

er. According' to SmNh'dnd Pohland,

ed.ties between the individual
nd contributed to the autonomous,.

le of EKEDC. It helped to
olitical-educatiOnal power of

in determining the educational

n Kentucky.51



In their analysis, however, Smith and Pohland do not

overlook the'negativg consequences of this,cutback. Fewer st&dents

had access to CAI, and those that did had fewer lessons per student,

resulting in a lessened impact on educational achievement. Teachers

were forced,' With generally negative reactions, to take over

supervision of the terminals because terminal supervisors could not

\kellired, increasing the teachers' work load. And because of the°

dec sion to spread the terminals out over the area, the small (usually

one individUa maintenance capacity was severely taxed, increasing

technical dif4tul 'es and creating a service time-lag.

Adding to these difficulties, Region 7, in terms of available

personnel, had ageneral lack f trained personnel, personnel trained

in the implementation and upkeep of sophisticated equipment, and was

characterized by a high rate of manpower turnover, including such

essential organizations as EKEDC and the local telephony companies,

due in to to the lack, of opportunity in the4area. One way that

these staff problems were handled was to Send staff members out of

the rebion for traintng:' Smith and Pohland have noted;,; however, that

while thiS may have, beneficial effect -Sin the long run, it certainly

contributed in th short run to dysfunctiOn of the CAI project.

As note previodsly, one negaive effect of the financial

cutback was r, uction of staff at the Institute. Under these

circumstancesi according totSmith and Pohland,

...the, lessened financing placed a tremendous
burden upon the remaining staff in terms of research
and development'as well as maintaining viable service
on a day to day basis.52

This specifically affected the Eastern Kentucky project not

only.by increasing tecnnical difficult*, but also because it forced

'1).10
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the Institute to cancel plans to begin using the strand type of,

drill-and-pra4kice in Eastern Kentucky, substituting instead

4

block type. Unfortunately, the area teachers had been iraingd7pring

a summer workshop preceeding the 1968-69 school year to implement the

strand program, which multiplied the technical difficulties, caused

increased shutdowns, aid multiplied teacher frustration.

In assessing the CAI project as an innovative prOgram Smith

and Pohland pointt the role of a research organization, such as

the Institute, in constantly improving and upgrading. the conceptual

and operational parameters of the innovation. However; they see

this.role as detract' g in some ways from the smooth operation of

an educational program and disrupting the users' sense of continuity.

Therconclude:

Perhaps b sic to.a11 this is the nature of a
highly creati e, innovative group such as were
aSsembled in t e Stanford CAI group. Our impression

ifs that the p was primarily research and
evelopment (R D) rathertper,cOmMercial servipe
riented.53

Keep ling this in mind, they point out an issue of broad concern

in the cons"deration of innova ive processes.

)
The major issue

ds bf changes to
whi e it is in proce
innovators may be pe
who have limited reso

.

however, concerns the number and
de in an innovative program

s. ,Benefits as perceived by
cdived differently by people
rces to carry out the

administrative duties in communication, in training,
and in reorganizing sy tems necessary to attain the
benefits.' And the "be efits" may be perceived

: drastically different) by the ultimate users -- the
teachers and pupils who find themselves as pawns'in a
system which changes in ependently of. their control and

in surprizing and unanti ipated ways. When the Machine

doesn't work as it is %Li posed to, a "benefit" cannot
be discriminated from a breakdown." We think a

j

1
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C'\ distinction between the R & 0 stance and the
--' commercial service stance is important conceptually

and practically.54

f
.

. Another fattor in the Easern Kentucky project was the ,

coordination. of multiple organizations, agencies, and companies

which were all necessarily involved in bringing CAI to the area.
4

For example, in a project dependent on longlines (telephone lines),
,

five independent telephone companies serviced various parts of

Region 7: General Telephone, Southern Bell, Foothills', Rural

Mountain, and Kentucky Telephone. (See Table IV.) Not only was

coordination of service a problem here, but pinpointing the source

of the difficulty and determining the responsible comPany was a problem.

Thefollowing table of involved groups gives some idea of the complexity
i

if the situation. Certainly coordinating their various, Onctions

. and, working together created interorgaii'zational conflicts and tensions,

not to mention delays fn tak-040 action, which were dysfunctional to

the CAI project:

-Finally, in a separate report, Pohland and Smith identify two

additional, interrelated developments that mitigated against CAI in

Eastern Kentucky. Realization on the part of school administrators of

the potential of computers for administrative tasks along/With state

government consideration in Kentucky of establishing regional data

processing centers shifted focus away from the instructional potential
.

, of computers to the administrative potential. Pohlend and Srr .th

conclude:

That shift is now almost complete. C Mfouterized

administrative data processing servy ere scheduled

to begin in early 1971, and the CAI tion has been

/

112
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Table IV"

Organizations Involved in tire Region 7 CAI

Project

,I.

1. Eastern Kentucky,Educafional Development Center

2. Morehead State Wiversite, Morehead, Kentucky

3. Stanford University, Palo Alto, California-

4.. Central Midwestern Regional Educational Laboratory (CEMREL),

St. Ann, Missburi

5. United States Office of Education
\J.

6. Kentucky State. Department of Education (including vario

subgroups like the Advisory CounEil)

7. Five telephone companies

8. Hardware suppliers (including Western Electric, DEC, and RCA)

. 4.
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deferred indefinitely. As is the case at the

ins tractional level, systemic forces at the

administrative level tend to direct computer use

awky from the CAI program.56

r

/Th

/

c

5

1.14 .
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VII. THE USERS: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL snlibi's

Definition of the Users

In the context of this report, the users of the innovation

are defined as any children utilizing computer-assisted instruction in

elementary mathematics as developed by the Institute for Mathematical

Studies in the Social Sciences at Stanford University, including those

children using CAI from Computer Curriculum Corporation, an allied

organization. As mentioned in Section VI of this report, many of these

children are from poor urban and rural populations with large

percentage of minority children. Further, many of these children %

are categorize by the educational system as disadvantaged anein need

of compensato0 education.

Compensatory Education

In her article, "Educational Compensalon and Evaluation: A

Critique," Scarvia Anderson of the Edycatjonal Testing Service has

offered a clear and well-defined picture of Compensatory education. In

this definition, she is careful to make distinctions betWeen remedial

d special education and compensatory education.

J

Compensatory education is a preventive and global
(othdrwise it would be remedial) intervention into
the lives of people judged to have socioeconomic
handicaps (physical handicaps would reqUiire special
education) assumed to be predictive of *necessarily
limited school achievement and. life chalces.57'

:Z

a
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In the eligibility requirements for participation:1n 'ESEA,

funds, the federal-government has established one set of criteria

for judging that particular children are "disadvantaged" and therefore

in need of compensatory education. Because, as previously-

demonstrated in this report, the vast majority of CAI(projects seem

to be funded by ESEA monies, the children participating in those

projects are, by the government's definition at lea'st, disadilata'bed.

In this light, CAI can be seen as providing compensatory education.

While Anderson's definition of compensatory educatAp 'S to

be lauded on its careful separation of the distinguishing differences

between compensatory, remedial, and special education, it,,femiins'a:

facthat many individuals use those terms interchangeably. For the

/
0

purposes of.this,report, it can be assumed that references to

compensatory, remedial, and special educational assistance.all refer to

the same phenomenon, defined by Julian C. Stanley in hiS becik

Compensatory Education for.Children, Ages 2-

...many children are disadvan aged educationally

in thatwithout special help they it cquire

such [educational] skills. They are the ones for

whom compensatory education is essentia1.5R

0AI and the Disadvantaged Child

It is a generally recognized phenomeno'h"that Children who are
44.

not achieving at grade level expectations are 'particularty bnefitted

by exposure to computer-assisted instruction :As 'shown. inthe

/R

following paragraphs, many reports of CAI gojetts available to this

author to date support this claim.

.
Jamison, Suppes, and Wells, in 4161r survey of instructional

. ,

media, after ci,ting the results of .a particular0AI applicat4n, state'

116
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that "...This is an example of the generally noticed result that

CAI drill-and-pradtice 'is. more effective with students who start

below.grade level."59 In the same report,,they reiterate this finding.

"At the present item, we can onlyconclute that CAI can be used in

some situations to improve achievement scores particularly for

;disadvantaged students
60

Nhen small amounts of CAI are used as a supplement,.
toOlegular classroom instruction (as with the
elementary school &Ill-and-practice programs)
substantial evidence suggests that it leads to an
improvement in achievement, particularly for slower
students.61

71n reviewing the Stanford-Brentwood Computer-Assisted
1

T

Instruction Laboratory, which offered initial reading and mathematics

for disadvantaged children, Atkinson and Nilson noted significant

.4V.gains in student achievement.
62

In hi'sreport on the McComb, MississiPpi project, J.D. PrinCe J

discusses .an experiment in which children from lower socioeconomic

environments who attended one school were compared to *dents at the,

same grade level from middle-. and upperclass'enviroriments who attended
. .

another school. Al; of the children received the same computer-assisted

drill-and-practice instruction. He noted that while the children from

the more affluent environments did not make significant achievement

gains, the more disadvantaged children did -- gains which brought them

, up to par_wlth the achievement 16-els ofthe comparison group.63

Although concurrin§.with the ftn ngs that CAI has particular

advantages for .compensatory education, Suppes and Morningstar are

careful to add a disclaimer.

The results of, the data reported here indiCate

, that an indiVidualized drill-and-practice program in
elementary mathematics will produce its more impressive



results in school environments not educationally
or economically affluent...It would be a mistake,
however, to Conclude that it is only with deprived
or slower students that computer-assisted instruction
will show really effective results,64

Although this investigation does not examine the phenomenon except

briefly, it should be mentioned that there are strong negative

feelings against the concept of "disadvantaged" children. Particularly,

members of minority groups feel that this term or concept contains an

implicit derogation of the child's,social and cultural milieu.

Children's Reactions to -

j
Computer-Assisted ,

Instruction , t-,
,

0
,

Just as it is ,a generally noted phenomenon that CArhas special

benefits w n-06aTWCompensatory or remedial ways, it, is a geerally

noted phenomenon that children using CAI by and largg have extremely

positive responses to it.65 Aside from negative reactions reflecting

idipsincratic responses of particular,children, most negative feelings

about CAI seem to be related to projects where sIgnificant'problems,

such as extended technical malfunction of the system occurred.

Even in instances like that, the overwhelming response has

been positive. Suppes et. al. administered detailed questionnaires

to students at the Grant Elementary School, one of the initial CAI

placement sites.. Many technological difficulties occurred during the

first year of major operation, the year that the questionnaire was

administered in, and the authors had alearticular interest in discovering'

the impact that system-breakdOwn had on children.

00,r1'
The single most impressive conclusion from the

data is that the majority of students were very enthusi-

astic about the teletype program at Grant School. The

children felt it was fun'to work on the machine, and they
also believed that the drills helped them. in arithmetic.

Yo,
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Their motivation%in arithmetic and in:other
subjects' seemed to improve, as indicated by
their eagerness to use the machine and by
increased interest in other subjects. Many
students' showed more confidence and pride in

their work, as reflected in their:reaction to
printed data and their willingness to discuss
errors and take home their printoas.66'

In order to present a clearer picture of the user, the

following section will look closely at the children (users) of

.computer-assisted instruction in Eastern Kentucky.

The Eastern Kentucky Children

In observing the reactions of the children in Eastern

Kentucky to CAI, the generally rural, economically deprived, and

relatively isolated environment, with its coricommittant lack of

technical sophistication, should be kept in mind. AsDr. Suppes
t

noted, many of these children had never seen a typewriter before.

Their readtions, while they may have some general application in

other situations, must also.be viewed as responses possibly unique

to that environment,

. , Smith and Pohland,
67

in their study "Participant Observation
2t:t.

of the CAI Program," identify six broad areas of interest and

investigation regarding the response§ of children/users. Listed

briefly, they are:

(1) Enthusiasm, Attention and Concentrat on7
(2) Emotionality and Anxiety

(3) Animism (Verbal Interaction)

(4) Social Dimensions (Group Activity)

(5) Competition6

(6) 'Design and Supervisicin

as

\
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The first observation about the pupils using CAI was their

enthusiasm for the drills, their attention to the work at hand,

and their concentration on the drills to the exclusion of outside

distractions. While not universally true, Smith and Pohland did note

that:

Published accounts of the "hold" that the
terminals have on children in terms of intensity
of concentration, eagerness to "sign-on" etc. had

to be seen, to be believed -- and we, did. Our first

visit to Eastern Kentucky schools in May of 1968.
tended to reace markedly a skepticism toward the

brief lessons.68

In addition, they characterized the users as busidess-like

in signing and lacking patience to wait for terminal space to

become avaifable. further, they noted that the enthusiasm did not

tend to diminish over time, thus discOunting the Hawthorne'effect

(novelty) as a primary motivator in the early stages of usage.

This generally positive aura did not eliminate entirely

the factors of emotionality and anxiety. Smith and Pohland noted

that "extreme nervousness and self-consciousness occurred frequently.
"69

ti

Most commonly, this resulted from the child's own performance.

expectations (keeping up with the computer), desire to conceal

performance from others, and exhaustion, particularly in sldwer

students who spent the longest amount of time to complete drills.

.Another phenomenon that Smith and Pohland noted was animism, a

tendency of the children to have verbal interactions with the computer as

they worked the drills.. Sometimes this verbalfzatipn thcludedself-

critism of 'the child's own performance.

A more serious occurrence is subsumed under th

dimensions and refers to the'frequent group activity a

heading social ;

the computer.
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In Smith andyohland's estimation., this group activity can, sometimes be

authorized and/or necessary; asswhen children are initially troduced _

to the use of'CAI. FrequeiTy it is not, however, and in many instances

help is given whether it is requetedor not. This raises serious

questions about CAI as a format designed for individualization, and,

tends to invalidate to some extent, the achievement scores attained by

children when their work may have been 'fed to the computer

pre-corrected.

Another issue in CAI'usage in Eastern Kentucky is competition.

The pupils on the whole were highly competitive, and Smith and Pohland

were able to identify four separate types of inter-pupjl competition.

(1) Greatest number of drills per day

(2) Shortest completion time for one drill

(3) Highest,score per drill

(4) Combination of score and time

The children seemed on the whole to feel Comfortable comparing computer

print-outs, and did so frequently.

Smith and Pohland's final observations about CAI users, design

and supervision, 'are indirectly related to the subject at hand. They

noted problems in terminal design, especially for primary school

,

children who often had to stand up instead of sitting in order to

utilize terminals comfortably. While this is not strictly'speaking

a usdl- reaction to the instructional material, the lack of well-
,

designed terminals would certainly seem to affect the child's reaction

to the situation. Secondly, the.authdrs noted a need for more adequate

supervision to deal with problems ranging from computer errors to

unauthorized group activity, a recommendation fitting into this broad
k

121
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area, but most directly a part of user reaction ei her. It's effect Om %.

/ N

the user, particularly inking the data more reliable by eliminating
N .

group actilcity, "seelps'tc6be a serious issue.
4

With the sei-ious'and frequent Out-downs and technical

difficulties that were an'integral part of the Eastern Kentucky qoject,

0

the users' bai acceptance of and enthusiasm for,CAI seems. verA

significant, moresopan if acceptance and enthusiasm were achieved

under optimum conditions.

4

-



VIII. THE IMUET4F THE INNOVATION: EVALUATION

`-,__

Introduction p

Computer-assisted instruction tas_received a great deal of

ipublisity'AnLthe last fifteen.years. Itspponents bill it as the

. 'W.- .

most importailt educational\frontaer opeenPurtodax. Whil

demonstrated some,poiitive effects, notably its apparent success in
.

raising the achievement scores among children who are not performing-at

grade expectancy levels, .it must be viewed as an innovation which has

. ,

dreceivect limited'acceptance at this time.'

Accurate figures.on the number of students actually exposed to

CAI are not available. Among school systems which have adopted CAI,

the Chicaga and Philadelphia public school
r

systems
r

are probably the

larget. In Philadelphia, by 1973, 11,000 studenti at all levels were'.

1
using VAI

71
and during the same year, there were 7,000 students learning

,

reading and either mathematics' or langUagg'

72
Chicago. In late 1974, Dr. Suppes estima

art skills through CAI in

ted the number of students

Using Computer Curriculum Corporation's materials at 25,000.73,-
(

As.a means of gauging4e degree of penetration of computer-

.

assisted instruction among the nation's elementary-level school

population, a '!guesstimated" figure of 100,000 Chl users will be

used. Although firm data.tesupport this estimate is lacking'tthe

100,4'00 figure should represent an upper bound to the number of
. .

123
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elementary school students using CAI and will suffice for the following

comparison. The 1974 Statistical Abstract of the United States, has

ned that in the school year-1972-73, 34.6 million students were

d in both public and private elementary schools (grades 1-8) in

the United States.
74

.
Therefore, it is estimated that only 0.29% of

the elementary aged students in this countr are currently using

computer-assisted instruction.

c Fears About CAI

In the ihtroduct to their poLIK4gOut the'1966-68 arithmetic
r

programs, Suppes and corningsteNidentify and discuss four Common fears

75

that have arisen regarding comOuteil-assisted instruction. The firtt,

depersilnalization, is the fear that students will be deprived of
f.

necessary human-interaction by excessive reliance of the educational,
.

system on computers for' instruction. The second, excessive standardi-

_zation, seems to result from the general obsefvation that in most

subjects that are routinely a part of educational programs there fs

already a high degree of standardization of material, and the fear is

'that computer.-assisted
instruction will further intensify this

situation.

Thirdly; there 4 a rear-of simple- minded curriculum, which

44.

rests on he fact that programmed instructs the theOiiEtical-

foundati n,of'drill and practice CAI, suffered in many instkices from

poor construction that led to just such simple - mindedness. The final

fear is that
humah,freedomiriftnsuccumb-to dominatiOh by "thinking"

machines, as typified by computers wilh instructional capacity.- While 0

uppes and-Mocaingstar concede the possibility of these four fears

.
.

being--realizedos the result dfhuman"mismanagement.OT computer
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capabilities, they assert that the positiv potential of the computer

in education is todo the reverse.

Suppes and Morningstar further ass t'that computers have the

, capacity, with proper human input, to offe extremely personalized and

individualized instruction;,t o offer extrem ly rich and varied

learping,programs; to encourage the development of more well-constructed

curriculum by virtue of their feedback capaities; and to allow more

human freedom by eliminating the necessity for humans to do boring or

tiresome routine tasks like the.c6mpilatio of data.
.;

--1Whilie-tbeSeLaPeOTe the silbj ct of great debate the

.
public forum, by and large they haiiTnot b en the problems- encountered

by the adopters of computer assisted instr c ion'in day -to-d y

ccrr

but seem, rather, tobe hft/os p 1 considerations.

I

Operational Problems

1
In the real world of CAI usage, p rhaps the most ious

operational problems-havel4en reliabil'i y of the physical plan

(hardware) and cost. Particularly amon' the reports about the firs

generation projects like,the Grant Scho 1 project (1965)76 the

McComb, Mississippi project (1967),776 d the'Easter' -ntucky

!Educational DevelOpment Cehter' =ct (1967), the recitals of
a

d T-4.14tratitig,technical difficulties are 1

Atraet School, for example, the orders were =placed in July,,

,1965. for equipment which was be operational by Siptember 1st, 1965-

It finally began operating on October 18th, 1965',, and not without
.

frequent breajcdcr-T7-46,tbi pastern Kentucky project, the system

was inoperational f one period of three 'months beCausg Of changes in-or
'

the computer (fromia PDP-10) gojng on at the Stanford
" ,

.
:126%.
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Campus. Ascher Opler, n "The Receding Future," as reported:by

.
Pohland and Smith, sums up these experiences in the following way"

The history of the development of ,computer hardWarel

software, and application has been characterized by (1)

lateness, (2) rescheduling, (3) cliff-hanging finales, (4)

substitutions of interim versions for promised ones, (5) the

substitution of a "Phase 1" goal for the full goal, or (6)

the on-time delivery of the promised system in a version whose

quality and reliability were too poor to allow system

usage....79

Pohland and Smith, in 1971, characterized computers as "the

prima donnas of educational technology. They require more support

services and special facilities than do other technological innovations.

The difficulties of-maintaining CAI systems are somewhat minimized

only where highly trained - and costly - technicians are available."80
I

As reported ili-Section IV of this study, however, second. and

third generation programs seem to have benefitted from the experiences

gained during the trying early years. Computer Curriculum Corporation,,

with its small, self-contained computer systems, has a record of

technical eliability that-seemed difficult to achieve in earlier, firSt

generation systems. ,

The economics of computer-assisted instruction, while still

high, have improved tremendously also. During the. second year of

operation, the Eastern Kentucky project cost $258,000, or $8600 per

terminal.81 At twenty-five students per terminal'that would be $344

per student per year. A 1969 estimate of the cost of the initial outlay

for a CAI program serving 100,000 pupils in a school district where

each student used the comp ter one hour per day for 150 days per year



was $27.2 million.* In McComb, Mississippi, however, Initial costs

were reduced significantly eachyear in three reported,years, going from

$700 per student, to $ 3,pe student, to
....

325435 per Student per

year, with a goal of ur to five dollars per student peil year.
82

The .expensiveness of CAI systems has led to a number of

proposals for reducing costs. J. D. Prince, director of the McComb,

Mississippi project, asserted that:Tor CAI to be delivered At a

reasonable cost, it must be delivered by a computer system that hds

more than One purpose and has no easily reached finite limitation on
P t.

the number of pupils served. 1183
Grayson, author of "A Paradox: The

Promises and Pitfalls of CAI,",believes thdt by achieving a tompromise

bet een local autonomy and some progv--dm standardization, acceptable.

4
levels of qualtty ands economy can ;be obtained..

4.
One final word of caution is directed by Atkinson and Wilson

at those whose criticisms in the late 1960's were aimed primarily at

technical aspects of CAI:

At a more intuitive level it must_be clearly understood -k
that evaluation of a computer-assisted instruction program
is only partially an evaluation of the system and equipment.
'Primarily it is an evaluation of the instructional program
and as such is basically an evaluation of the program
designer who is the real teacher in a computer-assisted
instruction system.85 0

Attitudinal Problems

The economicAnd technical problems encountered during the

development of CAI are not the,only stumbling blocks' to its'usage.

*It should be noted here, however, that the Stanford material was.
designed to be used for much'shorter daily periods by students,
approximately five to fifteen mtputes per day, which would increase
the student capacity at least bffta factor' of four, and perhaps by a
factor of twelve, substantially reducing .the cost per student per year.

-N4



Attitudes, particularly of the teachers whose students Are potential or

actual users, are recognized to 6e of cruc4a1 importance to successful

adoption and implementation of'co puter-assisted instruction. Grayson

has stated that "If CAI is to-becom widely adopted, a change in

teacher attitudes will have to occur.
,86

In part, those attitudes are general, and hop negative

impliCations for any innovation in school routine. Both Pohland and

Smith, as well as Suppes, have commented on rigid attitudes And

reluctance to relinquish control of their clas.srooms" on the part of

some, teachers. According to Pohland and Smith: %

Schools are stable institutions with well-established

patterns of behavior. fesistance to change is typical,

including resistance to new kinds of teaching-equipment...

In addition to resisting changes in instructional technology,

4k ; teachers are even more unwilling to lose the autonomy afforded

by their self-containgd clawooms.87

Similarly, Dr. Suppes defines the phenomenon thus: "The teachers run

an empire, and CAI is a piychologicai invasion of.that empire."88,

However, Dr. Suppes goes. one s tep further-in his'consideratinn

of teacher.reiistance as related specifically to computerlassisted

instruction. He feels'that because some elementary teachers themselves ,

feel insecure about their grasp of. Mathematics, that they tend to

emphasize drill-and-practice in their own teaching rather than stressing

concept formation. The consequences_ of this frequently are to make

such teachers resistant to educational innovations that they feel will

pgint out their own inadequacies .89

On the other hand, teachers. who feel inadequate in the

mathematical arena may use the drill-and-practice in a tutorial way,

to,teach skills, rather than in the supplemental way that the program
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was intended, becoming less concerned about teaching mathematics

themselves to their students.

It is clear, therefore, that'in addition to sharply increasing

their technological add economic performance, CAI, must also attempt

to overcome prejudices and fears in.individual teachers who may

inliduertantly misuse-CAI. The fact that some of these Tears may be

well-foun 41-41 1 perhaps looking for new ways to approach utilization

of CAI.--

CAI's Impact on Education

Perhaps the single most important potential of CAI on the

Anierican educational system would be its claimed ability to provide.,

highly individualized instruction while freeing the teacher of routine

drill-and-practice, and to,open up corridors for the,expansion of

Curriculum., Suppes and Morningstar have concluded:

This possibility of bringing enriched programs to students
in a variety of environments where such cotrses cannot
reasonably, be offered by the teaching staff, either because
of.lack of time or because of lack of training, is probably
one of the most immediately practical aspects of computer-
assisted instruction.90

At the same.ttme, Jafnison, Suppes, and Wells, in their survey

of instructional media, made this charge'to the educational system:,

In short, the educational system should be attempting
to improve productivity in its established activities
in order to be able to undertake successfully the new
tasks society is asking of it.91

If CAI has the capa4ity to improve educational productivity

that its.p ponents.claim, and if, as Jamison, Suppes, and Wells,

assert, the educational system must improve productivity,then the

question must be answered, "Why is CAI being utilized to such a

lim$ted extent?"

129
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Aseen earlien in this Section, jj,53111iee greatest impedimen

to full utilization of CAI have been -(1) cost; (2) reliability of t

'computer system; and (3) resistance of school personnel (adopter

Cost is by far the most serious problem, and the reader is r erred to

I
previous remarks yin this study concerning the cost of computer- assisted

_

instruction. In order to be more fully utilized, CAI henses must

either be reduced to approximate

administered instruction, or,CAI

cut other. educational expenses..

or '$o below the colt of traditionally

must be utilized in a way that would
/'

.
I

For instance, if CAI can teach the

same material in a shorter period of time thad traditional instruction,

as Jamison, Suppes, and Wells conclude, that may enhance its cost/

effectiveness, but only if changes are rode in the educational system

to capitalize on,that time reduction, such as decreasing'the amount

of years devoted to schooling, or increasing the student/teacher

ratio. According to Jamison, Suppes:,-- and, e ls: "There are no examples
_ .

yet ofCAI being introduced with a concomitant change in student-teacher
J

ratio, which would for example, cover the costs of CAI.
92'

IQ

This reopens consideration of resistance of school personnel

to CAI, The extent to which. CAI is perceived as a threat (to the status

'quo will have an effect on its -adoption." CArdops challenge biases

.
.

that 'some people -have about education, particularly the assumption that

, children need the interpersonal Interaction prOvided by the traditional'

classroom setting in order to learn socialization skills.

A more serious resistance to CAI stems from )Frceived threat-

to teaching jobs, especially at a time when there seeing- bean

overabundance of classroom teachers. 'The unionizationW`teachers in

the last feW decades has given them ample power to affect the
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educational system, and this factor must be cbnsidered seriously.

Computer-assisted instruction may function more cost/eff6ctively by

reducing the need for classroom teachers, and that is likely to

engender strong anti-CAI sentiments.

Not only do teachers have a stake in maiintaining'theystatus

quo. Parents of students and students themselves are biased in favor

of traditionally administered education. In response to attudinal

questionnaires administered by Suppes et al,it,Os found that

maintaining the teacher's,traditional role is **Int toPparents and

students using CAI.93

The last factor in utilization of CAI, technical reliability

may be the least serious. Improvemint's in the computer field over the

list three decadeg; as shown in Section IV, hambeen major, and the

continued technical refinement of computer caPabliities can be

;

expected to contjhue, positively affecting the deliv4ry of, GAL

.
TAI's Impact on Students

It his been indicated in the preceeding .*Wns that computer
0 .

,

assisted drill-and-practice-can have positive effectS,on the scholastic
044.1

f. .

athieveiliknts of elements students. Vinsonhaler and Bass,
94

Jamison,

Suppes, and Wells ?5 and Charp56 among others, haV6 noted this effect.

It should also be noted, that this opinion is not titianimous, and that

. even researchers like Jamison, Suppes, and Wells, whose basic evaluation

. 4

is'positive,:have included caveats.
.

In particular, CAI seems to offer greater benefits for students

who, for one reason or another, have not been able.p meet grade level

expectations, especially "disadvantaged" students4 J. D. Prince'has
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411

analyzed an expert Ment in the McComb, Mississippi schools reported in

Section VII, and reports the fbllowing conclusion:

The particular finding (which is replicated throughout our

statistical results at other grade levels) is an indication , _

that CAI may well be a technique suited for closing the.

educational gap which exists between-the disadvantaged and

children from more affluent segments*Of society..97

Feldman and Sears, in di independent study, noted marked'

positive changes in the academic behavior of children who participated

in a CAI program for one year,-as compared to a matched group of

children who did not rec,V CAI, which is attributed to the lack of

prejudicial or judgmental attitudes about the child's non-academic

behavior that, in traditional education, is sometimes demonstrated by

the teacher. "What. appears to have happened is that .a child's

classroom behavior had less to dd with his achievement in the subject

in which cAr ;instruction was giver than is normally the case."98

Furtherinvestigatton of this finding may show that some

correlation between academic achievement and teacher expectations, as

referred to above.; is operative in the lower educational aChievements

/ =

by disadvantaged children. If, a,S.evidence suggests, teachers have

lower expectations for disadvantaged-children'than for middleclass

children, the substitution of non-judgmental CAI instruction could

well benefit disadvantaged children significantly.

Requirements for Improved CAI

- Adoption

If.computer-assisted instruction is to be adopted on a more

widespreadsbasis, it will have to meet three requirements:

(1) cost/effectiveness
A

(2) proven educational efficacy
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(3) protection of adopters' and'users'interests

The role of cost/effectiveness in CAI adoption or non-adoption

has been considered to some extent in this investigation, and, except

for a reiteration of its extreme importance, that aspect of developMent

will not be reopened. As regards the educational efficacy of CAI, it

necessary4that M6i.e-seriods efforts to resolve the question of

demonstrable educational benefits of CAI for students be undertaken if

the potential adopter is expected to become an actual adopter. One way

of resolving that question is through additional well-controlled

comparative studies of the achievement levels among students exposed

to CAI or, traditional instruction.

Thirdly, to maximize adoption of CAI, developers must protect

as much as possible the interests of the adopters and the users. As

noted previously in this study,Smith and Pohland found that R & D

requirements sometimes varied markedly from commercial use requirements,

and the difficulties enco tered by adopters and users in CAI's earlier

history may make .them skeptical of trying such programs fhIhe future

without additionhl assurances of reliability and continuity of service.

This factor of assurance maybe more essential in communities

where much of the schools' financial support is federal (i, e. poor

urban and rural areas) because sustained support for innovations, or

long-range innovative commitments have frequently been mis there.

_1-6-order to study and implement these requirements, the

-available information on CAI activities should be upgraded. Much oft

the literature is fragmentary, and in addition, most of it refers to

_research-oriented projects andnot regularly-used, non-research

4
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91?

applications. Dr. Suppes has attributed this to,the reluctance of

educators and administrators in those schools using CAI on a regular

basis to make data on school performance generally available.
99

Villat

a':+

I

is needed is a survey of the major CAI programs, both research- oriented

and commercial; so that accurate conclusions about the current state

of the art will be more readily available in the future.

104



IX. SUMMARY ANALYSIS.

- The University as Entrepreneur

It is the opinion of Patrick Suppes, director of the Institute

for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences at Stanford University,

:1100
that "the last home of the-entrepreneur is the.university.1- Research

oriented universities solicit funding from various sources, piecing

the monies together, in order to carry outlxperimentaT programs. They

are not caVtrained by the need to make profits, or pay dividends, As

businesses are, and therefore have the freedom to pursue investigations

that may not provide immediate returns on the investment. Jamison,

SUppes, and 'Wells have noted the stimulus which research-based

universities have been to the development of computer-assisted

-128-

3.0

instruction in general.
101

\NI' The drawbacks o h R & D ntatio , 'oirated out ,by Smith

and Pohland, should not be overlooked, however. The fact that/

developmental programs are frequently in a state of flux abbe account§

for many of the adopter - perceived difficulties, such as changes in

software format, changing in scheduling, and shutdowns caused by changes

in hardware. In addition, the reliance on outside funding may cause

delays or changes in plans for the adopters due to uncertainty about

the amount of the final contract or the release of the funds, for use.

The difficulties encountered in the:Eastern Kentucky Educational

Development Center's CAI project highlight tys issue.
102

(

040
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In the original elopment and dissemination of computer-

.

assisted instruction, the entrepreneurial function as exemplified by

Patrick Suppes and Richard Atkinson was one of the chief elements. The

decision of Suppes and Atkinson to utilize computer-based instruction

.

\,

1 as the vehicle for operating a laboratory for the investigation of more

complex learning stands out clearly as the origin of CAI experimentation

in elementary education. Their decision had two goals: (1) to provide

an interactive mode of, education, particularly to,facilitate the

compilation of data for research, and (2) to obtain-comple control

over tht experimental environment, particularly the material presented

to the students.
103

like continuation of this research since 1962 is evidence of

the Insti/tute's resourcefulness in obtaining funding. One way that -,

ongoing StTport was maintained Was by staying closely attuned to the

changes in Priorities in.-Federal educational policy. The original

comklex-learning laboratory concept was modified to include de

Stanford-Brentwood compu er-Assisted.Instruction Laboratory in 1964

hen the United States ¢office of Education funding to establigh an,

g investigationof,8-4111at school Peca Aie alalq14441 da,

The concern of eduiators and legislators with rectifying

inequities in the educational*sifstem, as evidenced by the ElementarY

and Secondary Education Act of 1965, opened Up funding in compensatory

education, and signalled a shift. in that direction by the Institute,

particularly in its Mississippi and Kentucky projects. Current

interests.have been in the education of handicapped children and this

has 'generated research at the Institute in the application of CAI

for deaf students.. The realignmeqt of research-orientation\to public

)
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pol cy can be seen as a contributory factor to the creatiii-andse
0

natur of the.research at the Institute for Mathematical Studies in

the cia Sciences.

Although the National Science Foundation, U.S. Office of-
,

Education, and ESEA provided funding, both to the Institute and to the

. individual schools which Participated in Ifietitute projects, they did

not control the research activities of the Institute. It has been noted

earlier in this report-that there, was no central policy or plan on the

part of federal educatiOnal agencies to promote computer-assisted

`instruction. Their role, in Dr. Supper eyes,, was to act as marriage.

brokers; that is, to initiate contacts between the InStit#t and those

4
t

school systems with complementary goqls.

. Anbther contrileing factor that is closely intertwined with

the institute's recognition of shifting priorities in Amerilcari

ti interests was its util iiation 4 feedback from the adoptqrs

in assessing its operations. The flinanciat difficulties of funding

the operation of expensive tutorial computer-agsisted instruction led,

to the development of.drill-and-practiCtifonlidts which are colisiderably

more economical. The financial and technical problems caused by

reliance on,longli.nes and remote teletype terminals ied.to the

development of-self-contained computer systems. Once again, flexibility

. ,
.

On the pact of the initiators was significant ih the development of

the operation.

Commercial CAI
4

11110 For the very reason that research-oriented universities like

S tthfort are not compelled to produce a profitable,. marketable

Y.
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product, the fuJA extent of the -Institiite&s achievement an not be

_measured-Wits research achievements,. Compu _CurriCulumLCOrporation,

the_priyate, co ercial CAI company established in 67, under the

1 thedirection of Patrick Sup'pes, reflects an added dimension

research originated at Stanford-University.

Too oftentIthe erudite theories and conceRtS develope

institutions of higher learning fail to.make significant contributions

in real-world applications. The expanding-utilization'of CCC's

computer-assisted instructional software and self-contained computer

`hardware demonstrates at'the tr'atititiorq:f computer-assisted
,

instruction from theory to reality is%poSsible: From a few thousand
f

etudents using amexperimentally unfinished product, CAI application

has_increased until it is being used by a "guesstimated" upper bound

of 100,brstudents as an educational aid:. However, as noted in

Section_ VIII, this numberlrepnesents 6.29% of' total eienfer ary

.
student populations and must be irr reased tremendously before CAI can

..

be deemed to have become a:wi y a ted 4nno tion.

,,,
.

Patrick'SupOes, as director of the Institutefor Mathematical
, . .

.

StudieS in the Social Sciences and president of Computer Curriculdmi
.

Corpbration, has played n active role in the development of CAI. It

td''''- has been a generally not phenomenon, particularly in the 1960's

when research was well'- supported financially, that there was a
4

proliferation'of_private companies incorporated by members of univentity

research teams to commercialize the results of thein nesearch

activities. This dual role in experimental and commercial endeavor

can be seen as an asset to utilization and implethentation of_

CAI capabilities.

0



Conclusion"
1,

. . . .

In Summary, the development of computer assisted instruction ,
s

.

for elementary education at the Institute for Mathematical Studies in
4.11A

the Social Sciences at Stanford University represents thi-fortuitous

interface of changing educational priorities; farsighted and dynaMtc,,..

leadership at a research institution, and available financial resources,

It would be a mistake, however, to credit sheer good fortune

with this achievement. While the interest and leadership of particular

.individuals in the innovation.may have beea4phance, the crim0e of
_3,

§royth surrounding the inhovation resulted from readily definable.

/
'conditions, including pres-sure on educatm to develop new teaching

techniques to imprdve the reading and mathematical' skills of, American

. s.
.

children; the interest of agencies such as the National Institute of

Education, the National Science Foundation, and.the U.S. Office of
*.

.Education; and the broad availability%of governmentfundsior research

in'many areas,including education and computer science, at-that time.

In attempting to nurture similarly innovative 4deas, pOlicjimakeiscan

be effective by promoting an atmosphere or support, both financial

and ideological, that will encourage research and development, thus

increasing the possibilities that in4jviduals and research institutions

will venture into untried waters.

.As an experimental program, CAI has been relatively effective

(i.e. has demonstrated the potential benefits and applications of CAI),

put has not yet deMonstratedits ability to-adequately make the

transition from experimental to real-world utilization. This. is shown

in the small percentage of actual users as compared to. the large number

of potential users.
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The reasons that the number of actual users is so small are

fourfold. First, the costs of CAI remain ,high-. Secondly, adopters,

must rely on the availability of outside funding and/or divert theffi

own available funds from other uses to CAI. The' third reason is theit.

resistance among 'adopters, particularly teachers who have considerable

power to sway administrative decisions through their Iabor unions.,

Finally, inconclusive data on CAI's superiority to other methods of

instruction, compounded by cost inhibitions, adds a significant

element of doubt in adoption decisions.

CAI, while offering potentially great benefits.in education,

/must' be consiaered at this writing to 40 ha ving very limited, impact on

eduoatiori as it is delivered to the typical-student in the average

school setting,

Finantial considerations appear to be a key point at which' CAI

failsto measure up to expectations or needs. .With significant
,

\vgductions'in the expense of CAI to a level on the par with or below

the costs of other educational methods, partic ularly traditional

instruction, CAI can be expected to be utilized more and more. Without

such reductions, CAI will probably be relegated to historical obscurity
.

in
/

n the educational sogrie, unless traditional instructional costs

,inc ease:to the point that they are,equally expensive. If CAI can

be shown to be cost-effective, the other problems regarding its

adoption could 'significantly decrease.
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CHAPTER 4: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS; ISSUES AND POLICY IMPLICA

FUTURE RESEARCH

The previous case studies have examined in sothe detail the history

and development of two educational innovation namely 1) "/Sesame Street"

developed by The Children `s Television Workshop and 2) CAI, for elementary_

eduCatiOn createchaf the Institute for Mathematical Studiefin the Social

Sciences (IMSSS) at Stanford University. An analysis of the innovation

process for each-of these cases has. been presented and issues raised which

should prove useful to educational plicymakers. In this section, acom-

parative analysis has been carried out between the two cases in an attempt

to gain additional insight into the process of innovation in education.

The,section also examines policy implications of the case studies and

_makes recommendations for further research.

I. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE "SESAME STREET" AND 4IMSSS-CAI" CASES
4-*

A. Introduction,

A comparison of the "Sesame' Street" and "IMSSS-CAF cases might best

begin by pointing out some of the limitations of such an analysis. In 8

sense, the dissimilarity of the two cases might result in a comparison

.of the prOverbial apples and oranges. "Sesame Street ", although it brought

televiSion technology into the teaching pf cognitive s611-sto a far greater

extent than any previous effort, seems mach less of a technological innova-

tion than CAL The latter perhaps was closer in many ways to being an

N

invention apd the CAI case study focuses hea 'ly on the research and develop-
,

ment,stage in ,contrast with the more production "operational" nature of

"Sesame
0

Street". Another limitation concern, av availability of information.

In general, there was more information and analyses available on "Sesame

Street" than on the CAI casn question. The results are not really "all
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,

in" on CAI to the extent that they appear to be on "Sesame Street". The

CAI case study was heavily dependent upon information-from and analyses

'
performed by the initiators, and time and resources did not permit

a yore in-depth investi%gation. With these limitationi*in mind, we proceed

with the analysis. , -

B. . Acceptance o
4
f the Innovation

As indicated in Chapters 2 and 3, the "Sesame Street':InnoVation
, .

has been.far more widely accepted to date than CAI. There are many reasons

to explain this fatt, and several frameworks Within the study ofinnovation

to ba'a. 's'uch explanations, on. One useful classification makes the dis-,

"ction between "anci1laq and "fflainline.innovations. A mainline

innovation is one which will;Af adopted, tend to produce substantive

alterations in theadopting system as that mechanism accommodates itself

to incorporate the change. 'Pin ancittary innovation is one which will
4

'produce a far more negligible alteratiOn '4thin its adopting sWem since

the necessary accommodation is of a lesier magnitude. The

o,

---conclusion is that ancillary jnnovations_will be 'more readily accepted

than 6inline innovations.
(1)

.

,

N
....

.

By considering "Se5ame Street" an ancipary innovatiOn and the MSS-
-. 4 #

(
\ .

CAI a mainline innovation, we have a convenient rubric to explain their -

different degrees of acceptance. "Sesame Street" circumvented the schools,

1.

-which have not been among the mos't receptive institutions)to the intrusion

of technology, and relicd.upon the commonly- available medium of open-circuit

television to reach,its pre-:school aged users. The adopting system in.

this case was not theschools'but the non-commercial broadcasting estab-

lishment which, because of its fledgling status, was generally willing to

try the innovation. The degree of accommodation centered around clearances,

14L
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or the ability of local stations to reschedule other broadcast commitments

and free the "morning time period desired by the TW for airing the show.

As C pter2 has pointed out, this was able to be Barran ed in even the

biggest broadcast.markets housing most of the u populat n where it

was deemed the,mostessenti\

The IMSSS was attempting to reach a school -ag'd user popul tion with

a new curricular format which was predicated upon computers, an instructional

technology new to the elementary school level. Some s ool districts

proved willing to try the ovation, b t the degree of accommodation

requ was suUsfantial. In s one cases physical refurbishments were"

nec -y to accommodate computer terminals; operatipnal rescheduling was

required; new layers of personnel were needed; and reliance upon external

factors, such as telephone longlines and tim servicing, was heavy and

crucial. -,Although imsss-cm switched to small, entralized computers in

the commercial version now marketed by Computer Cur culum Corporation,

reducing some of the technical problems, the direct injec on of computer

terminals in the schools to be Used either to substitute for o pple-

ment teacher activity can be interpreted as representing a mainline

innovation- -hence the relatively limited acceptance.

Another framework which might be used for analyzing the acceptance

of an innovation is that which presents characteristics considered to be

'of, importance in explaining the rate of adoption of an innovatotod:- These

indludei(2)

Relative Advantage - the degree to which an innovation is per-

ceived as being better than the one it supercedes.

Observability - the degree to which the results of an innovation

are visible to others.
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Compatibility - the degree to which an innovation is perceived

as being consistent with the existing values,: past-experiences acid

.0

needsof the receivers.
11

Complexity - the degree to which an
innovation is perceived as

difficult to understand and use. =-

Trialability
thendegree to which an,

innovation may be ex6eri-

mented with on a limited basis. An innovation which is trialable

generally
represents.less risk to the individual who is considrip

"it.

Usirig these
criteria, it would appear that "Sesame Street" would

score-definitely higher than "IMSSS-CAI" in terms, of at least three of

these characteristics,
namely observability,

compatibility and (lack of)

complexity.
Relative.advantage and trialability are probably more difficult

to analyze.. Overall, the outcome of the acceptance of these two innovations

would seem to be in line with these criteria.

C. The Delivery System t
.

There are other reasons to explain the differences in acceptance.of

these innovations. "Sesame Street" could be tried on a nationwide scale;

giving it a visibility dehied to the school-by-school trials of the IMSSS-

CALcurricula. An impa,tant factor here was_thelphysicai,or technological

delivery system.
TelevisOn networks gird the United'State-s. By having

access to the interconnection\bf the non-commercial television stations,

"Sesame Street" had the potential
fqr,reaching 7d percent of its intended

.

audience on the day of its premiere in 1969*. By contrast, during the

*This potential coverage
could have been even greater had the show debuted

over one of the three commeicial
television networks which were far more

developed.
However,this was not to be the case, as disdussed'in Chapter

-114 ajl'"1/4.)
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late T960's, no time-sbiked educationhl,computer networks girded the

country: For the SS-C o reach its intended users, dissemination

of new. hardware had to take'place etsentially on a site-by-site,. i.e.

school-by-school basis. The technological infrastructure for wide dif-

fusi hdid not exist.

D. The Initiating Units: Organizational.Features

The Children's Television Workshop, the initiating unit for "Sesame

reet" is a p rivate organization which was created specifically todevelop

the innovation. In.a sense, it represents an organizational inkkation

in itself. Although _CTW frOctibned as a:productian house as the term is

commonly underStocid within the milieu of the broadcast .industry, its

'. 'inteinal erganization was such'that the Workshop was not just another4 -
"kidvid" producer', CTW operationS were based upop e combination of

pedagogiciftsearcliand broadcast production e ;ertise. 'Operations were

geared to the feedback between the two professional groups With resultant

production reflective of the interaction.' Having in-house resear ign
It

capability gave CTW stature within academia and the and.pr ate__-

funding communitTeSTON0. o anced by expansion include

eXterna' evaluation of theIkrget audience so that the i tructional- impact

of :'Sesame Street" could be verified.

It -trust be underscored that despite thes- mportant and original

r
features of CTW, the organization operat in a sense within an established

. . .

' insiu ry, thebroadcast industry, e standar ctialla2122ethods

, 'of distribution were available guidelines. The farmat of the innovation,

an httr-long,television pr ram for a specified targe audience, was,
. \N g

withalready an accepted Potential ado ters (any of thi three commercial -

networksnetworks or the n -commercial interconnectio users.. Unlike the
,

.
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concern.of the-funIngcomm ity for a heuristic design, the concern of

potential network adopters uld center on the show's production quality
.

_ ...

toqnsure its abil-ity to-kompete against the dominant mode of entertain-

, .

meet prograMming. Due to the fact that they faced ail igopsonistic

broadcOt market structure, CT,! quickly adopted this conventional wisdoM'
is

to better itschances of gaining access to the airwaves.. .

The 'pstitute for Mathematical Studies in-the Social Sciences is a

university -based research organization. In the course of its research,

the IMSSS developed computer-assisted instruction curricula which were

regarded as applicable to elementary classrooms. Unlike cyw, the IMSSS

was geared sol- o research and development. It was not organized to

; .-/

deliv finished p duct to users on a regular basis. The tran

from R & D taroutine p duction\can a difficult onewhi follows

different paths.' Sinde bot the techn logy and its instr ctional applica-

tions'wereCso relatively new, ere-existed no establish -d industry

ractic to guide production and "ffusion. Dr. Suppes subsequently

chose the "Rqute 128" path by, starting )11,,ate enterprise, The Computer

Curriculum Corporation, to deliver a decen lized form of -CAI tactile

labyrinthine educationll market. -Other CAI sxsteerrs are currently under

z.

develOpment at the University of Illinois (PLATO-IV) and the Mitre,Cor-

.

poration .(TICCIT) which in'a sense arezai-'may be compet4tbrS in'this

market.

E. Methods of _g the Inn6vat)ons

itotilt"Sesame Street" and IMSSS-CAI received funds from private \'.

foundation and public sources;approxiMatelyMalraf "Sesame Street's"

initial financing came-from-federal sources while, to thZ beSt 3f our

knowledg evengreater proportion of,the monies for the IMSSS-CAI

stemmed fr m the public sector. HoweVer, a more crucial distinction can.

-$1
JLALIK"

.

.
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be made concerning the nature of the public funding which relates to the,

prOleMs of obtaining sustained rather than piecemeal support for a

sufficient period at a sufficient level:

'In the case of "Sesame Street," federal funding sources were centralized

/ in the Commissioner s Office of the,Office of Education. Other Department.

of Health, Education, and Welfare agencies contributed, but Vie Commissioner's

Office was willfhg and able to act as the disbursdl agent. This freed . .

tTW executives from the Complexities of dealing with many parties over .

prolonged periods to arrange financial compromises. Additionally, support

might be viewed as

"bookkeeping" pert

bei.4btained. for a "proje t related" rather than

time; the original level of federal support,

reputedly within generous ballpark of $4 Million, was,for an 18 monthwas,for

spanning* eseafeh-pfeAZ dustion-diSsemination"Cycle. Furthermore,

it shbuld be noted that-funding for the progra as not umbilically tied .

to specific legislative ;titles whin were highly sensitive to the fluctu-

ations of annual appr4riations. Non-corn erCiai television station adopters

were also suppokedin 'part by federal funds. This support was, to the

. best of our knowledge, separate from the financing. of the."SesamerStreet"

innovation and was based on legislation, specifically designed to improve,
. ,

, and expand non-Ommercial broadcasting facilities an" organization.

The situation appears to be almost the reverse for theIMSSS-CAI.

1...

Although developmeStal efforts had been *ported by a number of agencies,
.

,

adoption was financed primarily by the Office of Education acting under

various titles of the omnibus Elementary and Secondary Education Act of

.
1965. pis funding mechanism appears to have been susceptible to the

viscitsitudes of annual appropriations., Disbursal was scattered Tether- '

than centralized. Individual schools with Title I funds could theoretically
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decide which projects to,support, with CAI projects being just one option.

Howeve; there may have been some effort on the part of intermediaries

to match IMSSS-CAI with relevant local projects using ESEA Title III.funds

so that the Compensatory pro ties attributed to the innovation could be

measured. This is an aspect of the CAI case study which might receive

additional attention. The situation became even more complex in 1967', with

,,the passage of the Green Amendment, when state education agencies were

required to act as disbursal agencies for ESEA funds within their states.

Each year adopting school districts were required to compete against other

-"districts for a slice of the ESEA pie. As a result of all this, the

initiating unit had to expend valuable energy to deal with a number of

parties over prolonged periods to arrange for necessary adoption and

financing.. The decision to create a private enterprise, the Computer

Curriculum Corporation, as the mechanism to spur adoption by school districts

maY have developed from this situation.

F. The Role of Govekment

The role ofgovernment2:is-a-vis education in the plubliC service

sector is a subject of considerable current interest. The federal.rolein

both the"SesameStree:e'and CAI cases was of considerable impottance.

Federal funds were provided to su port both innovations but in somewhat

diffeplht ways, as was.described'i the preceding sub-section.

4

The point has also been made previoUsly that the physical delivery

system for "Sesame Street;' namely public broadcasting, permitted rapid and
.

widespread dissemination. That system is itself financed heavily through
4

public funds'. Had'public broadcasting not been in existence and had the

commerci networks still been reluctant to adopt "Sesame Street," the

outcome coul have been far different.- This is not to say that the private
.

sector and orlvate initiative, thrbugh such'individuali as Lloyd Morrisett

*1. : a
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of the Carnegie Foundation did not play a key role. But it would appear

that the government role, both indirectly as well as directly, was sub-

/
stantial.

In a sense, the diffusion path chosen by Dr. Suppes, from university

R & D to private industry to, the schools, 'is amore conventional one in

the U.S. than for "Sesame Stregt," The federal input lacking in the CAI

case is that of a federally supported operatibnal dissemination network.

It's not inconceivable that some day public broadcasting will become

public telecommuntrations,.with media other.than television and radio

such as CAI becoming commonplace. This was not the situation which IMSSS-

I confronted.
.

.

In the "Sesame Street" case, there wergjnaividuals in the federal

go ernment such as Harold Howe, forter Commissioner of Education, and his

aid Louis Hausman who were able to help things along in more than just

fina cial ways. Them appears to be no parallel documentation of the
. .

earl experiences with CAI enabling exploration of the interaction between

indi idu;11\ in the federal government and the initiating unit.

ome strateWe which have been employed liy.government to promote

the aldoption of an innovation have been analyzed by Utech and Utech.(1)

In t eir brief pilot study of how knowledge of and news about technological

.innov tions travel from one local jurisdiction to another, it was concluded

?#)that federally sponsored effort such as demonstration projects, market

aggregation and creating grea er awarenesvare limited in. value for prq-

meting innovations. There is no strong grapevine apparent for comwunication

between local units in the education field and both teachers andadminis-

trators.both lack reliable evaluation of the merits of innovations. ARTi

Would appear to bethe case with IMSSS-CAI. AccOrding to this same study,
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private and federal efforts to promote educational innovation by full-
.

scale. demonstration projects in chosen school distriCts have not yielded

hoped for results and this demonstration strategy f§ being modified or

abandoned. Hokver; such demonstrations do create awareness of the

innetations. The report concludes that more extensive traini ro rams

associated with innovations would be a positive federal contr bution.

II. SOME OBSERVATIONS AND ISSUES CONCERNING THE INNOVATION PROCESS

The previous comparative analysis Ems emphasized differences between

two case studies of innovation in education: .While there also are some

similarities which permit some generalizations to be made, (albeit on ,

only two data points:), we have'also become acutely aware of new

questions raised by thecases. 'Accordingly, in this section; further

observations are made and issues raised concerning the innovation.

A. The Mutability of Innovations

Relying once again upon.the phraseology of innovation studies, the

cases examined have revealed the'presenqe.of the "mutation phenomenon,"

in which variability in how institutions respond to an innovation brings

about changes in the innovation itself, as adopted in Various settings.(3)

The presence of this phenomenon in both case studies is 'interesting

bealse its effects-have-,generally been observed in instances wheretschools

have served as adopters.

The presence of this, phenomenon in the twb case studies has been

documented in Chapterit and 3 and will not be discussed further. We do

suggest,however, that despite the mndifitations made in each innovation

as it progresied from drawingboard to use, whtt finally emerged was still

a television prograW1 andwa computer-assisted curriculum. Indeed, the notion

thata technologically -based innovation, does not shed its technological

4 I.



character may be 7 distinguishing feature of these two cases. By contrast,

it may be that programmatic or procedural innovations are more malleable,

which may glifar towards explaining the greater acceptance of such'imova-
.

tions ip/schools.

,B. The Importance.of the Entrepreneur

We have used the terms "innovator" and "entrepreneur" interchangeably,
;

given the examples under-consideration. Both case studies are replete .

with examples of the cruciality. of this element. Although'we are unabld

to produce,a check-list of qualities an entreprreur should possess, this

individual or .group of people assume,a high level of importance for an

innovation because of the motiv tion and direction they provide to the change,

' Orocess. The innovator, general more so than any other actor in the

innovation scenario, is sufficie tly motivated, to see the process' through
D

and the innovation adopted to. some degree. Since much anxiety may be

expended in the process, we feel thi indicates a sense of mission which

in turn provided much of the momentum necessary for the change cycle to

go to completion.

The entrepreneur supplies a sense of direction to thq'Innovation

process not only by his or her sustained presence but also through her or

his ability to-make and respond to critical decisions. As noted in the

Summary Analysis of Chapter 2, ranking CTW:executives responded to

suggeitions that production values be*upgraded and that an external re-

search compbnent be included. The final section of Chapter 3 notes the

flexibility of imSSS leadership in locating CAI demonstrations during the

late 1960's, and the subsequent decision to diffuse the innovation via

the private sector. We cite these instances again to indicate that the

ability to make decisions or accommodate good suggestions is an important

1.52
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entrepreneurial quality which in turn affects the innovation procesS.

note also that by acting in this fashion, the innovator was exercisi

his or her best judgment regarding the best interests of the inn ion;

therefore, although a qupty.of flexibility was shown, the -mphasis was

actually upon keeping control of the change process t 'ugh reasoned

response to new conditions.

Finally, we note with interest that in/each case.the key innovators

were not government officials but were professionally-exPerienced.indi-

viduals with.icCess
40'

to qualified and interested people from other circles,

or those circles necessary to penetrate if an innovation process were to

ensue. Thus we have.two situations in which an innovation was carved from.

a particular environment by entrepreneurs acting to a considerable extent

on their own perceptions rather than by policy makers. The innovation

process does not seem to follow a neat sequence in which a problem is'

defined, alternatives to solve the problem are proposed and a choice made.

In the IMSSS-CAI case, the inte"rests and inventiveness of research oriented

innovators were probably the driving force, with funding preferences

perhaps helping to steer choices. In the CTW-"Sesame Street" case, con-

cerned individuals were motivated to try to redress a situation being

perceived as less than optimal by bringing about major improvements in a

medium that they felt was being used far. below its potential.

C. On Reaching the Users

The two case studies would seem to uphold the Contention that utiliza-

tion of electronic technology for instructional purposes is more likely in

an out-of-school environment or non-traditional educational Setting.

However, this may not necessarily be the case in the :long run. "Sesame

Street" may have in fact served as a "gateway innovation"
(4 ) which .
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enabled the next CTW production, "The Electric Company" t be more readily

accepted for in-school viewing. Here, the target audienc-, in contrast

to the'pre-school "Sesame Street" viewers, was studenti of school age.

Within a season of, its debut,,"The Electric Company" had ac ieved the

highest in-school penetration rate of any instructional tele ision program. k,

The much lower rate of acceptance of IMSSS-CAI in the sc ools may be

attributable to issues of cost-effectiveness, lack of familiar ty and of

physical delivery systemsand not primarily to the fact that t e schools

were the adopters. It is conceivable that CTW to ision progr s will

serve 4 "the gateWay innovation for the in-School instructional echnology

of tomorrow, including CAI, in spite of differences in hOw each i novation
.i,

is currently perceived by bath users and schools.

D. On Cost - Effectiveness and Productivity

Thd concepts of "cost- effectiveness" and "productivity" to va ing

degrees figure in the thinking of policymakers dealing with innovation in

'education. These concepts are concerned generally with the extent t which

, educational-outputs are achieved for a given set of inputs. They, are
,

/

borrowed from industrial economics and have been modified for use

in the field of education. Both concepts deal to some extent with dcon mic

Costs.'

The picture which emerges from the two case studies is one which seems

to preclude firm conclusions about the cost-effectiveness of or increase

in productivity resulting from the innovations. However,, some information

,,

does emerge concerning costs which-seems useful. In the case of "Sesame

Street," if the costs are divided by the large viewing audience, the costs

per viewer reached are on the order of magnitude of one dollar per viewer

I

per,year, illustrating the economies of scale of open - circuit television.

. a
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In the CAI case, the number, of users was more limited and the economi

4(of scal not obvious. Early evaluations indicate CAI costs on. the order

of magnituCkf a few dollars per student contact hour or a hundred dollars

r
per studentper yea We were not able to obtain more recent data on the

costs of the decentralized CAI now offered by Computer Curriculum corpor-

ation. The federal government.is currently supporting research and development

into other CAI systems, i.e. PLATO-IV and.TICCIT, which both seek to

achieve improvements in per student Contact hour costs.

The cost-effectiveness of:aninnovation depends in part on what the
...

innovation accomplishes. In both case studies, the learning of cognitive

skills-was an important goal and in both case studies, the innovations

were able to varying d grees, to bring this about, as indicated by the

large -scale;s\l evaluations f "Sesame Street" by ETS and published evaluation

of CAI experiment's. However, it should b6 kept in mind in evaluating
. ,

effectiveness and productivity that the learning of eognitive skills is

but one element of the educational process.

It should be pointed out that there are serious difficulties associ-

ated' with comparing costs and cost-effectiveness for "Sesame Street" and

IMSSS-CAI. Both innovations, although to some extent concerned with \\

.

teadiii4\Cognitive skills, were designed initially to be used by diffrent

audiences in different settings. The media they employ have different

characteristics. In calculdcing costs, questions of start-up costs, R & D

osts, cost for/new equipment, etc. all arise. The role of the innovation,

hat is. will it substitute for or supplement' the teacher, becomes signifi-

t in questions of cost-effectiveness. It has'been pointed out that

C I costs may in fact be competitive for "compensatory" education in which

co is are incrementally greater than for conventional education.") Thus

*I should be stressed that these are order of magnitude costs. They are

very- rough but should suffice for purposes of comparison.

:Lb.)
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in considering cost-effectiveness, the context in which the innovation is
.

to be used is of importance. It should also be mentioned that in both

cases, there does not appear to be an obvious reduction of labor involved.

CAI seems to require new layers of paraprofessional personnel. The same

thing may be said about broadcast instructional television.if one considers

the utilization component subsequently added by CTW involving volunteer

paraprofessionals. A more detailed study of cost-effectiveness or pro-
.,

ductivity would have the teacher-technology-paraprofessional trade-off

and other issues to consider.
a

The issue of who pays which costs is an'important one. If schools

hard - pressed financially have to pay for aparticular innovation out of

their ownFunds,'it may be difficult for them to do so unless'they are

convinced of the benefits which will accrue. Adopting IMSSS- (andsubse=

quently CCC-) CAI took more of this kind of commitment than inithe I'Sesame.

Street" case. "Sesame Street" and its follow-on "The Electric Company"

O

seem to involve little if any adl-on expenge to schools whereas CAI,costs;

-tjalways wind up'somehow being compared with the costs of traditional teacher- .

administered instruction. This situation reflects differences concerning

who pays for what and the differing nature of the diffusion paths for the
.

two innovations.

Adother interesting issue revolves around whether e concept of

prOductivity in education serves to foster or impede innovation. Although

the productivity idea'May prove attractive to government fundl-n agencies

and school ad, iiistrators, this .concept may be MI at .ctive to teachers

and even stude ts. Itiwowld appear as th ugh easing "productivity"

or "cost-effectiv ness" was not a real vating.force behind "Sesame

Street." It seemed 'be more of ase of creative individuals wan
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to bring about improvements both in the children's television medium and

in preschool education. Much the, same kind of motivation was probably

present with the initial development of CAI. Costs of things are clearly

important and the costs of CAI.may need to come down for mare widespread

adoption a occur. But excessive concern over productivity in the field,

of education may serve to stifle innovation and_discourage creative

individuals. Improving the quality of.education may, in the long run,'

.t

prove to be a greater spur to,innovation in education than the productivity

concept.

E. On Assessing the Impacts of Innovations
ti

In recent years, there has been growing interest in assessing the

long-term impacts of innovations. The field of technology assessment

has emerged which seeks to'predict the consequences of new technological

developments on individuals, organizationS and the environment. Both

"SeSame Street" and IMSSS-CAI are in a'sense, technologies which/may in

fact have long-term effects, both good and bad on education, individuals

and society. As the innovations appeared, 'so too did articles concerning

these possible impacts.

An issue which arises in this regard is--under what circumstances

should such assessment be performed concerning innovetions jithe fiejd

of education. In the two case studies, public fufids/were used to support

the development of the innovations. At the sMe'time', should public-funds

.also be used to support an independent assessment of the potential impacts

of innovations before they are widely'ddopted?; The National Environmental

Protection Act calls for such or:assessment in matters affecting the physical

environment. It may be that a parallel development would be desirable .

in the field f_education. Innovation means change and change can be a

Lbw-bt.:0

1
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mixed blessing. Planning for beneficial change in ed tio n would seem

to require attention to the is used here.

/- F.'. On the ' ronment"

oth innovations were fielded during the 1960's when the federal.

government created many domestic social programs under the rubric of tfte

"Great Society." Support for education was part of this effok. As events

have transpired, the assumptionsfunderTyingboth "The Great Society",and

the role of education have come to be questioned in some quarters. 'The-

,/

conclusions of Greer
(6 )

'Jencks,
(7) while not widely accepted,'may

be viewed as evidence of the educational revisionism propounded during-the

early 1970's. The maci-Ocosmic environment has changed, and it may be in

the direction of less popular support for innovation and a diminishing

belief in education's efficacy as a_change 'agent. Mtst likely this shift

,.\ will have repercussions in. terms Of)low clearly the public perceives any

congruity between innovation\and'educational need.

However, the environment for large-scale technology-based innovations

may have 'in fact improved since the 1960's. The public broadcasting organic'

jEation seems on a firmer footing-and near to achieving long-term funding.

A recent report recommends increased.involvement of public broadcasting in

education.
( 8)

Several large-kale projects, ATS-6, PLATO-IV, TICCIT, and

UMA are underway, perhaps reflecting a trend to some extent away from

smaller-scale local projects to demonstrations which-are more regional in

scope. In these projects, observability and trialability are "risked":to

a greater extent in order to achieve economies of scale, and greater organi-

zational complexity must be dealt wit The extent to;which these innova-

/
,,

tions are accepted and contribute.tp improvieducation will be of consl-
'.-...

. ,

derable 'nterest.to educational planners and poliCy makers in the near future.
,,

. \

$4
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Both innovations, "Sesame Street" and IMSSS-CAI were supported in

part by their orientation towards underSerOed or "disadvantaged"

members of society. Yet, it seems likely that the initiating units

'functioned with very few inputS' from the groups to be served. The need,

for broader' participation In the development 'and evaluation Of'techno-

logy-based educational innovation OR the part of minority professionals

is a continuing challenge:facing oU'miociety. (SEA funds permitted

hard-pressed school bistritts to adopt CAI.. Will the resources be
. 4

there to sustain successful innovations or will they tend to be affordable

only by more affluent 44ptricts? _Mese issues deserve greater

attention than they have received to date.

0

470

r
4

<
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III.- POLICY IMPLICATIONS; RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

A. Is There a U.S. Polic With Re' a To Innovat

An issue which emerges from the previous'c e studies and compa ate

analysis concernswhether or not there is a r,fe T government policy
,.

revrd to innovation in the,educational's rvice sect ' It *ears

olicytorus that therein fact is such a policy, but instead

being a con lous or structured one, it appears to have evolved from a

.series/of separate Ations involving varioUs a ncies d individuals.

ver.the past ten to fifteen years, the fede al governor has.acted

.

though ithas sought to promote innovation in ed ations,'perhaps

//_ apatt of a larger societally -held belief that innovatio and change are

intrinsically desirable. Although Criteria fo supporting Jim:Nations are

not always well-defined, the case studies describe previously and the

technology-based projects currently underway indicate a patteit of support
.,.

.

fOr innovation. 4
1

.':\ -

.

:The push for innovation has-been provided,bi a variety of
, ,

/"
stanges,and rationales. Ilrgan-izations'sUWas the .U,S. Office of Ed

. ,,,
.

, i
: .

.

.
. . i

,
have been' concerned with bringing about improvements in education. The

, . ,....
.

I

.
. .

1 National Science
.

'Foundation supports research eelopment in cience
\ ..

.hand technolo y. and is,plaYing anjmportant.,role 1, early CAI deyelopm t.
,. x

. ."iJ/
.N

., , .

Prdductivity necost-effectiveness: although difficult to define and ,

..

. measuA in education\have emerged as motivating t
.

,\

in the.public,service -ctor, including education. The
, \

.level gOvernment officia , with technical backgrounds skilled in ire

management,techniques and .ncepts also undoubtedly contributed to this

foj innovation,

t of mikfle-

i
V

.11
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Spectfic federal tleg5s.lation which served to spur the process of

-innoiation in education inclUdeg'the 1965 ESEA, Titles%nd the National'

t /

-defense EdKation Act. dnIfhe clse 'Sesame Stregt,"/(legislattml'in

the 1960's which iirengthened.mon-commercial broadcasting was a major

factor. Mote, recently, the N lonal Science FoundaiTOnThipporting

,experiments wit4 two-way cable and CAI. NIE is involved .with the-

AO

educional portioh,of the ATS-6 communications setellite,expe'riment and

with the televisiori-based UniVersity of Mtd-America, and HEW is supporting

a Public Service Satellite Consortium, reflecting a possible'trend towards

larger-scale demonstrations. Legislation has beenbintroduced which, if

passed, would permit expanded federJ sliport for broad -band communications

public and educational sectors.(T°)

Thus, the picture that emerges;fs that thelfederafgovernment tends

to be.a major,factor for innovat>on in education. However, it operates not

through, safe' clear-cut design ,bilt by a series of ad hoc steps that all tend

e,,sUpportive of innovation and change but which may produce. erratic

effects. Whether thispatternwill continue or not.would seem to depend on

whether the.over-all environment continues to be supportiye of innovation

and change. It mad be that we are entering a perlod.in which there is

more concern with the possibl impacts.of innovation knd Change than there

was previously, and more caution exercised in Supporting

A review of ESEA programi currently being carried out by

fnnovations.

NIE may possibly
-,,- -. ,

. .

have important implications for,future policy in this regard

In_the_casp of SecameStreet,:_he:innolattotibua,t_upoLboth._
-

.
i .

,

government and private foundatton policy,which supported the growth of

, .

.- . .
.

,

ucational and public television in the U.S. over thepast tWo'decades.

Althou h government support came in many and vari.d ways, the distributional
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. /--Th
base was there at the propertime. Having the necessary infrastructure

/ .

,for physical diffusion was not alobe suflcie i/to Insdre adOption but

iioSeemed/Mcgssary for the teehnology in que n.
////'

is.at a much earlier stage in itsidevelopment thaneducational
k

television. Government agencies, including USOE,.NSF, and NIE, heve.supr
.

ported a variety of approaches to CAI development in the 1960's and 1970's.

r

At this writing, the outloqk for widescale.adoption of any CAI system
/

remains uncertain. Whether the private sector will be able te\serve as a

major factor in a large-scale distribution system for'AI remaittp be
1

\-

, \
seen.

,

B. Recommendations for Further Research

1. Develop Criteria for Selecting Which Educa iona \Innovations
-

To Support /

A useful outcome of these and other case studies might be to develop

a set of criteria which mold aid policy makers in choosing which i nova:-

tionstosupport.Althoughsuchdecisionsarevery complex, the inno ation

erature does appear to.provide some useful information'concerning

.wbich innovations are likely to be adopted. Classroation of mainline

versus ancillary innovations and criteria such as observability, trial-
,

abilW, flexibility, relative advantage and complexity do seem to explain

differences in adoption rates of the two cases considered here. However*

more research seems warranted in this regard.

.2.' InventortTechnology-Based-Educational Innovations

Ali inventory of technologlcally-based educational innovations should

be made so that policy makers will have a Clear idea ofwhat the federal

support role has_been'and where the "quantum leapt in utilization have

occurred: This will aid in developing a better understanding of results

obtained to date. ft will also assistin developing a corpus of
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knoiedge relevant to continuing efforts to foster educational innovation.

.This effort should be undertaken in conjunction wtth. the research out-/

lined above to develop support criteria.

3. Develop Additional Case Studies

The case study approach seems to us to provide useful information

both to educational planners and policy makers as well as to those more

broadly interested in the processof.innovation in the public service

sector. Additional case studies would be pertinent to the rsearch efforts

rioted above. The guidelines we employed were helpful/inrstructuring the'

study es:- We ruggest that future work of this ,nature be undertaken on

a selected basis. Selection' of tOpiCs for future analysis should

be made with the intent of producing a set of documents which will:

1) provide insight into those phases of the innovation cycle deemed

most crucial, and 2) have some relevance to the other cases under tudy.

A feedback ldop between researchers engaged in the'case study of ort

and in developing ,support criteria should be established so, that the

fikal products will have some congruity. In that way a data base will

be assembled which it is hoped can be synthesized into-fairly precise

observations' on the changeoycle.in education. .

In line with this l'ationale, we feel thatthe instructional

television program The Electric' Company" and the medical componentS

of the ATS-fi satellqe demonstration are innovations meriting further,

-investtgatton. "The Electric Company's" .open circuit delivery scheduled

'for both school and home reception.' deserves closer'observation because

of its Acceptability in both settings. It is believed that a detailed

analysis of this. program would produce valuable insights,. for here we

'appear t6 have_an example of teachers 'serving as adopters on a fairly
-..._

large scale. A similar recommendation has recently been made by the'
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Task Force on Elementary- Secondary and Teacher Education of'the Advisory

Council of National Organizations'to the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting when it called for decision - oriented research on the

utilization patterns of television andradio in the schools.(8)

: Case studies of technologically-based innovations in the health

sector, while outside the purview of the NIE, should be scrutinized by:.

educational policy makers because they may provide, illuminating insights

into the milieu and adoption of innovationiin anothbr public sector.

Although the medical field appears to be a morel ikely adopter-of tech-

nologically-based innovations th0 education, characteristics common

to both health care and education would seem to impede change: highly-
.

fragmented marketg, geographic And professional disaggregation, and the

presence of many 'domains" and personal prerogatives are ready examples.

Therefore, coop on with the appropriate health agencies might be

warranted so th meaningful case studies can be compiled. An example

would be an analysis of the 'health demonstrations on ATS-6, with

particular attention to the early, or fdrmative, phases-of the innovation

cycle. A comparison of that analysis with a similar study of the education .

component of ATS-6 could produce additional useful findings.

4.Perform Additional .Research on CAI

We found readily available information on CAI to be somewhat limited.

There appears to be a need for more detailed research on CAI projects

and outcomes, with particular emphasis on issues such as.tha role of

P'-
government agencies and individuals in promoting or hindering innovation,

more detailed considerations of cost-effectiveness, and the extent to

which such projects fulfilled the objectives for which,they were intended.

Such research might be performed as _part'of the overall evaluation of

ES:EA programs now being carried out at NIE.

16:3
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